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Excerpt from Baccalaureate Sermon by Fr. Bonaventure McHugh, E.P.,
May 24, 1925.
"During your sojourn here the principles of Catholic Philosophy
have been instilled into your minds and hearts. They have taught
you that truth is not one thing today and another thing tomorrow,
but an element that never changes with the vagaries of systems or
the idiosyncrasies of individuals. With its law and characteristics
you have learned to deal frankly and fearlessly, and you know
that your faith has nothing to fear from its scrutiny or its behests.
"The vaporings of so-called men of learning and research on the
origin of life, and its processes of development have no terrors for
you. You can distinguish between fact and fiction and you will not
be enthused by the hypotheses that may vanish before the ink that
places them on record has changed its hue. You insist that God is the
Absolute and Universal Cause of the world, and you will not yield
consent to the contrary until you are brought face to face with new
evidence that is something more than garbled information and fan-
tastic speculation.
"You are in accord with the theory that gives the human soul its
proper place in the economy of life. To you it is not a momentary
blaze shining through the medium of bone and sinew, but the under-
lying force that galvanizes all the manifestations of thought and con-
sciousness. You believe that, although it came into being with you, it
will endure long after the frame that enshrines it shall have lapsed
into the eddies of the dust. To you, men are not irresponsible crea-
tures of heredity or habit or environment. They are endowed with
God-given freedom that is at once their crowning glory and the ar-
biter of their destiny. With it they can rise to the most sublime
heights of sacrifice and they can overcome the most alluring sugges-
tions to compromise with the dictates of the conscience or the salutary
decree of duty.
"Educated in a Catholic college, you are the custodians of a code
of Ethics that has the solution, the only solution, to the questions
that will ever agitate and harass men's minds. You are not buffeted
about by every wind of doctrine, but you are moored to principles of
right and conduct that alone can enable you to lead lives in harmony
with your origin and in keeping with your destiny."
"The defences of our Commonwealth are not material but spiritual.
Her fortifications, her castles, are her institutions of learning.
Those who are admitted to the college campus tread the ramparts
of the State. The classic halls are the armories from which are fur-
nished forth the knights in armour to defend and support our liberty.
For such high purposes has Holy Cross been called into being. •A firm
foundation of the Commonwealth. A defender of righteousness. A
teacher of holy men. Let her turrets continue to rise, showing forth
the way, the truth, and the light.
"In thoughts sublime that pierce the night like stars,
And with their mild persistence urge man's arch
To vaster issues."
(Extract from the address of Calvin Coolidge delivered at the Commencement
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COLLEGE CALENDAR
1926
Monday, Sept. 20—Entrance Examinations.
Tuesday, Sept. 21—Entrance Examinations.
Wednesday, Sept. 22—Registration of Freshman, Sophomore and
Junior Classes.
Thursday, Sept. 23—Formal opening of first semester for Fresh-
man, Sophomore and Junior Classes.
Veni Creator and Benediction in the
Chapel. Schola Brevis.
Monday, Sept. 27—Registration of Senior Class.
• Tuesday, Sept. 28—Formal opening of first semester for Senior
Class.
Monday, Oct. 4—First meeting of the Sodalities.
Wednesday, Oct. 6—First meeting of Debating societies.
Monday, Oct. 25—Annual Retreat.
Monday, Nov. 1—All Saints' Day; holy day.
Tuesday, Nov. 2—All Souls' Day; no class first hour A. M.
Wednesday, Nov. 10--Marks for first quarter close.
Saturday, Nov. 13—Reading of quarterly marks.
Thursday, Nov. 25—Thanksgiving; holiday.
Wednesday, Dec. 8--Feast of the Immaculate Conception; holy
day.
Saturday, Dec. 18—Christmas holidays begin.
1927
Monday, Jan. 3—Christmas holidays end for Freshman,
Sophomore and Junior Classes.
Tuesday, Jan. 4—Semester examination in English Composi-
tion for Freshman and Sophomore
Classes. Semester examination in Re-
ligion for Junior Class. Christmas
holidays end for Senior. Class.
Wednesday, Jan. 5—Semester examination in Religion for Senior
Class.
Wednesday, Jan. 12—Marks for second quarter close.
Thursday, Jan. 13--First semester review.
Saturday, Jan. 15—Reading of quarterly marks.
Thursday, Jan. 20—Semester examination in Mathematics for
A.B. and B.S. Courses, 9.30-11.40 A, M.
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Friday, Jan. 21—Semester examination in Religion for
Freshman and Sophomore Classes, A.B
and B.S. Courses, 9.30-11.40 A. M.
Saturday, Jan. 22— Semester examination in Chemistry for
- A.B. and B.S. Courses, 9.30-11.40 A. M
Monday, Jan. 24—Semester examination in Latin Composition
for Freshman and Sophomore Classes,
A.B. Course, 9.30-11.40 A. M.
Tuesday, Jan. 25—Semester examination in Greek Composi-
tion for Freshman Class, A.B. Course,
9.30-11.40 A. M.
Wednesday, Jan. 26—Semester examination in Latin Author for
Freshman and Sophomore Classes, AB.
Course, 9.30-11.40 A. M. ,
Semester examination in History for Soph-
omore Class, A.B. and B.S. Courses,
1.30-3.30 P. M.
Semester examination in Modern' Foreign
Languages for Freshman Class, A.B
and B.S. Courses, 1.30-3.30 P. M.
Thursday, Jan. 27—Semester examination in Greek Author for
• Freshman and Sophomore Classes,
A.B. Course, 9.30-11.40 A. M.
Friday, Jan. 28—Semester examination in English Literature
for Freshman and Sophomore Classes,
A.B. and B.S. Courses, 9.30-11.40 A. M.
Saturday, Jan. 29—Semester Holiday.
Monday, Jan. 31—Formal opening of second semester.
Wednesday, , Mar. 2—Ash Wednesday.
Wednesday, Mar. 16--Marks for third quarter close.
Saturday, Mar. 19—Reading of quarterly marks.
Wednesday, Mar. 23—Announcement of subjects for prize essays.
Wednesday, . April 13—Easter recess begins at noon.
Monday, April 25—Easter recess ends for Freshman, Sopho-
. more and Junior Classes.
Tuesday, April 26—Easter recess ends for Senior Class.
Wednesday, May 4—B. J. F. Debate at 8 P. M.
Wednesday, May 11—Philomathic Debate at 8 P. M.
Monday, May 16—Interclass contests in Elocution and Ora-
tory.
Tuesday, May 17—Semester examination in English Composi-
tion for Freshman and Sophomore
Classes, A.B. and B.S. Courses, 9.30-
11.40 A. M.
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Sunday, May 22—Baccalaureate Sermon at 8 P. M. .
Tuesday, • May 24—Final paper in Physics for Junior Class,
9.30-11.40 A. M.
Thursday, May 26—Feast of the Ascension; holy day.
Friday, May 27--Oral examinations in Philosophy for Sen-
iors begin. Marks for fourth quarter
close.
Semester examination in Religion for
Freshman, Sophomore and Junior
Classes, A.B. and B.S. Courses, 9.30-
11.40 A. M.
Monday, May 30—Decoration Day; holiday.
Tuesday, May 31—Semester examination in History for Sopho-
more Class, A.B. and B.S. Courses,
9.30-11.40 A. M.
Semester examination in Modern Foreign
Languages for Freshman Class, A.B.
and B.S. Courses, 1.30-3.30 P. M.
Semester examination in Latin Composition
for Freshman and Sophomore Classes,
A.B. Course, 1.30-3.30 P. M.
Wednesday, June 1—Semester examination in Chemistry for
A.B. and B.S. Courses, 9.30-11.40 A. M.
Semester examination in Greek Composi-
tion for Freshman Class, A.B. Course,
1.30-3.30 P. M.
Thursday, June 2—Oral examinations in Philosophy for Jun-
iors begin.
Semester examination in Greek Author for
Freshman and Sophomore Classes, A.B.
Course, 9.30-11.40 A. M.
Semester examination in English Literature
for Freshman and Sophomore Classes,
A.B. and B.S. Courses, 1.30-3.30 P. M.
Friday, June 3—Semester examination in Latin Author for
Freshman and Sophomore Classes, A.B.
Course, 9.30-11.40 A. M.
Semester examination in Mathematics for
B.S. Course, 9.30-11.40 A. M.
Monday, June 6--Pentecost Monday; holiday.
Tuesday, June 7—Oral examinations in Latin, Greek and
English Literature begin.
Thursday, June 9--Senior Retreat begins.
Tuesday, June 14—Alumni Reunion.
Wednesday, June 15---Commencement.
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CONDUCTED BY THE FATHERS OF THE SOCIETY OF JESUS
GENERAL STATEMENT
HISTORICAL
The College of the Holy Cross was founded in the year
1843, by the Rt. Rev. Benedict Joseph Fenwick, second
Bishop of Boston, and is the oldest Catholic College in New
England. It had long been a cherished desire of Bishop
Fenwick to establish in his diocese, which then included the
city of Worcester, an institution for the higher education
of Catholic young men. In bringing about the realization
of this desire, he was aided by the Rev. James Fitton, who
had, as early as 1838, established the Seminary of Mt. St.
James on the hill which now bears that name, but was then
known as Pakachoag, "Hill of Pleasant Springs." This
institution, with its sixty acres of land, Father Fitton pre-
sented to the Bishop in 1843, and on this site the distin-
guished prelate determined to build his college. He gave it
the name of his cathedral, with the motto and emblem of
the Boston diocese—a cross in the heavens, as it appeared
to the Emperor Constantine, with its historic legend.
The fact that the site was a gift was not the only consid-
eration that influenced the Bishop in his selection. The
healthfulness of the location and the natural beauty of the
surrounding scenery were controlling motives. The spot,
too, vas considered at the time consecrated in local history.
Near it the first humble wigwam church of Worcester had
been erected by John Elliot for his Indians in 1674. The
Fathers of the Society of Jesus, who had long been estab-
lished in Maryland, were invited to organize the courses
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of study according to the curriculum of their college at
Georgetown, in the District of Columbia, and to take entire
charge of the teaching.
On the second day of November, 1843, classes were or-
ganized in what was then known as the "Seminary of Mount
St. James," and were there continued until January 13th,
1844, when the first college building was completed. The
cornerstone of the latter was laid by Bishop Fenwick on
June 21st, 1843. Speaking of this event, the Catholic Ex-
positor of August, 1843, describes the purpose of the new
institution as "the advancement of the arts, the cultivation
of the sciences and the promotion of patriotism, morality,
virtue and religion." The same publication describes the
first building as a brick structure 104 feet in length and four
stories in height "with a fine portico on the centre of the
front." The first annual exhibition was held July 29th,
1844. The saintly Bishop Fenwick died August 10th, 1846,
and was buried, in compliance with his own wish, in the
college cemetery. He had always taken a -deep interest in
the success of the college, and a few days before his death,
the 6th of August, he had ceded to the Fathers full control
and possession of the institution, with the buildings and
grounds, free of incumbrance.
On the afternoon of July 14th, 1852, eight days before the -
annual Commencement, a fire broke out, which destroyed
the whole of the central building. This calamity not only
suspended the class exercises, but threatened the very exist-
ence of the institution. The Rt. Rev. John B. Fitzpatrick,
who was then Bishop of Boston, sympathized heartily with
the Faculty, and determined that the college, which had been
a monument to his predecessor's zeal for Christian educa-
tion, should not perish. On the 3rd of October, 1853, the
college, enlarged and remodeled, was again ready to receive
students. The effect, however, of such a calamity On the
young college is shown by the interruption in graduating
classes from 1852 to 1858.
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INCORPORATION
A class of the students, who had entered in 1843 and
1844, had advanced to "Philosophy," by which name the
Senior year was then known, and were ready for graduation
in 1849. The college, therefore, in that year applied to the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts for the privilege of incor-
poration. The petition for a charter was presented in
March, 1849, and was acted upon early in April. The peti-
tioners were disappointed. The charter was not granted
until the year 1865, when the sobering influence of the Civil
War had caused all differences of opinion in regard to the
college to be set aside.
If the students were disappointed in the hope of receiving
their diplomas from their Alma Mater, they were not de-
prived of the benefits of graduation. Georgetown College,
in the District of Columbia, conferred the degrees on all
who were graduated from 1849 to 1852 and from 1858 to
1865. How the Faculty and students bore their disappoint-ment at this time may be judged from the testimony of His
Excellency Governor Alexander H. Bullock, who said at the
Commencement in 1868, alluding to the unsuccessful at-tempt to obtain a charter, that he had been deeply im-pressed by the manner in which the friends of the collegehid all signs of disappointment and exhibited a patience
which, under such circumstances, he would hardly havedared to expect from many Christian denominations.
It was during the Civil War, as intimated above, that thecollege, besides having become endeared to the Catholics ofNew England, had also attracted the favorable notice ofmany non-Catholics. The most distinguished among those• who manifested an interest in the college at this period,was His Excellency the War Governor, John A. Andrews.He visited and examined the institution during the schoolterm of 1862, and presided at the annual Commencement ofthat year. On the latter occasion, he spoke of the' college inthe highest terms, and the sincerity of his praise was unmis-takable. He had taken pains to acquaint himself with the
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methods of teaching employed at the college, and was quali-
fied to bear testimony 'to their excellence: The impression
made upon the Governor during these two visits secured his
interest in behalf of a charter, and he more than once urged
the Faculty to apply for it.
The interesting event of incorporation was not long de-
layed. A petition was presented to the Legislature in the
session 1865. A bill was framed to meet the exigencies of
the case, read a third time in the House of Representatives
on March 21st, and passed without opposition. The Senate
confirmed the action of the lower body on March 23rd, and
on the following day the Governor affixed his signature.
The charter granted to "The Trustees of the College of
the Holy Cross, in Worcester, Massachusetts," with other
privileges, the power "to confer such degrees as are con-
ferred by any college in this Commonwealth, except medical
degrees." This placed the college on an equality, before the
Commonwealth, with all other institutions of a similar char-
acter. It was no little gratification to the Faculty that their
earnest devotion to the cause of religion and education w.as
acknowledged by the State, and it was a source of pride to
the students to be able to receive from their Alma Mater, in
her own words and over her own seal, the testimony of her
approval.
It is gratefully recorded here that the college was particu-
larly indebted to Hon. Alexander H. Bullock for many acts
of courtesy. As a resident of Worcester, he had always
taken a neighborly interest in the college, while speaker of
the House he offered to present the petition for a charter,
and while Governor of the State he presided at three suc-
cessive Commencements. His example has been followed
by most of the Governors of the Commonwealth since his
time, particularly by Governor Ames, who founded a s.chol-
arship at the college, and Governor Curtis Guild, Jr., who
attended five successive Commencements, at all of which he
delivered memorable addresses, manifesting a cordial inter-
est in the institution.
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LOCATION
The seat of the college is on one. of the highest of the
eminences surrounding the city of Worcester. Towards
the north, this "Hill of Pleasant Springs" commands an
extensive and most delightful view of Worcester, at the time
of the founding of the college a town of hardly 10,000 in-
habitants, now a bustling city of more than 190,000, and,
next to Boston, the largest city in Massachusetts. Over and
beyond its many towers and spires and other elevations,
looms aloft in the background, against the northern horizon,
the summit of Mt. Wachusett, the second highest point in
Massachusetts. The educational character of the environ-
ment is indicated by the prominent sites of Clark Uni-
versity, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, the State Normal
School, Worcester Academy, and six local High Schools, two
of these under Catholic control. The view thus afforded of
the busy city, with its succession of hills and intervening
valleys, makes the location of Holy Cross College most
charming and interesting. - To this delightful prospect, ex-
ceptional advantages of pure air and perfect drainage are
added by the high elevation, while the graceful terraces to
the north and west of the 'college buildings furnish recrea-
tion grounds that are unsurpassed in every respect. Im-
partial visitors do not hesitate to declare that for healthful-
ness of location and for educational environment Holy
Cross is exceptionally favored.
BUILDINGS
The old buildings, whose accommodations satisfied the
student of a quarter of a century ago, have been enlarged
and improved in many ways, and new buildings have been
constructed in recent years.
FENWICK HALL
An improvement which at the time was considered of vast
importance was the raising and extending of the east wing
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of the main building, Fenwick, in the spring of 1875.
This wing, the only pareof the building spared by the fire in
1852, gave place in time to a structure one hundred and
twelve feet long, with an east-frontage of ninety feet. The
first and second stories are used for the students' dining
halls; while the Sodality chapel is on the third floor and oc-
cupies the space of two stories. Adjoining this wing, on
the southeast corner, is the infirmary.
O'KANE BUILDING
A later and more modern extension, now known as "the
O'Kane Building," was completed in the spring of 1895, and
formally opened in September of the same year. In the base-
ment is the gymnasium, 139 feet long, 50 feet wide, and 29
feet high. It is equipped with all the apparatus usually
found in modern gymnasiums. A running track, one-seven-
teenth of a mile in length, elevated about ten feet from the
floor, skirts the entire hall. Off the main gymnasium,
shower baths and lockers are provided for the students. The
chemistry department is provided with all the necessary
conveniences for work in general, analytical and organic
chemistry. The lecture-room and the four laboratories are
specially designed and constructed for the purposes for
which they are intended. The class-rooms, on the two floors
above the gymnasium, are spacious and lightsome, and the
corridors, long, wide and cheerful. The two floors above the
class-rooms are reserved for the private rooms of resident
students. These rooms are pleasantly situated, with east
and west exposures and are equipped with all modern con-
veniences.
ALUMNI HALL
A more recent building is "Alumni Hall," which was
opened in September, 1905. It contains nearly one hundred
living rooms for students, with hot and cold baths. The
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lower floors also provide large lecture-rooms for Physics,
English and History, besides a new instrument room, muse-
um, and laboratories for Physics. The Department of
Physics occupies two floors in the northeast corner. The
physics lecture-room, capable of _seating over 90 students on
elevated tiers of lecture chairs, is particularly well lighted
and is equipped for projection work with the lantern. The
lecture table is provided with the latest and most approved
conveniences, including the alternating and direct current.
The large apparatus-room, adjoining the lecture room, con-
tains the requisite instruments for experiment and demon-
stration in the various branches of physics. The laboratories
on the floor below the lecture room, with a floor space of
2400 square feet, are capable of accommodating classes of .
fifty students in Physics and Mechanics. All the apparatus
is of the precision type and designed especially for quanti-
tative work in mechanics, heat, light, sound and electricity.
The building is entirely fireproof, provided with the most
modern heating and ventilating equipment.
BEATEN HALL
A late addition to the college buildings is "Beaven Hall,"
the generous gift of the late Right Reverend Thomas D.
Beaven, D.D., and the clergy of the Springfield diocese. This
new building was opened in September, 1913. Sixty-seven
living rooms for students occupy the three upper floors,
while the lower floor houses temporarily the students' li-
brary, a laboratory for biology and a class room for elective
branches. Adjoining the students' library is the geological
museum. The building is entirely fireproof and equipped
with the latest improvements for lighting, heating and ven-
tilation.
LOYOLA HALL
In September, 1922, Loyola Hall, one of the most modern
of college buildings, was opened to the Senior Class. The
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building, similar to Alumni Hall, is fireproof throughout. It
contains nine class rooms on the two lower floors and almost
one hundred living rooms on the three upper floors.
ST. JOSEPH'S CHAPEL
At the eastern extremity of the campus, majestically
overlooking the college dormitories, is St. Joseph's Chapel,
a monument to Holy Cross men who paid the supreme sacri-
fice for their country.
LIBRARY
• The open space between the O'Kane Building and
Beaven Hall will soon be covered with another monument, a
monument to the intellectual history of Holy Cross, the new
Library. In this spacious structure will be placed 350,000
volumes of valuable information regarding all fields of
knowledge. On the upper floor of the library will be found
the quarters of the B. J. F. and Philomathic Debating So-
cieties.
STADIUM
The stadium, begun in the summer of 1924, is a horse-
shoe-shaped structure built around the old concrete stands
and opened on the west side of the field facing the baseball
diamond. The stadium, when completed will have a seating
capacity of 35,000.
THE COLLEGE YEAR
The College Year will begin on the twenty-second of Sep-
tember and is continuous throughout two semesters of
approximately sixteen weeks each. At the termination of
each semester examinations are held, upon which rests the
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success or failure of the student in the work of the semester.
Following the first semester is a brief vacation, at the end
of which the second semester is formally begun.
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM
The system of education is the one in use in all the col-
leges of the Society of Jesus, and is guided by the principles
laid down in the famous Ratio Studiorum. This body of
rules and suggestions has been elaborated by centuries of
experience and has been judged worthy of attentive study
and hearty approbation by the ablest scholars. One of its
greatest advantages is that it secures, what is an essential
requisite for success in educational work, natural, thorough,
and effective methods of teaching, employed uniformly by
all the teachers.
It is not a system of ever-changing theory and doubtful
experiment, but One on which have been built the characters
of the world's best scholars and statesmen for centuries. It
meets the demand for modern improvements by wise adap-
tation and readjustment. Instead of abolishing prescribed
studies and increasing electives courses, it advocates a wise,
deliberate and prudent election by men whose profession is
education, not an unwise, sudden and rash choice by inex-
perienced youth just entering on the process of education.
The natural sciences and modern languages are by no
means overlooked or neglected in this system, but the an-
cient languages and their literature are still retained as pre-
scribed studies, and, with mathematics and philosophy,
form the "essential trinity of courses," which Prof.. Ladd
of Yale rightly considers "absolutely necessary for a truly
liberal education."
The importance of the classics, even for those who intend
to specialize in mathematics or the natural sciences, was
emphasized by a man who stood at the head of the engineer-
ing profession, the late Dr. Charles F. Steinmetz, in these
words: "It is my opinion that the neglect of the classics is
one of the most serious mistakes of modern education and
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that the study of the classics is very important and valuable,
and more so in the education of the engineer than in most
other professions, for the reason that the avocation of an
engineer is specially liable to make a man one-sided. . . .
It is true that the classics are not necessary if the aim is
to fit a student to ply the trade of engineer, as that of
plumber or boilermaker, but such learning of the engineer-
ing trade can hardly be called receiving an education, and
certainly does not fit the man to perform intelligently his
duties as citizen of the republic during the stormy times of
industrial reorganization which are before us." ,
After the completion of such a course as is here given,
the graduate is not sent to the theological seminary without
any knowledge of the language in which the New Testament
was written, or the methods of philosophical reflection and
their bearing upon the problems of life and destiny. He is
not sent to the medical school without some knowledge of
physics and chemistry and some idea of the moral responsi-
bility of the physician and surgeon. He is not sent to the
law school without an intelligent grasp of the ethical nature
and development of man and of the logical processes which
make for and characterize sound judgment. He is not sent
to the profession of teaching without some training for
success in grasping truth and imparting it to others, some
more intimate knowledge of the responsibility of a teacher
than he can get from a few vague talks on pedagogy, some
more extensive knowledge of psychology than may be ac-
quired by a brief course in "child study." On the contrary,
he is sent out from his college so uniformly equipped and
harmoniously developed in character that he is prepared to
take up and prosecute any career, or even get more pleasure
out of a life of leisure than a man who has missed such a
preparation. Even as an equipment for a business career,
such a preparation, as ex-President Low of Columbia testi-
fies, "would make him a power in the business world beyond
all his compeers who had not been so favored."
Finally, this system does not meet the demand of the
multitude who are simply anxious to "get through college
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as soon as possible," but it does make profound thinkers,
safe guides, clear writers, logical pleaders and cultured
gentlemen.
RECITATION HOURS
The morning recitation hours are from 9.00 to 11.40, the
afternoon hours from 1.00 to 2.45. Punctual attendance
of non-resident students is insisted on, and such students
will not be admitted to classes or lectures, when tardy or
after absence, without a note from the Dean. Eighteen
hours a week are given to recitations in the Senior year,
twenty in Junior, twenty-three in Sophomore, and twenty-
two in Freshman year. For the apportionment of these
hours, see the Weekly Time Schedule.
SESSIONS AND HOLIDAYS
The year is divided into two terms: the first term from
September to February, the second from February to the
early part of June. Recesses are granted at Christmas and
Easter: the former begins at noon on the 18th of December
and ends on the evening of the 3rd of January; the latter
begins at noon on Wednesday in Holy Week and ends on
the evening of the second Monday afterEaster. The limits
of these recesses cannot be extended without serious detri-
ment to a student's class standing. Parents and guardians
are therefore requested not to sanction or to ask for such
extension. They are reminded, also, that exceptions made
in favor of individuals are unfair to other students and
injurious to discipline.
The ordinary holidays are as follows: Festivals of obliga-
tion, state and national holidays, one day after the mid-year
examinations and after the annual retreat and Pentecost
Monday. Letters asking leave of absence, for students re-
siding at the college, must be signed by parents or guard-
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ians, and must be addressed to the Dean of Discipline.
Such permission will rarely be granted by telegraph or
telephone.
SHOLARSHIP HONORS AND AWARDS
The College recognizes high scholastic honors in the fol-
lowing ways: gold and silver medals are awarded to the
highest ranking students in the various sections of Junior,
Sophomore and Freshman years; in the Senior year the stu-
dent obtaining the highest rank is awarded his degree "with
the greatest distinction;" while the College confers upon
those attaining an average of ninety per cent degrees "with
great distinction," and upon those attaining an average of
eighty-five per cent, degrees "with distinction." Through-
out the year at the quarterly reading of marks, many
students receive testimonials for their excellence in studies.
The honors and prizes awarded at the close of the year
are determined by the recitations of the entire year and the
mid-year and final examinations. The average for recita-
tions and examinations must be at least 90 per cent, to win
a medal or premium; but honorable mention is made of
those who attain 85 per cent. or more. As no allowance will
be made for absentees, parents or guardians who permit
their sons or wards to remain at home beyond the period
allotted for vacation or recess, cannot expect to see them hold
distinguished places in their classes. The standing of the
students in their respective classes is pulgtlicly announced
quarterly, and testimonials are awarded to those whose
standing is 95 per cent. or higher.
- DISQUALIFICATIONS
Each student at the end of his respective year, must have
acquired as units necessary for graduation, the number of
units which that specific year offers as graduation units.
In the case that a student is lacking in this number of units,
he is obliged to remedy that deficiency by an examination in
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the subject in which he is deficient. Failure in the exam-
ination, if the subject is a major, means the withdrawal of
the student from the College; if the subject is a minor, the
student is obliged to retake the course during his free time.
CONDUCT OF STUDENTS
Students are expected to manifest loth within and out-
side of the College the respect for order, morality, personal
honor and the rights of others, that is required of good citi-
zens. Failure to do this will necessitate withdrawal from
the College. The College reserves the right to dismiss a
student without any definite accusation.
STUDENT WELFARE
PHYSICAL TRAINING
While attending to the mental development of the student
and safeguarding his moral character, the college authori-
ties have not overlooked the importance of physical train-
ing. Besides the gymnasium, already described, the student
is provided with football and baseball fields, running track
and tennis courts. Not only are physical instructors and
experienced coaches and trainers provided, but all this is
under the moderation and direction of a member of the
faculty, who will see that the students do not become so
engrossed in athletics that their studies may be neglected
or their health suffer in any way.
With regard to all forms of college activities the policy of
the college authorities has always been that the student's
first duty in college is attention to study, and that no other
student activity should be allowed to interfere with this
main purpose of college life.
MORAL TRAINING
One of the most important features in the system of
Jesuit education should be the formation and training of
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character. Hence a closer supervision is exercised over the
students than is usual,'at the present day, in most of the
large colleges; but an effort is made to exclude from this
supervision every harsh feature. The professors live with
the students, mingle with them constantly, interest them-
selves in their sports, direct their studies and in every way
assume the relation rather of friends than of taskmasters.
This constant, familiar, personal communication, on kindly
terms, between professor and student, is a powerful factor
in the formation of character. The age of the student is
also considered, and in the later years of his college course
a larger degree of liberty is granted him. With regard to
younger students, the supervision is as close as any parent
or guardian could reasonably expect. With regard to all,
the enforcement of discipline, while mild and considerate, is
unflinchingly firm, especially when there is question of the
good of the student body or of the reputation of the college.
As the greatest help in maintaining good discipline is
found in the appeal to conscience and religion, special at-
tention is paid to religious instruction. Christian doctrine
is one of the prescribed studies in every class, supplemented
by weekly lectures and conferences. The students are re-
quired to comply with their religious obligations regularly,
and to make annually a spiritual retreat of three days.
Sodalities and other associations are also provided for the
fostering of piety.
The consequence of the neglect or exclusion of such re-
ligious training of the heart, the conscience and the will, in
preparation for the duties and struggles of life, was em-
phasized nearly a century ago by Daniel Webster. In his
famous speech in the Girard case, he said. "It is a mockery
and an insult to common sense to maintain that a school for
the instruction of youth from which Christian instruction
by Christian teachers is sedulously and religiously shut out
is not deistic and infidel in its tendency."
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MEDICAL CARE
The College Medical Officer, Dr. O'Day, has direct super-
vision of 'all matters affecting the student body. All cases
of illness, especially communicable diseases, should be
promptly reported to him or his assistants. Dr. O'Day; as
College Physician, holds office hours daily in the College
Infirmary.
DORMITORY ACCOMMODATIONS
In the College dormitories there are three hundred and
thirty double rooms, nine suites, and one dormitory, afford-
ing accommodations for seven hundred and seventy-three
students. A table showing the rent of the-dormitory rooms
is contained on page 97.
Each student desiring to rent a room should forward to •
the Treasurer not later than the fifteenth day of May pre-
ceding the Fall Term for which room reservation is desired,
• a deposit of ten dollars for such reservation of room. This
deposit is held as security against damage to room and fur.
niture. No room will be reserved until this deposit is made.
All rooms will be assigned on the day of registration by
the Dean of Discipline and his assistants.
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ADMISSION TO THE COLLEGE
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE VARIOUS DEGREES
§ BACHELOR OF ARTS: Sixteen units as follows: four
in Latin; one in Algebra; one in Plane Geometry; four in
English; *two in a Modern Language other than English;
two in History (Ancient and either American or English) ;
and two elective subjects either listed or unlisted, provided
the unlisted subject is not a commercial or manual training
subject.
t BACHELOR OF PHILOSOPHY: Sixteen units as fol-
lows : four in Latin; one in Algebra; one in Plane Geometry;
four in English; two in History (Ancient and American
History) ;* two in a Modern Language other than English;
• and two elective subjects either listed or unlisted, provided
the unlisted subject is not a commercial or manual training
subject.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE: Fourteen units as follows!
-four in English; two in Algebra; one in Plane Geometry;
one-half in either Solid Geometry or Plane Trigonometry;
two in a Modern Language other than English; one in
Science (Chemistry or Physics) ; three and one-half in elec-
tive subjects either listed or unlisted, provided that the
-unlisted subject is not a commercial subject.
ENTRANCE UNIT: A unit represents a year's study in
Any subject in a secondary school, constituting approxi-
mately a quarter of a full year's work. It is assumed that
the length of the school year is at least thirty-eight weeks.
that a period is at least forty-five minutes in duration, and
that the study is pursued for at least five periods a week.
Admission to the College
LISTED 'SUBJECTS
Units
English I (Grammar and
Composition)  2
English II (Literature) 2
Ancient History 1
American History 1
English History  1
American History and Civil
Government
Civil Government . .
Latin (Elementary) •  1
Latin (Caesar)  1
Latin (Cicero)  1
Latin (Virgil)  1
Greek (Elementary) . .  1
Greek (Xenophon's Ana-
basis)  1
Greek (Homer's Iliad) .  1
Elementary French . .  2





Advanced French . 1
Elementary German • . • 2
Intermediate German • • • 1
Advanced German . 1
Elementary Spanish . • 2
Intermediate Spanish • . . 1
Advanced Spanish . . 1
Elementary Algebra • • 1
Intermediate Algebra • 1










UNLISTED SUBJECTS: All unlisted subjects offered
as entrance credits must be subjects other than commercial
and manual training subjects and must be recognized by the
secondary school as credits towards graduation.
§ In order to qualify adequately for the Bachelor of Arts
course, a candidate should offer three units of credit in
Greek. The classes, however, are so arranged, that students
entering this course without three years' training in Greek,
-make up this deficiency during their Freshman, Sophomore,
and Junior years. A candidate who offers three units of
Greek may substitute these credits in place of History or
elective subjects.
* For admittance to the College in the fall of 1928, a can-
didate must offer two credits in a Modern Language other
than English. Candidates deficient in these units will not
be admitted to the College after September, 4927.
NI!
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t The entrance units for the Bachelor of Philosophy
course coincide with those required for the Bachelor of Arts
course. However, in course, Greek is not required.
METHODS OF ADMISSION TO THE FRESHMAN
.CLASS
EXAMINATIONS CONDUCTED BY THE COLLEGE:
Examinations for admission are conducted by the College in
June and September. All examinations should be taken in
June. Only in exceptional cases are candidates allowed to
take the September examinations.
Before taking any examination conducted by the College,
a candidate should make application to the Registrar, on a
blank provided for this purpose, and should forward to the
Director of the Board of Admissions, not later than two
weeks before the date of the first examination, his second-
ary school record including the first three years and the first
semester of the graduating year. The scholastic record
either qualifies or disqualifies a candidate for admittance to
the examinations. Examinations are not conducted in all
branches of study offered as entrance credits. The list of
subjects for examinations and the dates of the examinations
are contained on page 34. Detailed information on entrance
examinations will be sent on request.
THE JESUIT HIGH SCHOOL INTERSCHOLASTIC
EXAMINATIONS: Entrance to the College can be obtained
by the substitution of the Jesuit High School Interscholastic
Examinations in place of the examinations of the College.
Graduates of Jesuit High Schools whose secondary school
records are approved of by the Board of Admissions are
granted the privilege of this substitution. Jesuit High
School graduates seeking this privilege should submit for
approval to the Board of Admissions their secondary school
records not later than April first of the graduating year.
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COLLEGE ENTRANCE BOARD EXAMINATIONS:
The examinations of the College Entrance Board may be
substituted in place of the examinations of the College, pro-
vided a candidate attains a grade of 60 per cent. A candi-
date is obliged to take the examinations of the College En-
trance Board in the same subjects which the College re-
quires for examination.
Applications must be sent to the College Entrance Board,
431 West 117th Street, New York, N. Y. Forms may be
obtained from the Secretary of the Board.
ADMISSION TO ADVANCED STANDING
A candidate seeking admission to advanced standing, tin.
less coming from an approved institution of collegiate rank,
will be examined in the studies required for entrance to Holy
Cross College (unless admitted by certificate) and in those
already pursued by the class which he desires to enter.
A candidate coming from an approved institution of col-
legiate rank may receive credit without examination for
work done at that institution. He is obliged to present the
same entrance credits as are required of students entering
Holy Cross College without advanced standing, and is
obliged to take all prescribed subjects in the course leading
to the desired degree at Holy Cross College. The following
credentials should be forwarded to the Registrar: a formal
statement from the proper official of the institution pre-
viously attended, showing subjects accepted for entrance,
subjects pursued at college, with their catalogue numbers,
and the grade attained by the student; a marked catalogue
from the institution; a letter of recommendation and honor-
able dismissal from institution last attended.
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SCHEDULE OF ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS, JUNE, 1927
JUNE 8, 1927
Mathematics I (Elementary Algebra) 9.30 A. M.-11.30 A. M.
Mathematics II (Intermediate Algebra) . 9.30 A. M.-11.30 A. M.
Mathematics III (Plane Geometry) . . 9.30 A. M.-11.30 A. M.
Mathematics IV (Elementary Algebra and
Plane Geometry) . . . 9.30 A. M.-12.30 P. M.
Mathematics V (Elementary and Interme-
diate Algebra and Plane Geometry) . 9.30 A. M.-12.30 P. M.
French II (Elementary) . . 2.00 P. M.- 5.00 P. M.
Greek I (Elementary) . . 2.00 P. M.- 3.30 P. M.
Greek II (Xenophon's Anabasis) 2.00 P. M.- 4.00 P. M.
Greek III (Homer's Iliad) . 
..
2.00 P. M.- 4.00 P. M.
Greek IV (Xenophon's Anabasis and 
Homer's Iliad) . . 2.00 P. M.- 5.00 P. M
German II (Elementary) . 2.00 P. M.- 5.00 P. M.
Spanish II (Elementary) . 2.00 P. M.- 5.00 P. M.
JUNE 9, 1927
Latin I (Elementary) 9.30 A. M.-11.30 A. M.
Latin II (Caesar) 9.30 A. M.-11.30 A. M
Latin III (Cicero) . . 9.30 A. M.-11.30 A. M.
Latin IV (Virgil's Aeneid) 9.30 A. M.-11.30 A. M.
Latin V (Caesar and Cicero) 9.30 A. M.-12.30 P. M
Latin VI (Cicero and Virgil) 9.30 A. M.-12.30 P. M.
Chemistry . 9.30 A. M.-12.30 P. M.
Physics 9.30 A. M.-12.30 P. M.
JUNE 10, 1927
English I (Grammar and Composition) , . 9.30 A. M.-11.30 A. M.
English II (Literature) . . . . 9.30 A. M.-11.30 A. M.
English III (English I and II combined) . 9.30 A. M.-12.30 P. M.
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
ENGLISH: Four units. Preparation in English should
fulfill these two objects: (1) the command of correct Eng-
lish, spoken and written; (2) accurate, intelligent and ap-
preciative reading.
Grammar md Composition: A general review of the
English grammar, emphasizing spelling, and grammatical
accuracy. Principles of punctuation, sentences, paragraph-
ing, and the whole composition with special emphasis given
to the principles of narration, description and exposition
Written compositions comprising letter writing, descrip-
tions, narrations and expository essays.
Literature: The aim in the course in Literature should
be the training of the student in careful, intelligent, and ap-
preciative reading in considerable amount.
A. BOOKS FOR STUDY. (From each group two selec-
tions are to be made).
Group I. Shakespeare: Hamlet, Julius Caesar, Macbeth,
Merchant of Venice.
Group II. Coleridge: The Ancient Mariner; Tennyson..
Idylls of the King; Scott: The Lady of the Lake; Mil-
ton: Ii Pensoroso, L'Allegro, Lycidas.
Group III. Irving: The Sketch Book; Addison and
Steele: Sir Roger de Coverly Papers; Macaulay: Life'
of Johnson; Carlyle.: Essay on Burns.
Group IV. Washington: Farewell Address; Webster:
First Bunker Hill Oration; Burke: Speech on Concilia-
tion with America, Bristol Speech.
B. BOOKS FOR READING. (From each group two
selections are to be made).
Group I. Dickens: David Copperfield, Oliver Twist, The
Tale of Two Cities; Scott: Ivanhoe, The Talisman
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Hawthorne: The Honse of Seven Gables; Stevenson:
• Treasure Island, Kidnapped; George Eliot: Silas Mar-
ner ; Parkman: Oregon Trail.
Group II. Shakespeare: King Lear, King Henry V, As
You Like It, Twelfth Night.
Group III. Keats, Wordsworth, Shelley: Selections;
Bryant: Thanatopsis; Milton: Paradise Lost; Longfel-
low: Tales of a Wayside Inn.
Group IV. The New Testament; Macaulay: Lord Clive;
Franklin: Autobiography.
RESTRICTED EXAMINATION IN ENGLISH I
The examinee may be asked to construe sentences, to
parse words and to correct mistakes in usage. The test in
composition will be devoted to the development of selected
themes (one or more) throughout several paragraphs, ap-
plying the principles of paragraphing, of loose and periodic
sentences, of description, narration, and exposition. Sev-
eral subjects will be suggested, from which candidate may
make his own selections.
RESTRICTED EXAMINATION IN ENGLISH II
BOOKS FOR STUDY: Definite questions on the content
and form of the books, meaning of words, phrases and allu-
sions will be asked. Candidates must also be acquainted
with the lives of the authors, their other works, and the
periods of literary history to which they belong.
BOOKS FOR READING: An intelligent appreciation of
two books from each group is demanded of a candidate.
General questions to test the candidate's knowledge and
appreciation of the books may be asked.
COMPREHENSIVE EXAMINATION: ENGLISH III
This examination, occupying three hours, will be a com-
bination of English I and II. The questions will be similar
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in form to those of the "Restricted" Examinations. More
importance will be stressed upon the literature part of the
examination.
FRENCH. ELEMENTARY. Two units. The work
in Elementary French should comprise a careful drill in
pronunciation, memorizing of colloquial expressions; the
rudiments of the grammar, including the inflection of the
regular and irregular verbs, the inflection of adjectives, par-
ticiples, and pronouns, and plural nouns; word order; the
reading of about 100 pages of an elementary reader, with
daily practice in the translation of English prose into
French.
FRENCH. ,INTERMEDIATE. One unit. The work in
Intermediate French should comprise the reading of French
literature; the taking of dictation in French; the transla-
tion into French of continuous English prose; a thorough
drill in the rudiments of the grammar, with particular at-
tention given to sentence construction, forms, pronouns,
pronominal adjectives and all irregular verb forms.
FRENCH. ADVANCED. One unit. The course in Ad-
vanced French should comprise the reading of difficult prose
and verse; class conversation in French; translation of Eng-
lish prose and verse into French; a thorough review of the
rudiments of the grammar.
EXAMINATION FRENCH II
This examination, covering the work as outlined under
elementary French, will be divided into two main parts.
Part I of the examination will be devoted to a test of the
candidate's knowledge of two years' study of the language
The questions asked will test the candidate's ability to trans-
late French into English, and his knowledge of syntactical
constructions and inflections.
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- Part II of the examination will be devoted to the transla-
tion of English into French. The candidate will be asked to
write into French simple English sentences and continuous
English prose.
'GERMAN. ELEMENTARY. Two units. The work in
Elementary German should comprise a careful drill in pro-
nunciation ; memorizing of colloquial expressions; the rudi-
ments of the grammar, including the inflections of the ar -
tides, of nouns, of adjectives, of pronouns, and of the weak
and more usual strong verbs; the uses of the more common
prepositions; the uses of the modal auxiliaries; rules of
syntax and word order; the reading of German prose
authors; the translation of English prose into German.
GERMAN. INTERMEDIATE. One unit. The work in
Intermediate German should comprise the intelligent read-
ing of German Literature; the taking of dictation in Ger-
man; the translation of continuous English prose into Ger-
man; a thorough drill in the rudiments of the grammar,
with particular attention given to the strong verbs, the use
of the articles, cases, auxiliaries of all kinds, tenses and
moods.
GERMAN. ADVANCED. One unit. The work in Ad-
vanced German should comprise the intelligent reading of
German prose and verse; class room conversation; transla-
tion into German of English prose and verse; a thorough re-
view of the rudiments of the grammar.
EXAMINATION GERMAN II
* This examination, covering the work as outlined under
elementary German, will be divided into two main parts.
Part I of the examination will be a test of the candidate's
knowledge of two years of study in the language. The ques-
tions asked will test the candidate's ability to translate
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into English German prose, and his knowledge of the syn-
tactical construction and inflections.
Part II of the examination will be devoted to the transla •
tion of English into German. The candidate will be asked
to write into German simple English sentences and con-
tinuous English prose.
SPANISH. ELEMENTARY. Two units. The work in
Elementary Spanish should comprise a careful drill in pro-
nunciation; the memorizing of colloquial expressions; the
rudiments of the grammar, including the conjugations of
regular and irregular verbs, the inflection of nouns, adjec-
tives, and pronouns; the elementary rules of syntax; the
reading of Spanish prose authors; and the practice of writ-
ing into Spanish English prose.
SPANISH. INTERMEDIATE. One unit. The work
in Intermediate Spanish should comprise the intelligent
reading of Spanish literature; the taking of dictation in
Spanish; the translation into Spanish of continuous English
prose; a thorough drill in the rudiments of the grammar;
with particular attention given to sentence structure, forms
and uses of pronouns, pronominal adjectives, and irregular
verbs.
SPANISH. ADVANCED. One unit. The work in Ad-
vanced Spanish should comprise the intelligent reading of
Spanish literature; class-room conversation; translation in-
to Spanish of English prose and verse; a thorough review
of the rudiments of the grammar.
EXAMINATION SPANISH II
This examination, covering the work as outlined under
elementary Spanish, will be divided into two main parts.
Part I of the examination will be a test of the candidate's
knowledge of two years of study of the language. The
questions asked will test the candidate's ability to translate
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into English, Spanish prose and verse, and his knowledge of
the syntactical constructions and inflections. .
Part II of the examination will be devoted to the transla-
tion of English into Spanish. The candidates will be asked
to write into Spanish simple English sentences and con-
tinuous English prose.
MATHEMATICS. ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA. One
unit. The work in Elementary Algebra should include the
following requirements: the four fundamental operations
for rational algdbraic expressions; factoring; the deter-
mination of the highest common factor and the lowest com-
mon multiple by factoring; fractions; ratio and proportion;
linear equations; radicals.
INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA. One unit. The follow-
ing requirements should be studied in the course in Inter-
mediate Algebra: quadratic equations; the application of
the factor theorem; factoring of bi-nomial expressions
(v-a) ; arithmetic and geometric progression; solution of
equations containing radicals; graphical determination of
the roots of an equation; logarithms, including the formulas
a
log ab, log —, log aP, and log a.
PLANE GEOMETRY. One unit. The course in Plane
Geometry should include a thorough drill in the usual
theorems and constructions as treated in standard text-
books; the application of these theorems in the measure-
ments of angles, similar polygons, areas, regular polygons,
and circles; the solution of numerous original problems.
SOLID GEOMETRY. One-half unit. The course in
Solid Geometry should include a thorough study of the
usual theorems and constructions as treated in standard
text-books, including the relation of planes and lines in
space, the properties and measurements of prisms, cylin-
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ders, and cones, the sphere and spherical triangle, and the
various formulas for areas and volumes; the practical ap-
plication of the formulas in the solution of original prob-
lems.
PLANE TRIGONOMETRY. One-half unit. The course
in Plane Trigonometry should include the definitions and
relations of the six trigonometric functions as ratios; circu-
lar measurements of angles; the proof and application of
the principal formulas; the theory and use of logarithms.
EXAMINATIONS
Examinations for entrance will be concluded in Ele-
mentary Algebra (Restricted), Intermediate Algebra' (Re-
stricted), Plne Geometry (Restricted), Mathematics IV
(comprehensive, covering Elementary Algebra and Plane ,
Geometry—the requirements for the A.B. course), and
Mathematics ,V (Comprehensive, covering Elementary and
Intermediate Algebra, and Plane Geometry—the require
ments for the B.S. course).
LATIN. Four units. A candidate to qualify for admis-
sion to the Bachelor of Arts, course is obliged to offer as
credit the full Latin requirements.
LATIN. ELEMENTARY. One unit. The work in ele-
mentary Latin should comprise a thorough drill in the ele-
mentary rudiments of the grammar, including the inflection
of nouns, adjectives and pronouns; a thorough study of the
verb; elementary syntactical constructions of nouns and.
clauses, including purpose, result, and concessive; direct
and indirect questions. The composition work should be so
designed as to bring into practice, correct word order, se-
quence of tenses, and the Latin constructions for purpose,
result, and concessive clauses, direct and indirect questions.
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LATIN. CAESAR, DE BELLO GALLICO, BOOKS I,
II, III, IV. One unit. The reading in Caesar should be not
less than the first four books of the Gallic War. The read-
ing should be supplemented by a thorough drill in the prin-
cipal syntactical constructions, including the construction
of indirect discourse, of dependent clauses both in direct and
indirect discourse, and the conditional sentences. The work
in composition should be so designed as to bring into prac-
tice the Latin constructions for indirect discourse and condi-
tional sentences.
LATIN. CICERO, ORATIONS AGAINST CATILINE,
I, III; MANILIAN LAW; ARCHIAS. One unit. The read-
ing in Cicero should be not less than the first two orations
against Catiline, the Manilian Law, and the oration in be-
half of Archias. In the reading of 'these orations, the can-
didate should make rhetorical outlines of each oration.
Work in grammar should be stressed, especially the syntax
of nouns, dependent clauses, and conditional sentences. The
work in composition should be so designed as to familiarize
the candidate 'with Ciceronian style.
LATIN. VIRGIL, AENEID, BOOKS I, II, III, IV, V,
VI. One unit. The reading in Virgil should be not less
than the first six books of the Aeneid. All poetical con-
structions should be thoroughly understood; allusions
known; and the candidate able to appreciate intelligently
the Epic. The composition work should be devoted to the
application of the rules of prosody and verse structure; the
scansion of the first four books; and the composition of
Latin verse, especially the dactyllic hexameter.
EXAMINATION LATIN I
The questions asked in this examination will be so de-
signed as to test the candidate's knowledge of the rudiments
of the Latin grammar. He may be asked to inflect nouns,
adjectives, and pronouns; to write the principal parts, con-
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jugations and synopses of verbs; to translate simple Latin
sentences involving various constructions of nouns and
verbs, and to parse the nouns and verbs which appear in the
selections to be translated. The composition work will be
devoted to the writing into Latin of simple English sen-
tences, bringing into practice the rules for the sequence of
tenses; the Latin constructions for purpose, result, and con-
cessive clauses; and direct and indirect questions.
EXAMINATION LATIN II
The candidate will be asked to translate into English
selected passages taken from the required books, and to
state and explain cases of nouns and pronouns, moods and
tenses of verbs, which appear in the selected passages. The
candidate may also be asked to decline nouns, to write the
principal parts, conjugations, and synopses of verbs, and
to explain historical references. The composition work will
be based on Book I, De Bello Gallico, bringing into practice
the rules for the sequence of tenses, the uses of the dative
and ablative cases, and the Latin constructions for indirect
discourse and conditional sentences.
EXAMINATION LATIN III
The candidate will be asked to translate into English
selected passages taken from any of the required orations
of Cicero; and to state and explain cases of nouns and
moods and tenses of verbs; to explain historical references
and to outline the orations. The candidate may be asked to
decline nouns, pronouns, and adjectives; to write principal
parts, conjugations and synopses of verbs. The composition
. work will be based on the first oration agajnst Catiline,
bringing into practice Latin constructions for dependent
clauses and conditional sentences. Ciceronian style will be
insisted upon in the composition work.
EXAMINATION LATIN IV
The candidate will be asked to translate into English
selected verses taken from the required books of the Aeneid •
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to explain poetic constructions; to appreciate intelligently
the selected verses; to explain allusions; and to scan selected
verses. Syntax of nouns and verbs may be asked. The
candidate may be held responsible for all rules of prosody.
EXAMINATION LATIN V
This examination, occupying three hours, will be a com-
bination of Latin II and III examinations. The questions
asked will be similar in form to those of the "Restricted"
examinations. The composition work will be based on
Cicero's first oration against Catiline, and will bring into
practice the same Latin constructions as the compositions
of the "Restricted" examinations. The candidate, will be
asked to translate into English a Latin selection taken from
an author with whom he is not familiar.
EXAMINATION LATIN VI
This examination, occupying three hours, will be a com-
bination of Latin III and IV examinations. The questions
asked will be similar in form to those of the "Restricted"
examinations. The composition work will be based on
Cicero's first oration against Catiline, and will bring into
practice the same Latin constructions as the compositions
of the "Restricted" examinations. The candidate will be
asked to tranAlate into English selections from Latin prose
writers or poets with whom he is not familiar.
GREEK, Three units. For the perfect following of the
literature course at the College, a thorough three years'
training in Greek is absolutely necessary. The classes,.
however, are so arranged, that students entering without
this three-year course, make up this deficiency during their
Freshman, Sophomore, and Junior years.
GREEK. ELEMENTARY. One unit. The work in ele-
mentary Greek should comprise a thorough drill in all regu-
lar syntactical constructions; the inflections of nouns, ad-
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jectives, and pronouns; the principal parts and conjuga-
tions of verbs; syntax of cases and the rules governing
them; syntax of voices, moods, and tenses of verbs. Ele-
mentary composition work should comprise the writing in
Greek of simple English sentences, bringing into practice
the Greek construction for the various cases of nouns,
adjectives and pronouns. Special attention should be given
to case endings, verb formations, and moods.
GREEK. XENOPHON'S ANABASIS, BOOKS I, II, III,
IV. One unit. The reading in Xenophon should be not less
than the first four books of the Anabasis. The reading
should be supplemented by a thorough drill on the syntax
of moods, including the various constructions of the indica -
tive, optative, and subjunctive; a general study of dependent
clauses, and, the corresponding Greek constructions. The
work in composition should be so designed as to bring into
practice the Greek constructions for independent clauses:
clauses of purpose, result, cause, and concession; temporal
clauses introduced by 6TE and rptv; conditional sentences;
and the attraction of moods. ,
GREEK. HOMER'S ILIAD, BOOKS I, II, III, IV. One
unit. The reading in Homer should be not less than the first
four books of the Iliad. In the reading of Homer careful
attention should be given to the Homeric dialect, the appre-
ciation of the Epic, the explanation of the allusions, and the
metrical system. Work in Attic grammar should be
stressed, especially the more difficult syntactical construc-
tions. The composition work should be devoted to the scan-
sion of the first two books, and to review exercises in the
translation of English prose into Greek, bringing into prac-
tice the Greek constructions for indirect discourse, the in-
finitive not of indirect discourse, and all dependent clauses.
EXAMINATION GREEK I
The questions asked in this examination will be so de-
signed as to test the candidate's knowledge of the most ele..
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mentary rudiments of qe Greek grammar. The candidate
may be asked to inflect nouns, adjectives, and pronouns; to
compare adjectives and adverbs; to -write the principal
parts, conjugations and synopses of verbs; to translate into
English simple Greek sentences, involving various construc-
tions of nouns and verbs, and to parse the nouns and verbs
which appear in the selections to be translated. The com-
position work will be devoted to the writing into Greek of
simple English sentences, bringing into practice various
syntactical constructions of nouns, pronouns, adjectives,
.and verbs of dependent clauses.
'EXAMINATION GREEK II
The candidate will be asked to translate into English
-selected passages taken from the required books of Xeno-
phon's Anabasis ; to state and explain the cases of nouns,
adjectives, and pronouns; moods, tenses, and voices of
verbs, whic4 appear in the selected passages. The candi-
date may also be asked to inflect nouns, adjectives, and pro-
nouns ; to compare adjectives and adverbs; to write the
principal parts, conjugations, and synopses of verbs; and
to explain historical references. The composition work will
be based on Book I, Xenophon's Anabasis, bringing into
practice the rules governing the various uses of the indica-
tive, optative, and subjunctive moods; the Greek construc-
tion for dependent clauses of purpose, result, cause, and con-
cession; and temporal clauses introduced by 57E and rpiv; and
,conditional sentences.
EXAMINATION GREEK III
The candidate will be asked to translate into English
selected passages taken from any of the required books of
Homer's Iliad; to explain syntactical constructions; to write
the prose form of Homeric words; to explain allusions; to
_appreciate the selections; and to scan selected verses. The
-candidate may be held answerable for all rules of prosody.
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EXAMINATION GREEK IV
This examination, occupying three hours, will be a com-
bination of Greek II and III examinations. The questions
asked will be similar in form to those of the "Restricted"
examinations. The composition will be based on the first
book of Xenophon's Anabasis, and will bring into practice
the same Greek constructions as the compositions of the
"Restricted" examinations. The candidate will be asked to
translate into English selections from Greek prose writers
and poets with whom he is not familiar.
HISTORY. ANCIENT HISTORY. One unit. The work
covered in Ancient History should include the study of
Greek history to the death of Alexander the Great, and the
dissolving of his empire; Roman History; and early Medi-
eval History. to the death of Charlemagne.
AMERICAN HISTORY. One unit. The course in Amer-
ican history should include the study of American history
from the reconstruction period through the modern period.
ENGLISH HISTORY. One unit. The course in English
history should • include a study of the history of England
from the period of the conquest of the Island by Caesar in
55 B.C. through the Windsor line of Kings.
CIVIL GOVERNMENT. One-half unit. A study of the
civil government in the United States, including special
treatises on the constitution, organization, and actual work-
ing of national, state, and local governments.
AMERICAN HISTORY AND CIVIL GOVERNMENT.
One unit. This course should be so arranged that two-thirds
of the time be devoted to the study of American History and
one-third, to the study of Civil Government.
CHEMISTRY. One unit. The course in Chemistry
should comprise the study of a standard text-book, in order
that the student may gain a thorough knowledge of the fun-
damental facts and laws of Chemistry ;_individual labora-
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tory work, comprising at least thirty experiments; and lec-
ture table demonstrations.
Outline of the requirements: the important physical and
chemical properties, and the preparation of the following
elements and their most important compounds: oxygen, hy-
drogen, carbon, nitrogen, chlorine, bromine, fluorine, sul-
phur, sodium, zinc, lead, and iron; the atmosphere; acids,
base's, and salts; Boyle's and Charles's Law; symbols and
nomenclature; atomic theory; atomic weights and valence:
solutions; ionization; electrolysis.
CHEMISTRY EXAMINATION
• The examination in Chemistry, _occupying three hours,
will be a test of the candidate's knowledge of the most fun•
damental facts and laws of chemistry; his ability to explain
the preparations of various elements; his power to distin-
guish and indentify elements ;_and his ability to solve origi-
nal problems based. on the fundamental laws.
PHYSICS. One unit. The course in Physics should com-
prise the study of a standard text-book in order that the
candidate may gain a thorough knowledge of the funda-
mental facts and laws of. Physics; individual laboratory
work, comprising at least thirty experiments; and lecture
table demonstrations, to familiarize the candidate with the
facts and phenomena of Physics in their qualitative aspects
and practical applications.
PHYSICS EXAMINATION
The questions will be so designed as to test the candidate's
knowledge of the fundamental facts and laws of Physics and
the application of the laws in the solving of original ,prob-
lems.
BOTANY. One unit. The course in Botany should com-
prise a careful study of the general principles of Anatomy
and Morphology, Physiology and Ecology; natural history
of plant groups and classification.
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This course should include a year's study of a standard
text-book, supplemented by individual laboratory work.
ZOOLOGY. One unit. The course in Zoology should
comprise the study of vertebrate and invertebrate zoology.
The course should be developed on the basis of laboratory
work supplemented by a careful study of a standard text-
book. The laboratory work should be devoted to drawings
and notes relating to the dissection of vertebrates.
ASTRONOMY. One unit. The course in Astronomy
should include instruction in the elementary principles of
the science, including observations of the heavens with ref-
erence to the positions and movements of the heavenly
bodies. A year's study of a standard text-book is required.
PHYSIOGRAPHY. One unit. The course in Physiog-
raphy should be so designed that the candidate will gain a
thorough knowledge of the essential principles of physical
geography, and of well-selected facts illustrating those prin-
ciples. A year's study of a standard text-book, supple-




Before attending any College exercise each student must
present himself in person at the Registrar's Office to supply
the information necessary for the College records. No stu-
dent will be permitted to register for any course later than
two weeks after the appointed days for registration.
At the Office of the Registrar the student receives a class-
list card. This card must be presented by the student upon
entering his various classes.
ATTENDANCE, STANDING, AND EXAMINATIONS
ATTENDANCE. Each student is compelled to attend
every meeting of the classes in which he is enrolled, includ-
ing gymnasium and eclectic lectures on subjects intimately
connected with class-room study, and all chapel exercises.
Eleven absentees during one semester in any major subject
disqualify a student in this subject.
STANDING. At the close of each scholastic quarter, a
report is sent to the parent or guardian of each student,
including a record of the student's discipline and his stand-
ing in each of his classes. Sixty per cent is demanded for
passing grade; Ninety per cent is considered honor grade.
EXAMINATIONS. At the end of each *quarter, all
classes are examined in their respective subjects. These
examinations constitute forty per cent of the quarter's
mark. _
At the end of each gemester, examinations in the entire
semester work are held. A student who has not attained
the passing grade of sixty per cent in the semester's work,
will not be admitted to these examinations. Failure in these
examinations conditions a student in the semester's work.
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Special examinations, at the discretion of the Dean, aresometimes allowed conditioned students who have presentedevidence that the work of the course had been thoroughlyreviewed. If the examination is to remove an absent mark,•the student is obliged to pay a fee of three dollars; if, forthe removal of a condition mark, the student is obliged topay a fee of five dollars.
REQUIREMENTS FOR VARIOUS DEGREES
BACHELOR OF ARTS
English Composition and the Study of Poetry. Three
hours a week for two semesters.
Theory of Rhetoric and Rhetorical Analysis and Composi-
-
tion. Three hours a week for two semesters.
History of English Literature. One hour a week for two
semesters.
Shakespearean Drama. One hour a week for two semes-
ters.
Latin. Including the four units offered for admission.
six hours a week for four semesters.
Greek. Including the three units offered for admission.
four hours a week for four semesters; without
 three en-
trance units, four hours a week for six semesters.
Mathematics. Including the credits, Elementary Alge-
bra, Plane Geometry, and Plane Trigonometry, off
ered for
admission, Mathematics is not required in course; incl
uding
only entrance credits in Elementary Algebra and Pla
ne
Geometry, four hours a week for one semester.
Modern Language. Including the two units offered 
for
admission, four hours a week for two semesters.
History. Including the two units offered for admission
,
four hours a week for two semesters.
Biology. One hour a week for two semesters for 
the
Bachelor of Arts degree without pre-medical training; fo
ur
hours a week (two lecture hours and two laboratory hours)
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for four semesters for Bachelor of Arts degree with pre-
medical training.
Chemistry. Three hours a week (two lecture hours and
one laboratory hour) for two semesters for Bachelor of Arts
degree without pre-medical training; for Bachelor of Arts
degred with pre-medical training, twenty-eight semester
hours credit .are required.
Physics. Four hours a week (three lecture and one lab-
oratory hour) for two semesters.
Philosophy. Ten hours a week for two semesters.
Psychology. Five hours a week for one and one-half
semesters.
Natural , Theology. Five hours a week for one-half
semester.
Ethics. Five hours a week for two semesters.
Religion. Two hours a week for eight semesters.
Elective Branches. Six hours a week for four semesters.
BACHELOR OF PHILOSOPHY
The requirements for the Bachelor of Philosophy degree
are identical with those for the Bachelor of Arts degree
with the exception of the following; Greek is not required
in course; History of Philosophy is required in course.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
English Composition and General Rhetoric. Three hours
a week for one semester.
English Composition and Poetry. Three hours a week
for one semester.
History of English Literature. One hour a week for two
semesters.
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Theory of Rhetoric, ad Rhetorical Analysis and Com-
position. Three hours a week for two semesters.
Shakespearean Drama. One hour a week for two sem-
esters.
Mathematics. Including the three and one-half. units
offered for admission, four hours a week for four semesters.
Science. A candidate is obliged to elect either Chemis-
try, Biology, or Physics as a major subject.
Chemistry. Major Subject. Including the one unit
offered for admission, thirty semester hours of credit are
required. Minor Subject. Including the one unit, offered
for admission, ten semester hours of credit are required.
Physics. Major Subject. Including or not including the
one unit offered for admission, twenty-three semester hours
of credit are required. Minor Subject. Including or not
including the one unit offered for admission, fifteen semester
hours of credit are required.
Biology. Major Subject. Including or not including the
one unit offered for admission, twenty-two semester hours
of credit are required. Minor Subject. Including or not
including the one unit offered for admission, eight semester
hours of credit are required.
Philosophy. Ten hours a week for two semesters.
Psychology. Five hours a week for one and one-half
semesters.
Natural Theology. Five hours a week for one-half sem-
ester.
Ethics. Five hours a week for two semesters.
Religion. Two hours a week for eight semesters.
Electives. Six hours a week for four semesters.
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REQUIREMENTS ARRANGED BY YEARS
A.B. COURSE
English 3, 4, 12
Latin 1, 2, 3





Latin 4, 5, 6
'Greek 7, 8 or 9, 10











English 3, 4, 12






Latin 4, 5, 6









Philosophy 5, 6, 7, 8






















Philosophy 1, 2, 3, 4
'Chemistry 5
'Biology 4, 5, 6
'Physics 4, 6 or 5, 7
Religion 5, 6
Electives





'Courses 1, 2, 7, 8, 11 are obligatory for all students offering no
Greek for admission.
'The course in Modern Language depends upon the number of units
offered for admission or the choice of the candidate.
'Course 1 is obligatory for all students not pursuing pre-medical
subjects; Course 2 is obligatory for all students purusing pre-medical
subjects.
'These courses are obligatory for all B.S. students majoring in
Chemistry.
'These courses are obligatory for all B.S. students majoring in
Physics.
'These courses are obligatory for all B.S. students majoring in
Biology.
*Candidates for A.B. and Ph.B. degrees, desiring pre-medical train-







Biology 1. General Biology. Open to Sophomores in the B.S.
course; required of Juniors in the A.B. Pre-medical course.
This course is a prerequisite to all future work in Biology. The
cell is treated as the structural and physiological unit of the plant and
animal life. The various manifestations of life are studied on selected
'types of the great groups of plants and animals. The study of these
forms includes their anatomy, physiology, life histories, and relations
to environment. Special attention is given in the lectures to the gen-
eral biological problems: the relation of the organisms to each other,
parasitism, organic evolution, and heredity. •
Two lectures and two laboratory periods a week for two semesters.
Eight semester hours credit.
Texts: Lecture: General and Professional Biology, Menge, Vol. I.
Laboratory: Manual for Gen. Biology, Giese-ii.
Manual for Gen. Botany, Potter.
Assistant Professor MACCORMACK and MR. MALUMPHY.
Biology 2. Biological Principles. Required of all students who are
not taking any other work in Biology.
This course is intended for students of philosophy and psychology
who are unable to take a laboratory course in Biology. It aims to give
the biological background necessary to the proper understanding of
many philosophical and psychological questions. Topics like the cell
theory, • heredity, development of the nervous system, and organic
evolution are discussed. Lectures and demonstrations.
One hour a week for two semesters.
Two semester hours credit.
Texts: Science of Biology, Scott.
General Biology, Menge, Vol. I.
Professor GIESEN.
Biology 3. Animal Biology. Elective for Seniors in the A.B.
course. Limited to twenty students.
This course is a continuation of Biology 2. It aims to acquaint the
student with the general anatomy and physiology of higher forms,
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including the human body. Dissection of higher vertebrates and mi-
croscopic study of tissues and organs in the laboratory. In the lec-
tures special attention is given to the problems of heredity and health.
Two lecture hours and one laboratory hour a week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Text: General and Professional Biology, Menge.
Assistant Professor MAcCoRmAcK.
Biology 4. Embryology. Open to Juniors in the B.S. course; re-
quired of Seniors in the A.B. Pre-medical course.
The early part of the course is devoted to the study of oogenesis,
spermatogenesis, fertilization, segmentation, and the formation of the
three germ layers. This work is 'based on the development of the
grasshopper, starfish, amphioxus, and frog. This is followed by a
study of the frog from the gastrula to the 15 mm. tadpole stage, and
of the chick from the time of incubation to a stage in which the more
important organs of the body have appeared. Preserved material,
whole mounts and complete serial sections are furnished each student.
An extensive. collection of models is it the disposal of the class.
Two lectures and two laboratory periods for one semester.
Four semester hours credit.
Texts: Lecture: General and Professional Biology, Menge, Vol. II
Laboratory: Manual, Giesen.
Professor GiEsEN.
,Biology 5. Comparative Anatomy of Vertebrates. Open to Jun-
iors in the B.S. course; required of Seniors in the A.B. Pre-medical
course. Prerequisite: Biology 4.
The laboratory work in this course consists of the dissection of the
shark, mud-puppy, turtle, and cat on a comparative basis. Emphasis
is laid on the skeletal, circulatory and nervous systems. The lectures
include a thorough discussion of the problem of organic evolution.
Two lectures and two laboratory periods for one semester.
Four semester hours. credit.
Texts.: Lecture: General and Professional Biology, Menge, Vol. II.
Laboratory: Manual for Comparative Anatomy, Hyman.
Professor GIESEN .
Biology 6. Histological Technique. Open to B.S. students in the
Junior year, to Pre-medical students in the Senior year.
Methods of collecting and preserving biological material with vari-
ous methods of fixing, embedding, sectioning, and staining. Prepara-
tion of slides.
Three hours a week First and Second Semester.
One semester hour credit.
Text: Micrology, Guyer. MR. MALUMPHY.
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Chemistry 4. Analytic Chemistry. This course is obligatory for
students of the B.S. course who are majoring in Chemistry. It may
be elected by students of the A.B. and Ph.B. courses who are not ful-
filling pre-medical requirements. Prerequisite: Chemistry 2.
A course in qualitative and quantitative analysis. The qualitative
course is designed to train the student in careful manipulation and
exact methods of precedure. The reason for each operation is made
clear to the student. The student is obliged to apply to the operations
of qualitative analysis the laws of chemical equilibrium, and especially
the principles relating to solubility, and to the ionization, complex
formation, and oxidation and reduction of substances in solution. The
quantitative course consists of a general survey of the methods of
volumetric and gravimetric analysis, including calorimetry, gas
analysis, and electro-analysis. The theories applied in qualitative
analysis are now studied quantitatively. Particular stress is laid on
the theory and use of Indicators, Hydrogen-ion determination, and
electrometric titration.
Two lecture hours and three laboratory hours for two semesters.
Ten semester hours credit.
Texts: Qualitative: Qualitative Chemical Analysis, A. A. Noyes.
Quantitative: Quantitative Analysis, Popoff.
Assistant Professor COONAN and MR. CHAREST.
Chemistry 5. Organic Chemistry. This course is elective for
Senior A.B. and Ph.B. students. It must be elected by students in
Senior A.B. or Ph.B. courses who are fulfilling pre-medical require-
ments. This course is obligatory for students of the B.S. course, who
are majoring in Chemistry (beginning 1927-1928).
A thorough course in the general principles of organic chemistry
and the properties of important compounds. The relation between
properties and structure is given special attention. Well known mem-
bers of the various classes are synthesized.
Three lecture hours, one quiz hour, and two laboratory hours a week
• for two semesters.
Ten semester hours credit.
Texts: Lecture: Organic Chemistry, Norris.
Quiz: Problems in Organic Chemistry, Underwood.
Laboratory: Laboratory Book, Lowy and Baldwin.
Professor STROHAVER and MR. BARIL.
Chemistry 6. Physiological Chemistry.
This course will not be given in 1926-1927.
Chemistry 7. Physical Chemistry.
This course will not be given in 1926-1927.
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Chemistry 8. Seminar.
The Seminar which is conducted by the "Chemists' Club" is held
twice a month throughout the year. Abstracts of current literature,
reports of work being done in the various laboratories and lectures by
invited Chemists constitute the routine work of the Seminar.
Two semester hours credit.
Professor STROHAVER and the FACULTY.
Chemistry 101. Physical Chemistry. This course is of obligation
for fellows in the M.S. course. It is not open to undergraduates. •
Four lecture hours and two laboratory hours a week for two semes-
ters.
Twelve semester hours credit.
Professor HAGGERTY.
Chemistry 102. Quantitative Analysis. This course' is elective for
fellows in the the M.S. course. It is not open to undergraduates.
Two lecture hours and four laboratory hours a week for one semes-
ter. •
Six semester hours credit.
Assistant Professor COONAN.
Chemistry 103. Metallography and Heat Treatment. This course
is elective for fellows in the M.S. course. It is not open to under-
graduates.
' Two lecture hours and four laboratory hours a week for one semes-
ter.
Six semester hours credit.
Assistant Professor COONAN.
Chemistry 104. Structural Organic Chemistry. This course is
elective for fellows in the M.S. course. It is not open to undergradu-
ates.
•Two lecture hours a week for two semesters.
Four semester hours credit.
Professor STROHAVER.
Chemistry 105. Organic Qualitative Analysis. This course is elec-
tive for fellows in the M.S. course. It is not open to undergraduates.
One lecture hour and three laboratory hours a week for two semes-
ters.
Eight semester hours credit.
Professor STROHAVER.
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ENGLISH
Professors KIMBALL, CONNORS, BULMAN, KOEN and EARLS
Assistant Professors COLLINS, O'BRIEN, FOLEY, KEVILLE, COTTER,
SLOANE, MAXWELL, KANE, DRUMM and BALLOU.
English 1 Elementary Rhetoric and Composition.. This course is
obligatory for all students of the B.S. course. Prerequisite: four en-
trance units credit.
A thorough training in the fundamentals of literature and prose
composition; choice of words, elegance, vigor and variety of expres
sion; thought development; rhythm and movement of sentences; the
finer points of style, correlation, economy and suggestion; laws gov-
erning narration, description and exposition.
Three hours a week for one semester.
Three semester hours redit.
Texts: Model English I, II, III, Donnelly.
Rhetoric and Composition, Hitchcock.
Assistant Professor KEVILLE.
English 2. Poetry and Versification. This course is obligatory for
all students of the B.S. course. Prerequisite: English 1.
A thorough training in the general laws of versification with spe-
cial emphasis on the sonnet, ode, and Spencerian stanza; distinctive
features of poetic diction; the emotional and intellectual elements of
poetry.
Three hours a week for one semester.
Three semester hours credit.
Texts: Study of Poetry, Connell.




English 3. Literature. This course is obligatory for all students
of A.B. and Ph.B. courses. Prerequisite: four entrance units credit..
A thorough study of literature, its characteristic qualities, its posi-
tion among the other fine arts; the four elements of literature—Emo-
tion, Imagination, Thought and Form, a discussion of each element;
divisions of literature.
A study of prose, its nature and province; the formal and informal
essay; short story.
A study of poetry, its nature and province; distinctive features of
poetic diction, emotional, imaginative and intellectual elements of
poetry; Spencerian stanza; Sonnet, Epic; Lyric; and Dramatic
Poetry.
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Three hours a week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Texts: Lecture: Rhetoric and Composition, Hitchcock.
Study of Poetry, Connell.
Aristotle's Theory of Poetry and Fine Arts,
Butcher.
Reading: Golden Treasury, Pal grave.
Idea of a University, Newman.
Essay on Poetry, Watt.
Professors KIMBALL, CONNORS and Assistant Professors Coma.
SLOANE, MAXWELL, KANE and BALLOU.
English 4. English Literature, History, and Criticism. This
courSe is obligatory for all students of the A.B., B.S., and Ph.B.
courses.
The Elizabethan Age to Pope (1603-1739); Lake School to Vic-
torian Age.
One hour a week for two semesters.
Two semester hours credit.
'Text: Primer of English Literature, Brooke.
Professors KIMBALL, CONNORS, and Assistant Professors COTTER,
SLOANE, MAXWELL, KANE, BALLOU, and KEVILLE.
English 5. Precepts of Oratory. This course is obligatorST for all
students of the A.B., Ph.B., and B.S. courses. Prerequisite: English
2 or 3.
The theory of art and oratory; analysis and study of oratorical mas-
terpieces; preparation of briefs and the composition of speeches.
Three hours a week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Texts: Lecture: Oratorical Composition, Coppens.
Notes on Oratory, Holy Cross Press.
Analysis: Bristol Speech; Speech on Conciliation, Burke.
Selections, Bradley.
Professors BULMAN, KOEN, and Assistant Professors COLLINS,
O'BRIEN, FOLEY, KEVILLE, and BALLOU.
English 6. Shakespeare. Obligatory for all students of the A.B.,
Ph.B., and B.S. courses. Prerequisite: English 2 or 3. •
A brief survey of the Drama before Shakespeare; Shakespeare as a
poet and a playwright; reading of some of his plays; class study of
the tragedies, Macbeth or Hamlet; of the comedies, Merchant of Veil.
ice or the Twelfth Night.
One hour a week for two semesters.
Two semester hours credit.
Prof essors BULMAN, KOEN, and Assistant Professors COLLINS,
O'BRIEN. FOLEY, KEVILLE, and BALLou.
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English 7. English Literature of the Fifteenth ancl Sixteenth, Cen-
turies. This course is elective for Juniors and Seniors of the A.B.
and Ph.B. courses.
This course comprises a literary appreciation and historical discus-
sion of Epics, Romances, and Allegories of those centuries.
Edmund Spencer (1552-1599) : The Faerie Queene; its thesis, its
art, its value in national propaganda, its religious prejudices. For
comparative study, Dryden's Hind and Panther; Bunyan's Pilgrims'
Progress; Thompson's Hound of Heaven; Chesterton's Ballad of the
White Horse, and his Lepanto.
The Arthurian Legends: Sir Thomas Malory (1400-1470). The
early chroniclers of Arthur; the accretion in the legends; the later
development.
For comparative reading: Roman de la Rose, Song of Roland; Irish
epical tales.
Ariosto (1474-1533). The Orlando Furioso: its literary and his.
torical sources, its art and purpose as estimated by Ariosto's con,
temporaries, its expression of philosophy of life, its contribution to
the growth of continental literature.
Tasso (Torquato, 1544-1595). The Jerusalem Delivered: its epical
structure and character in comparison with the Iliad and Aeneid; the
Crusades as a quarry for literary material; neglect of these sources in
English literature; courtly patronage of letters as in the careers of
Ariosto and Tasso; the "Kingdom" in the exercises of St. Ignatius.
Camoens (1534-1579). The Lusiad: building a nation's literature,
the significance of such an epic in national culture; the art in the
structure of the Lusiad; the influence on literature of the geographi-
cal discoveries, as in the case of Vasco da Gama; the romance values
in the apostolic career of St. Francis Xavier.
Spanish Versions of Amadis de Gaula (1508). Origins and growth
of this romantic material; the various adaptations; its symbolisms.
Cervantes (1547-1616). The Romance in prose; Don Quixote, a
national book, curative satire.
The splendor of the Spanish dramatists: Lope de Vega (1562-
1635) ; his Dragontea; his work along the lines of Ariosto and Tasso;
his influence on the school of drama.
Calderon (1600-1681) : his autos sacramentales; tributes to him in
English literature,—Shelley, Edward Fitzgerald, James Russell Low-
ell; his Magico Prodigioso; Denis Florence McCarthy's translations.
Oral discussions and written themes on material drawn from the
above chapters; Composition (theory and practice) :—the familiar
essay, the publicist essay, the ancient and modern principles of style;
reading of stylists, ancient and modern; criticism of the principles
of both the classic and modern schools.
Three hours a week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Texts: Professor's Notes.
Professor EARLS.
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English 8. English. Literature of the Eighteenth Century. This
course is elective for Juniors and Seniors of the A.B. and Ph.B.
courses.
The Neo-classicism of Pope; the rise of the periodical essay (Addi-
son and Steele) ; miscellaneous prose; Defoe, Swift; the rise of the
English novel; Richardson, Fielding, Smollett, Sterne; Johnson and
his circle: Boswell, Burke, Gibbon; the drama: Goldsmith, Sheridan;
diarists and letter-writers: Burney, Montague, Walpole, Chesterfield;
transition to naturalism and romance: Collins, Gray, Cowper, Crabbe,
Blake, Burns. Outside reading in selected works of each author with
frequent written reports.
Three hours a week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Text: Professor's Notes.
Assistant Professor DRUMM.
English 9. English 'literature of the Nineteenth Centwry. From
the Lyrical Ballads to the Death of Scott. This course is elective for
Juniors and Seniors of the A.B. and Ph.B. courses.
The general characteristics of the romantic movement; the Words-
worth group: Wordsworth, Coleridge, Southey; the narrative poetry
of Scott and the historical novel; the essayists; Hazlitt, Lamb, Hunt,
Landor, De Quincey; the Shelley group: Keats, Shelley, Byron. Out-
side reading in selected works of each author with frequent written
reports.
Three hours a week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Text: Professor's Notes.
Assistant Professor DRUMM.
English 10. Drama. One-Act Play. This course is elective for
Juniors and Seniors of the A.B. and Ph.B. courses.
After a brief resume of the drama, the major part of this course is
spent in the study of the one-act play, its beginning, development, and
technique. Its fundamental principles are explained and illustrated
from the more famous plays of this type.
(Not offered in 1925-1926.)
English 11. Contemporary Drama. This course is elective for
Juniors and Seniors of the A.B. and Ph.B. courses. Prerequisite:
English. 10.
This course aims to give a general outline of the more salient fea-
tures of Contemporary Drama. Beginning with the latter part of the
19th Century, the authors and tendencies of modern drama are dis-
cussed, and the plays of the outstanding American and European
authors read and analyzed.
(Not offered in 1925-1926.)
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English 12. Public Speaking. This course is obligatory for Fresh.
men of the A.B., Ph.B., and B.S. courses.
Principles of voice culture; vocal interpretation of Literature; ex-
tempore speaking.
One hour a week for two semesters.
Two semester hours credit.
Text: Lecture: Professor's Notes.
Professor EARLS.
English 13. Public Speaking. Advanced Course. This course is
elective for Sophomores of the A.B. and Ph.B. courses.
Practice in extempore speaking and in the composition and delivery
of the common forms of the occasional address; debating.
One hour a week for two semesters.
Two semester hours credit.
Text: Lecture: Professors' Notes.
Professor BuLmAN and Assistant Professor ICEvu.TE
GREEK
Professors KIMBALL, CONNORS, NELLIGAN, COLLINS, ()TRAIN and MR.
SULLIVAN
Courses 1 and 2 are accommodated in subject-matter to those who
are mature in Latin and English, and who have put into practice in
their preparatory training, habits of study, observation, and attention
that evidence the serious student.
Greek 1. Elementary Greek. This course is obligatory for all
Freshmen of the A.B. course, entering the College without any sec- -
ondary preparation in Greek.
Vowel, dipthong, and consonant observations; accent; declensions:
conjugations; study of verbs, regular and irregular; formation of
tenses.
The vocabulary of the student is naturally extended by simple sen-
tences. The nominative-genitive inflection is recited, as is the com-
parison of adjectives and adverbs, and particularly in the same way
the six principal parts of the verb given when met for the first time.
The early use of an elementary dictionary is demanded. Correct let•
ter formation of the Greek script is insured by systematic practice.
Four hours a week for one semester.
Four semester hours credit.
Texts: Grammar, Connell.
Reader, Connell.
Professor MILLIGAN and MR. SULLIVAN.
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- Greek 2. .E'lement'ary Greek. This course is a continuation of
Greek 1, and is obligatory for Freshmen of the A.B. course with-
out any secondary preparation in Greek.
Occasional review of Greek 1 as needed; rules of syntax; selections
from Xenophon's Anabasis, Books I-IV; St. Luke's Gospel; Selec-
tions from Lucian; the reading of selected monographs on Xenophon
as given in standard encyclopoedias; a thorough study of the life
and times of Xenophon as given in the introduction of the Harper and
Wallace edition.
Four hours a week for one semester.
Four semester hours credit.
Texts: Grammar, Connell.
Xenophon, Harper and Wallace.
Selections, Lucian.
Greek 3. Intermediate Greek. This course is obligatory for all
Freshmen of the A.B. course, entering the College with only two years
of preparation in Greek.
The reading of selected passages in the original from the first six
books of the Iliad, together with a comprehensive knowledge of the
entire epic based upon the Lang, Leaf, Myer edition. A comparative
study of Chapman's Translations is made. Sight reading is based on
the Anabasis of Xenophon.
Four hours a week for one semester.
Four semester hours credit.
Texts: Homer's Iliad, Keep.
Translations, Chapman.
Xenophon, Harper and Wallace.
Professor NELLIGAN.
Greek 4. Intermediate Greek. This course is a continuation of
Greek 3, and is obligatory for all Freshmen of the A.B. course with
only two years of preparation in Greek.
The reading of the Greek tragedy, Hecuba, together with a study
of the Greek tragedy viewed in the light of the principles of dramatic
poetry as exemplified in Connell's Text-book on Poetry. The Apology
of Plato. References: Jebb, Browne, Murray, Moulton, Dyer, Flagg,
Stock, Xenophon's Memorabilia.
Four hours a week for one semester.
Four semester hours credit.
Texts: Euripede,s' Hecuba, Bond and Walpole.
Plato's Apology, Jowett.
Text-book on Poetry, Connell.
Professor NELLIGAN.
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Greek 5. Advanced Greek. This course is obligatory.for all Fresh-
men of the A.B. course who offer three years of preparation in Greek
for admission.
The reading of the Odyssey of Homer, together with a careful study
of the introduction, and continuous reference to the notes and vocabu-
lary. The study of Homer as an epic poet, comparison with the Latin,
Italian, and English epic poets.
The reading of Plato's Apology, with a careful study of the trial
and death of Socrates.
Four hours a week for one semester.
Four semester hours credit.
Texts: Homer's Odyssey, Goodwin
Plato's Apology, Kit chel.
Professors KIMBALL and CoNNoRs
Greek 6. Advanced Greek. This course is a continuation of Greek
5, and is obligatory for all Freshmen of the A.B. course with three
years of preparation in Greek.
The reading of the Olynthiacs of Demosthenes, I, II, III, with a
careful study of the life and political activities of the orator; The
careful reading of Euripedes' Hecuba, with a thorough study of the
Greek -tragedy, its spirit and structure, and the Greek stage; the
study of Euripides, the dramatist, by the reading of selections from
his other plays. Sight reading in selections from Herodotus.
Four hours a week for one semester.
Four semester hours credit.
Texts: Euripides' Hecuba, Bond and Walpole.
Demosthenes' Olynthiacs, Tyler.
Herodotus, Merry.
Prof essors KIMBALL and CONNORS.
Greek 7. Intermediate Greek. This course is obligatory for all
Sophomores of the A.B. course, who offer as credit Greek 1 and 2.
A comprehensive knowledge of the story of the Iliad from the close
reading of the translation of Lang, Leaf, and Myer edition is as-
sumed. Likewise credit for approximately 1500 lines of the original
text of the Iliad is required.
The Odyssey of Homer: Books IX and X are read, together with a
careful. study of the introduction, and continuous reference to the
notes and vocabulary. References: Jebb, Lang, Leaf, Murray, Glad-
stone, Translation—Butcher and Lang, Cowper, Worsley, Bryant.
The reading of Plato's Apology, with a careful study of the trial
and death of Socrates. References: Dyer, Flagg, Stock, Kitchel,
Xenophon's Memorabilia.
Four hours a week for one semester.
Four semester hours credit.
Texts: Homer's Odyssey, Goodwin.
Plato's Apology, Jowett.
Prof essor O'DRAIN.
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Greek 8. Intermediate Greek. This course is a continuation of
Greek 7, and is obligatory for all Sophomores of the A.B. course who
offer as credit Greek 1, 2, and 7.
The reading of Euripides' "The Trojan Women;" Comparison with
Hecuba, together with reference work in Connell, Moulton, Donaldson,
Murray, Verrall, England. Outside reading, subject to quiz: Medea,
Bacchae.
The close reading and study of the Idylls of Theocritus, together
with reference work in the Bucolics (Virgil), Astrophel (Spenser),
Lycidas (Milton), Adonais (Shelley), Thyrsis (Arnold), and In Mem-
oriam (Tennyson).
Four hours a week for one semester.
Four semester hours credit.
Texts: Euripides' The Trojan Women, Tyrrell.
Theocritus: (G. T. Series).
Professor O'DRAIN.
Greek 9. Advanced Greek. This course is obligatory for all Sopho-
mores of the A.B. course who offer as credit Greek 3 and 4, or 5 and 6
A study of the principles of Oratorical Composition and Rhetorical
Analysis is made as exemplified in the Philippics of Demosthenes, to-
gether with a study of the historical issue at hand.
A careful reading of Sophocles' Oedipus Tyrannus, with character
study and analysis, and study of the development and, function of
the Greek Chorus.
Four hours a week for one semester.
Four semester hours credit.
Texts: Sophocles' Oedipus Tyrannus, White.
Demosth,ones' Philippics I, II, Tyler.
Professor COLLINS.
Greek 10. Advanced Greek. This course is a continuation of
Greek 9, and is obligatory for all Sophomores of the A.B. course who
offer as credit Greek 9.
A careful study of Demosthenes' "De Corona" with comparative
study of Aeschines against Ctesiphon.
Four hours a week for one semester.
Four semester hours credit.
Text: Demosthenes' De Corona, Tyler.
Professor COLLINS.
Greek 11. Advanced Greek. This course is obligatory for all
Juniors of the A.B. course who were admitted to the College without
two years of preparation in Greek in the secondary schools, and may
be elected by Juniors who have credit for Greek 5, 6, 9, and 10.
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The reading of Demosthenes' De Corona with comparative study of
Aeschines agairist Ctesiphon.
The reading of Sophocles' Oedipus Tyrannus with study of Jebb's
translations of Oedipus, Coloneus, and Antigone.
The reading at sight of select passages of Thucydides.
Reference work in Barry's History of Greek Literature, chapters
treating of Attic Eloquence, and Ancient Classic Tragedy—Moulton,
Donaldson, Connell.
The reading of select choral odes from Aeschylus' Prometheus
Bound and the Persians, with a study of Morshead's Translations of
Agamemnon, Choephoroi, Eumenides.
The reading of Aristophanes' Frogs, with close study of Roger's
translation of Knights, Birds, Clouds.
The reading of the Fourth Pythian Ode of Pindar—the original
compared with the English version of Myers.
Reference work in Moulton's Ancient Classic Drama and Symonds'
Greek Poets.
Literary values are stressed. Courses of reading and study ar-
ranged for individual student in private conference with the pro-
fessor.
Four hours a week for two semesters.




The courses offered in German are intended for those students who
either desire to specialize in Chemistry or Engineering or who intend
to follow the profession of medicine. It is essential for the above
mentioned students to have a reading knowledge of German, for Ger-
man has its greatest literature in Chemistry, Engineering, and other
sciences. Consequently, they, in making their selection, should elect
German.
German 1. Elementary German. Elective for students who have
not presented German for admission.
A thorough drill in the rudiments of the grammar, supplemented by
the writing into German of English prose, involving the more usual
syntactical constructions; drills in dictation and conversation; trans-
lation of selections from modern authors into idiomatic English.
Four hours a week for two semesters.
Eight semesthr hours credit.
Texts: German Grammar, Bacon.
Marchen und Erg tihlungen I and II.
Professor CARL.
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German 2. Elementary German. Elective for students offering
German 1, and students who have presented elementary German (one
year) for admission.
Reading of easy, modern German prose in the forms of stories,
historical sketches, or scientific treatises; a thorough review of the
grammar, supplemented by the writing into German of English prose,
involving the more unusual syntactical constructions; dictation; dis-
cussion in German of scientific theories.
Four hours a week for two semesters.
Eight semester hours credit.
Texts: Bacon's German Grammar. (Complete)
German Science Reader, Gare.
Professor CARL.
German 3. Intermediate German. Elective for students offering
German 2, and students who have presented elementary German (two
years) for admission.
Reading of modern and classical authors; a thorough review of the
grammar, supplemented by the writing into German of English prose,
involving all syntactical constructions; dictation; discussion in Ger-
man of the scientific theories exposed by the authors read.
Four hours a week for two semesters.
Eight semester hours credit.
Texts: German Grammar, Bacon.
Kruger and Smith's German Conversation Book.
Jungfrau von, Orleans, Schiller.
Professor CARL.
German 4. Advanced German. Elective for students offering Ger-
man 3, and students who have presented Intermediate German for
admission.
Reding of modern and classical prose writers and poets; review
of the grammar; dictation; conversation; literary criticisms; com-
position of German verse.
Four hours a week for two semesters.
Eight semester hours credit.
Texts: Chemical German, Greenfield.
Faust, Parts I and II, Goethe.
Professor CARL.
German 5. German Literature. Elective for students offering Ger-
man 2, and students who have presented elementary German (two
years) for admission.
A general survey of the history of German literature; the different
periods of German literature; lectures; suggested readings; monthly
reports; bi-annual themes of thousand words on assigned subjects.
Three hours a week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Text: Professor's notes.
Professor CARL. •
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HISTORY
Professor MURPHY
Assistant Professors KEVILLE and MAHER
History 1. The Middle Ages. This course is obligatory for all
Sophomores of the A.B., Ph.B., and B.S. courses.
The conditions of Europe at the close of the Tenth Century; Feudal-
ism; Moral revival of the Eleventh Century; the Cluniac Reform;
Hildebrand and his successors. The Medieval Church; the Papacy,
Monasticism and the Sacramental System; The Crusades; Social and
Economic features of the Middle Ages; Medieval Education; Expan-
sion of Europe to the East; the Renaissance.
Three hours a week for one semester.
Three semester hours credit.
Text: Volume II, Guggenberger.
• Assistant Professors KEVH.LE and MAHER.
History 2. The Reformation. This course is obligatory for all
Sophomores of the A.B., Ph.B.„ and B.S. courses. Prerequisite: His
tory 1.
Causes and occasions of the Religious upheaval of the Sixteenth
Century; the true nature of the Religious revolt of the Sixteenth Cen-
tury as opposed to the traditional ex parte views; the expansion of
Europe into new lands; the French Revolution.
Three hours a week for one semester.
Three semester hours credit.
Text: Professor's Notes.
Assistant Professors KEvELLE and MAHER.
History 3. Universal History. This course is elective for Jun-
iors and Seniors of the A.B. and Ph.B. courses.
A course dealing with the most important historical events from the
early Middle Ages to Modern Times.
Three hours a week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Text: Professor's Notes.
Professor MURPHY.
History 4. History of Law. This course is elective for Juniors
and Seniors of the A.B. and Ph.B. courses.
Three hours a week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Text: Professor's Notes.
Professor MURPHY.
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History 5. History of Architecture. This course is elective for
Juniors and Seniors of the A.B. and Ph.B. courses.
Two hours a week for two semesters.




Prof essors KIMBALL, CONNORS, BULMAN, KOEN, and WELCH
Assistant Professors BALLOU, CarrER, FLANAGAN, FOLEY, O'BRIEN.
KANE, SLOANE, and MAXWELL
Latin 1. This course is obligatory for all students in the A.B. and
Ph.B. courses. Prerequisite: four entrance units credit.
In the beginning of this course the value of humanistic studies and
their influences on man is emphasized by the careful study of Cicero's
"Pro Archia," carefully analyzing the great orator's opinion on their
value and influences. Secondly, a study of the canons on Art, and on
Literature in particular is made, as they are exemplified in Horace's
"Ars Poetics." Thirdly, a study of the epic style, and especially the
style of Virgil, is made by a careful reading of the Ninth Book of the
Aeneid.
Six hours a week for one semester.
Six semester hours credit.
Texts: Pro Archia, Cicero.
Ars Poetioa, Horace.
Aeneicl, Book IX, Virgil.
Professors KIMBALL and CONNORS
Assistant Professors BALLOU, COTTER, FLANAGAN, KANE, MAXWELL,
and SLOANE
Latin 2. This course is obligatory for all students in the A.B. and
Ph.B. courses. Prerequisite: Latin 1.
This course is a continuation of Latin 1, comprising a study of the
Latin lyric poetry by the reading of the Odes of Horace as examples
of the classical lyrics; and serves as an introduction to courses 4 and
5 by acquainting the student with the fundamentals of Rhetorical
Analysis in the reading and analysis of Cicero's "Pro Marcello."
Six hours a week for one semester.
Six semester hours credit.
Texts: Selections from the Odes, Horace.
Pro Marcello, Cicero.
Professors KIMBALL and CONNORS
• Assistant Professors BALLOU, COTTER, FLANAGAN, KANE, MAXWELL,
and SLOANE
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Latin 3. Latin Compositron. This course is obligatory for all stu-
dents in the A.B. and Ph.B. courses.
A written exercise, once a week, in prose composition, in imitation
of Ciceronian style; one exercise semi-monthly in verse composition.
One hour a week for two semesters.
One semester hour credit.
Texts: Aids to Latin Composition, Bradley.
Elegiac Verse, Lupton.
Professors KtmgATJ, and CONNORS.
Assistant Professors BALLOU, Co'rum, FLANAGAN, KANE, MAXWELL,
and SLOANE
Latin 4. This course is obligatory for all students in the A.B. and
Ph.B. courses. Prerequisite: Latin 2.
A special study of Oratorical Composition and Analysis is made by
a thorough study of the principles of Oratorical Composition as ex-
emplified in Cicero's "Pro Lege, Manilia." The second half of the
course is devoted to a study of the Latin Satirists, Horace and Ju-
venal, and their influences on modern literature.
Six hours a week for one semester.
Six semester hours credit.
Texts: Pro Lege Manilia, Cicero.
Selections from the Satires, Horace.
Selections, Juvenal.
References: Rhetoric, Aristotle (Cope-Sandys Edition).
De Oratore, Cicero.
Instit. Orat., Quintilian.
Prof ess ors WELCH, BULMAN, and KOEN.
Assistant Professors FOLEY and O'BREEN.
Latin 5. This course is obligatory for all students in the A.B. and
Ph.B. courses. Prerequisite: Latin 4.
This course is a continuation of Latin 4, in which a further study
of the principles of Oratorical Composition is made by a thorough
analysis of Cicero's "Pro Milone." The second half of the course is
devoted to the study of Tacitus as a stylist.
Six hours a week for one semester.
Six semester hours credit.





Professors WELCH, BULMAN, and KOEN.
Assistant Professors FOLEY and O'BRrEN.
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Latin 6. Latin Composition. This course is obligatory for all stu-
dents in the A.B. and Ph.B. courses. Prerequisite: Latin 8.
A written exercise once a week in prose composition in imitation of
Ciceronian style; one exercise monthly in lyric and satirical verse.
One hour a week for two semesters.
One semester hour credit.
Texts: Professor's Notes.
Lyric Composition, Lupton.
Models from Horace, Persius and Juvenal.
Professors WELCH, BULMAN, and KOEN.




MESSRS. BOWEN and SULLIVAN and ASSISTANTS
Mathematics 1. Plane Trigonometry. This course is obligatory
for students in the Freshman class of the A.B. and Ph.B. courses who
did not offer Pjane Trigonometry for admission.
An introductory course in Trigonometry, treating the functions of
acute angles, use of natural functions, logarithms, solution of the right
triangle and oblique triangle and other trigonometric operations.
Four hours a week for one semester.
Four semester hours credit.
Text: Trigonometry, Wentworth.
Professor QUIGLEY, MR. BOWEN and ASSISTANTS.
Mathematics 2. Mathematical Analysis. This course is obligatory
for all students in the B.S. course.
Since a thorough working knowledge of mathematical methods is
essential as a basis for work in any of the sciences, this course is pre
sented with this end in view; a-rapid but systematic review of pre-
paratory school mathematics preceding the course proper in which the
function conception is introduced and developed to cover the field of
trigonometry, plane and solid analytic geometry. The subject of
numerical computations, ranging from rough icalculations with the
slide rule to exact logarithmic solutions and graphical methods is es-
pecially stressed.
This course is necessarily a problem course, so planned as to de-
velop that self-reliance and self-confidence on the part of the indi •
vidual which is essential for further scientific work.
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The course is given under the following subdivisions: Functions and
their Representations; Algebraic Principles and Applications to
Geometry; the Linear Function; the Quadratic Function; the Cubic
Function; Trigonometric Functions; Trigonometric Relations; Log-
arithmic and Exponential Functions; Numerical Computations; Im-
plicit Quadric Functions; Applications to Geometry; Functions of
two variables; Solid Analytic Geometry.
Four hours a week for two semesters.
Eight semester hours credit.
Text: Elementary Mathematical Analysis, Young and Morgan.
MR. BOWEN and MR. SULLIVAN.
Mathematics 3. Calculus, Differential and Integral. This course
is obligatory for all students in the B.S. course. .
• This course, similar in nature to course 2, covers thoroughly the
fields of Differential and Integral Calculus.
Four hours a week for two semesters.
Eight semester hours credit.
Text: Introduction to Mathematical Analysis, Griffin.
Assistant Professor MCDONALD.
Mathematics 4. Pedagogical Mathematics. Elective for Juniors
and Seniors in the A.B., Ph.B., and B.S. courses.
Introduction to concepts and methods of mathematical analysis; a
systematic review of Algebra: fundamental operations, permutations
and combinations; probability; theory of equations; limits; series;
functions, algebraic and trigonometric.
This course is designed for students who expect to teach as well as
those who are preparing for advanced work in Mathematics.
Three hours a week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.




Professors Fox, RYAN, FORTIER, -COLLIGAN, DUFFY, MACDONNELL,
RODDY, and ASSISTANTS
Philosophy 1. Logic. This course is obligatory for all Juniors of
A.B., Ph.B., and B.S. courses.
Definition and division of Philosophy; natural and artificial logic;
the three operations of the mind: idea, judgment, and reasoning.
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The study of the Idea: definition, extension and comprehension—
division—the universal idea, predicables and predicaments. Terms,
mental and oral—division—analogy and supposition.
The study of the Judgment: definition—propositions, their nature
and division—extension and comprehension of the predicate—quantity
and quality of propositions—opposition, conversion and equivalence
of propositions.
The study of Reasoning: the syllogism, various kinds and their
laws—figures and modes; other forms of argumentation; Demonstra-
tion and its divisions; Deduction and induction, complete and incom-
plete.
Ten hours a week for one-half semester.
Five semester hours credit.
Text: Notes on Logic, Holy Cross Press.
Professors COLLIGAN, DuFFY, MACDoNNELL, RODDY, and ASSISTANTS. -
Philosophy 2. Epistemology. This course is obligatory for all Jun-
iors of the A.B., Ph.B., and B.S. courses. Prerequisite: Philosophy 1.
The study of Truth: logical and moral truth; Falsity; The study
of truth and falsity as completely found in the judgment; the study
of the general and partial causes of falsity; the study of the mind in
relation to truth: ignorance, doubt, opinion and certitude, refutation
of Skepticism and Methodic Doubt; the means of arriving at certi-
tudei senses, (external and internal), intelligence, reason, intellectual
memory; the rejection of the various schools of Idealism; the estab
lishing of the proximate and ultimate motives and criteria of truth;
rejection of false theories; Objective Evidence, the utlimate criterion
of truth.
Ten hours a week for one-half semester.
Five semester hours credit. .
Text: Notes an Epistemology, Holy Cross Press.
Prof essors COLLIGAN, DUFFY, MACDONNFLL, RODDY, and ASSISTANTS.
Philosophy 3. Ontology. This course is obligatory for all Juniors
of A.B., Ph.B., and B.S. courses. Prerequisite: Philosophy 2.
The importance of this course lies in the fact that it establishes
certain and valid principles that form the basis of advanced work
in Natural Theology.
The definition and proof of the objectivity of the idea of Being;
the analogy of Being, its descent or contraction; how the precise con-
cept of being is obtained; Essences: physical and metaphysical, their
objectivity; the transcendental properties of Being, i. e., unity, truth
and goodness; the Possibles: their formal nature and their foundation,
rejection of adverse theories; substance and accident: definition and
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The course is given unde; the following subdivisions: Functions and
their Representations; Algebraic Principles and Applications to
Geometry; the Linear Function; the Quadratic Function; the Cubic
Function; Trigonometric Functions; Trigonometric Relations; Log-
arithmic and Exponential Functions; Numerical Computations; Im-
plicit Quadric Functions; Applications to Geometry; Functions of
two variables; Solid Analytic Geometry.
Four hours a week for two semesters.
Eight semester hours credit.
Text: Elementary Mathematical Analysis, Young and Morgan.
MR. BOWEN and MR. SULLIVAN.
Mathematics 3. Calculus, Differential and Integral. This course
is obligatory for all students in the B.S. course.
• This course, similar in nature to course 2, covers thoroughly the
fields of Differential and Integral Calculus.
Four hours a week for two semesters.
Eight semester hours credit. -
Text: Introduction to Mathematical Analysis, Griffin..
Assistant Professor MCDONALD.
Mathematics 4. Pedagogical Mathematics. Elective for Juniors
and Seniors in the A.B., Ph.B., and B.S. courses.
Introduction to concepts and methods of mathematical analysis; a
systematic review of Algebra: fundamental operations, permutations
and combinations; probability; theory of equations; limits; series;
functions, algebraic and trigonometric.
This course is designed for students who expect to teach as well as
those who are preparing for advanced work in Mathematics.
Three hours a week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.




Professors Fox, RYAN, FORTIER, -COLLIGAN, DUFFY, MACDONNELL,
RODDY, and ASSISTANTS
Philosophy 1. Logic. This course is obligatory for all Juniors of
A.B., Ph.B., and B.S. courses.
Definition and division of Philosophy; natural and artificial logic;
the three operations of the mind: idea, judgment, and reasoning.
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The study of the Idea: definition, extension and comprehension—
division—the universal idea, predicables and predicaments. Terms,
mental and oral—division—analogy and supposition.
The study of the Judgment: definition—propositions, their nature
and division—extension and comprehension of the predicate—quantity
and quality of propositions—opposition, conversion and equivalence
of propositions.
The study of Reasoning: the syllogism, various kinds and their
laws—figures and modes; other forms of argumentation; Demonstra-
tion and its divisions; Deduction and induction, complete and incom-
plete.
• Ten hours a week for one-half semester.
Five semester hours credit.
Text: Notes on Logic, Holy Cross Press.
Professors COLLIGAN, DUFFY, MACDONNELL, RODDY, and ASSISTANTS. -
Philosophy 2. Epistemology. This course is obligatory for all Jun-
iors of the A.B., Ph.B., and B.S. courses. Prerequisite: Philosophy 1.
The study of Truth: logical and moral truth; Falsity; The study
of truth and falsity as completely found in the judgment; the study
of the general and partial causes of falsity; the study of the mind in
relation to truth: ignorance, doubt, opinion and certitude, refutation
of Skepticism and Methodic Doubt; the means of arriving at certi-
tude: senses, (external and internal), intelligence, reason, intellectual
memory; the rejection of the various schools of Idealism; the estab-
lishing of the proximate and ultimate motives and criteria of truth:
rejection of false theories; Objective Evidence, the utlimate criterion
of truth.
Ten hours a week for one-half semester.
Five semester hours credit.
Text: Notes on Epistemology, Holy Cross Press.
Professors COLLIGAN, DUFFY, MACDONNELL, RODDY, and ASSISTANTS.
. Philosophy 3. Ontology. This course is obligatory for all Juniors
of A.B., Ph.B., and B.S. courses. Prerequisite: Philosophy 2.
The importance of this course lies in the fact that it establishes
certain and valid principles that form the basis of advanced work
in Natural Theology.
The definition and proof of the objectivity of the idea of Being;
the analogy of Being, its descent or contraction; how the precise con-
cept of being is obtained; Essences: physical and metaphysical, their
objectivity; the transcendental properties of Being, i. e., unity, truth
and goodness; the Possibles: their formal nature and their foundation,
rejection of adverse theories; substance and accident: definition and
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division of, their objectivity; rejection of Locke's theory; Causality:
efficient, formal, material and final—definition and proof of their
objectivity—rejection of Occasionalism; Infinite and finite; Nature
and person.
Ten hours a week for one-half semester.
Five semester hours credit.
Text: Notes on Ontology, Holy Cross Press.
Professors COLLIGAN, DUFFY, MACDoNNELL, RODDY, and ASSISTANTS.
Philosophy 4. Cosmology. This course is obligatory for all Jun-
iors of the A.B., Ph.B., and B.S. courses. Prerequisite: Philosophy 3
The study of the origin of the world: Pantheism, Materialism, Cre-
ationism; The divine purpose in creating; the world in its nature•
finite, composite and contingent; essential constituents of bodies:
Dynamic and Atomic theories; Hylomorphism: the nature of matter
and form; primary and secondary qualities of bodies; activity of bod-
ies; radio-activity; law of conservation of energy; transmutation of
matter; space and time: Descartes, Clarke, Balmes, on the nature of
space; Kant's theory of space and time; laws of nature; miracles.
Ten hours a week for one-half semester.
Five semester hours credit.
Text: Notes on Cosmology, Holy Cross Press.
Professors COLTMAN, DUFFY, MACD0NNELL, RODDy, and ASSISTANTS.
Philosophy 5. Fundamental Psychology. This course is obliga-
tory for all Seniors of the A.B., Ph.B., and BS. courses. Prerequisite:
Philosophy 4.
Life in General: properties of living and non-living bodies; imma-
nency of action; Scholahic Concept of life.
Plant Life: the plant as a living body; unity and divisibility of the
plant soul; the vegetative functions—nutrition, growth, reproduction.
Animal Life: sensitive life; unity and divisibility of the animal
soul; instinct and intelligence; theories on the origin of instinct.
Origin of Life: the Scholastic theory on the origin of the first living
bodies; refutation of Spontaneous Generation; the Scholastic doc-
trine on the origin of the species of plants and animals; Biological
Evolution.
Five hours a week for one-half semester.
Two and one-half semester hours credit.
Text: Fundamental Psychology, Dolan, S.J.
Professor RYAN and ASSISTANT.
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Philosophy 6. Advanced Empirical Psychology. This course is
obligatory for all Seniors of the A.B., Ph.B., and B.S. courses. Pre-
requisite: Philosophy 5.
The first part of this course is devoted to a study of sensitive life,
including the nature of sensation and its properties; the doctrine of
the species; the external and internal senses, hallucinations and
dreams; the perception of the material world and the refutation of
the skeptical theories of Descartes, Loche, Berkley, Hume, Mill, Bain;
the sensuous appetite.
The second part of this course is devoted to a study of intellectual
life, including the origin of ideas; the judgment and reasoning; atten-
tion and reflection; memory; the rational appetite—the will, its nature
and freedom.
Five hours a week for one-half semester.
Two and one-half semester hours credit.
Text: Advanced Psychology, Dolan, S.J.
Professor RYAN and ASSISTANT.
Philosophy 7. Advanced Rational Psychology. This course is obli-
gatory for all Seniors of the A.B., Ph.B., and B.S. courses. Prere-
quisite: Philosophy 6.
A study of the human soul, its substantiality, individuality, sim-
plicity, and spirituality; refutation of false theories on the nature of
the human soul: Hume, Mill; James, Monism, H8ffding; origin and
destiny of the human soul; refutation of Anthropological Evolution.
Five hours a week for one-half semester.
Two and one-half semester hours credit.
Text: Advanced Psychology, Dolan, S.J.
Professor RYAN and ASSISTANT.
Philosophy 8. Natural Theology. This course is obligatory for all
Seniors of the A.B., Ph.B., and B.S. courses. Prerequisite: Philosophy
7.
The Existence of God. Monotheistic philosophers on our knowledge
of the existence of God. Ontologism—Malebranche, Gioberti. Ros-
mini. Traditionalism. Ontological proof of St. Anselm, Descartes,
Leibnitz, for the existence of God. The metaphysical proof. The
argument from design. The moral proof. Kant, Mill, Spencer, Mal-
lock, et al., on the proofs of God's existence. Atheism. Agnosticism.
Religious and moral consequences of Agnosticism.
The Essence of God. The idea of the Infinite. Unity of God.
Physical and metaphysical essence. Polytheism. Pantheism. Mod-
ern Pantheists: Spinoza, Fichte, Schelling, Hegel. Anthropomor-
phism. Herbert Spencer, on the anthropomorphic idea of God.
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The Divine Attributes. Immortality, Eternity and Immensity of
God. St. Thomas, Lessius7Newton, Clarke, on the Immensity of God.
Simplicity and Infinity of God. The Divine Intellect and Knowledge.
Foreknowledge of God. Objections against the Divine Foreknowledge
of free actions. The Divine Will. Freedom of the Divine Will.
Omnipotence of God. Mill's objections against the Divine Omnipo-
tence.
Concurrence of God in the Actions of Creatures. Preservation of
creatures. Supernatural, natural, mediate and immediate concur
rence. St. Thomas and "Premotion." Divine Providence and its
relation to physical and moral evils. The possibility of a Super-
natural Providence. '
Supplementary Questions. Schopenhauer's "World Will." Hart-
mann's "Unconscious." Hmckel's Monism. Mansel, On contradiction
in the idea of God. Spencer, on the idea of the absolute.
Five hours a week for one-half semester.
Two and one-half semester hours credit.
Text: Natural Theology, Dolan, S.J.
Professor RYAN and ASSISTANT.
Philosophy 9. History of Philosophy. This course is obligatory
for Seniors of the Ph.B. course; elective for all Seniors of the A.B.
'course.
A study of the Oriental, Greek, Christian, and Scholastic Schools
of Philosophy; Modern Philosophy; various systems and theories of
Descartes and his followers, Spinoza, Locke, Hume, Voltaire, Leib-
nitz, Berkley, Rousseau; the Scottish School pnd the Transcedental-
ists; Kant, Fichte, Schelling, Schopenhauer and Hegel; Neo-Kantians;
Neo-Scholastics; Thomistic Philosophy under Leo XIII.
Three hours a week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Text: Professor's Notes.
History of Philosophy, Turner.
History of Philosophy, Coppens, S.J.
Professor FORTIES.
Philosophy 10. General Ethics. This course is obligatory for all
Seniors of the A.B., Ph.B., and B.S. courses. Prerequisite: Philosophy
4.
Definition, nature, object; necessity of Ethics; false theories regard-
ing the fundamental principles of Ethics; the ultimate end of man:
beatitude; the human act; merit and accountability; the passions;
virtue and vice; morality of human acts; false opinions of the nature
of morality; the norm of morality and false norms; Utilitarianism and
Hedonism; Bentham, Mill and Spencer; the eternal law and the natu-
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ral law; properties and sanction of the natural law; nature and origin
of moral obligation; false theories on the origin of moral obligation;
'Kant's categorical imperative; Conscience.
Five hours a week for one semester.
Five semester hours credit.
Text: Fundamental Ethics, Holy Cross Press.
Professor Fox and ASSISTANT.
Philosophy 11. Special Ethics. This course is obligatory for all
Seniors of the A.B., Ph.B., and B.S. courses. Prerequisite Philosophy
10.
Man's duty to his creator; obligations of accepting Divine revela-
tion; the obligation of inner and outer worship to God; Rationalism;
Indifferentism.
Man's duty to himself; Man's duty to preserve himself; suicide.
Man's duty to his neighbor: Direct and indirect killing; killing done
in self-defence; lying; mental reservation.
Right of ownership: Communism and Socialism; theories of Henry
George; Herbert Spencer on the right of property; modes of acquir-
ing property; rights of disposing property by will; contracts; rela-
tions of capital and labor; trade unions; strikes.
Society in general: Nature and end of domestic society; unity and
indissolubility of matrimony; divorce; parental authority; education
of the child.
Civil Society: Nature, end and origin; false theories on the origin
of civil society; Hobbes and Rousseau; the Scholastic doctrine; forms
of civil government; citizenship; universal suffrage; the functions of
civil government—legislative, judiciary, executive; taxation; death
penalty; freedom of worship; freedom of the press; state education.
International Law: Various meanings of Jus Gentisom; foundation
of international law; mutual relations of nations; right of commerce;
rights of neutrals; nature and justice of war; arbitration.
Five hours a week for one semester.
Five semester hours credit.
Texts: Professor's Notes.
Social Ethics, Fordham University Press.
' Professor Fox and ASSISTANT.
Philosophy 12. Seminar. The Seminar which is conducte-'
Philosophical Academy is held once a week throughout
Philosophical essays and discussions on the various philos'
lems by members of the Aquinas Circle constitute the
the Seminar.
One semester hour credit.
Professor Fe
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Philosophy 18. Pedagogical Latin. This course is elective for all
Juniors of the A.B. and Ph.B. courses.
Class-room discussion conducted in Latin.
Basis of Discussion: the Writings of the Latin Fathers, Tertullian,
Minucius Felix, Saint Cyprian, Lactantius, Saint Ambrose, Saint Jer-
ome, Saint Leo the Great, St. Bernard, St. Augustine.
Three hours a week for two semesters.
Six semester hours credit.
Professor RYAN.
Philosophy .14. Pedagogical Latin. Advanced Course. This
course is elective for all Seniors of the A.B. and Ph.B. courses who
offer Philosophy .13.
Class-room discussion in Latin.
Basis of Discussion: the Philosophy of Cicero (Quaestiones Aca-
demicae, Tusculanae Disputationes, De Finibus, De Natura Deorum,
De Officiis, De Republica, De Senectute, De Amicitia, De Fato) -
Lucretius (De Rerum Natura) ; Seneca.
Three hours a week for two semesters.





MR. MCDONALD and ASSISTANTS
Physics 1. General Physics. This course is obligatory for all stu-
dents in the A.B. and Ph.B. courses. Prerequisites: Advanced Alge-
bra, Trigonometry and fundamentals of Analytic Geometry.
This course is intended to give the student an appreciation of the
physical phenomena and their laws and it provides a solid basis for
a more advanced study of the subject. The method of treatment is
historical and physical rather than mathematical. The fundamental
*nciples of the mechanics of solids, liquids, and gases, wave motion
diation, sound, heat, light, magnetism, and electricity are
the lectures. The lectures are illustrated by numerous and
re table demonstrations, lantern slides, and moving pic-
work is arranged as a complement of the lecture
student has an opportunity to verify by personal
ulation the various laws and their applications.
rse, method in observations and records-is in-
•
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sisted upon. The elementary theory of physical measurements anddiscussion of errors with their applications in written reports are re-quired of the students.
Three lecture hours and one laboratory hour a week for two semes-ters.
Eight semester hours credit. '
Texts: Lecture: College Physics, Carhart.
Laboratory: Professor's Notes.
Professor MAHONEY, Assistant Professor QUIGLEY and ASSISTANTS.
Physics 2. Mechanics, Molecular Physics and Heat. This courseis obligatory for all students of the B.S. course. Prerequisite: Ad-vanced Algebra. Mathematics 2 accompanies this course.
This course is designed to meet the needs of the student desirousof pursuing major subjects in Chemistry or Physics in his Junioryear. Its treatment is mathematical.
Three lecture hours a week for first semester.
Three lecture hours and one laboratory hour a week for secondsemester.
Seven semester hours credit.
Texts: Lecture: Text-book of Modern Phrysics, Weld and Palmer.
Laboratory: Professor's Notes.
MR. MCDONALD and ASSISTANTS.
Physics 3. Sound, Light, Magnetism, and Electricity. 'This course
is obligatory for all students of the B.S. course. Prerequisites: Phys-
ics 2 and Mathematics 2. It is supposed that the student will be fol-
lowing Mathematics 3.
The theory of measurements and graphical methods are insisted
upon and the student is expected to apply these in all reports. The
laboratory work proceeds with the lecture course.
Three lecture hours and one laboratory hour a week for two
semesters.
Eight semester hours credit.
Texts: Lecture: Precision of Measurements and Graphical Meth-
ods, Good/win.
Laboratory: Professor's Notes.
MR. MCDONALD and ASSISTANTS.
The following courses are intended primarily for Juniors and Sen-
iors of the B.S. course who wish to major in Physics. Students of
the A.B. and Ph.B. courses, who have completed course 1, may with
approval elect these courses during their Senior year.
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Physics 4. Magnetism alid Electricity. Le
ctures, demonstrations,
and laboratory. This course alternates with
 course 6, and will be
given first term 1926-1927.
Three lecture hours and one laboratory hour
 a week for one semes-
ter.
Four semester hours credit.
Texts: Lecture: Electricity, Sound and Light
, Millikan and Mills
Laboratory: Professor's Notes.
Professor MAHONEY and ASSISTANTS.
Physics 5. Heat and Elementary Thermodyna
mics. Lectures,
demonstrations, and laboratory. This cou
rse alternates with course 7
and will be given second term 1926-1927.
Three lecture hours and one laboratory hour
 a week for one semes-
ter.
Four semester hours credit.
Texts: Professor's Notes.
Prof essor MAHONEY and ASSISTANTS.
Physics 6. Optics and Photometry. Half-co
urse, one semester.
Alternates with course 4. To be offered 1927
-1928.
Physics 7. Light and Radiation. D
iffraction, Interference, Polar-
ization, and Spectroscopy. Half-course, o
ne semester. To be offered
1927-1928.
ASTRONOMY
Astronomy 1. Descriptive Astronomy. T
his course is elective for
Juniors and Seniors of the A.B., Ph.B., an
d B.S. courses.
A general survey of the various branche
s of Astronomy, treating
of the celestial sphere; the solar system, 
including the sun and the
planets with their satellites, the comet
s, and meteors; the stars and
nebulae.
(Not offered in 1925-1926.) (To be offer
ed in 1926-1927.)
GEOLOGY
Geology 1. Descriptive Geology. This course 
is elective for Jun-
iors and Seniors of the A.B., Ph.B., and B
.S. courses.
A study of the earth, its material, structure
, and internal condi-
tions; a survey of the historical developmen
t of the earth.
(Not offered in 1925-1926.) (To be offer
ed in 1926-1927.)
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ROMANCE LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES
FRENCH
Professors CARL, HANLON, and DOHERTY
Assistant Professor DRUMM
MESSRS. BOWEN, DONOGHUE, MCCANN, and SPILLANE
•
French 1. Elementary French.. Elective for students who have
not presented French for admission.
A thorough drill in the rudiments of the grammar, supplemented
by the writing into French of easy English prose, involving the more
usual syntactical constructions; drills in dictation and conversation;
translations of selections from modern authors into idiomatic. English.
Four hours a week for two semesters.
Eight semester hours credit.
Texts: French Grammar, Fraser and Squair.
La Belle France, Monvert.
MR. MCCANN and Mn. SPILLANE.
French 2. Elementary French. Elective for students offering
French 1, or students who have presented Elementary French (one
year) for admission.
Reading of easy modern French prose in the forms of stories, plays,
or historical or biographical sketches; a thorough review of the rudi-
ments of the grammar, supplemented by the writing into French of
English prose, involving the more unusual syntactical constructions;
dictation; conversation, including the discussion of current events.
Four hours a week for two semesters.
Eight semester hours credit.
Texts: French Grammar, Fraser and Squ air.
• Abbe Constantin, Halevy.
Mn. MCCANN and Mn. DONOGHUE.
French 3. Intermediate French. Elective for students offering
French 2, and those students who have presented elementary French
(two years) for admission.
Reading of modern and classical authors; a thorough review of the
rudiments of the grammar, supplemented by the writing into French
of English prose, involving all important syntactical constructions.,
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dictation; criticisms, oral and written, of the literary merits of the
authors read.
Four hours a week for two semesters.
Eight semester hours credit.
Texts: French Grammar, Fraser and Squair.
Book of French Verse, Lucas.
French Composition and Syntax, Bovet.
Le Ble que Uve, Bazin.
Assistant Professor DRUMM and MR. BOWEN.
French 4. Advanced French. Elective for students offering
French 8, and students who have presented intermediate French for
admission.
Reading of modern and classical prose writers and poets; study of
the fundamental principles of each poetic school, of the salient fea-
tures of each writer, and the technique of the novel; review of the
grammar; literary criticisms of the authors read; composition of
French verse.
Four hours a week for two semesters.
Eight semester hours credit.
Texts: Grammar, Fraser and 8g:hair.
Athalie, Racine.
Book of French Verse, Lucas.
Professors CARL and HANLON.
French 5. French Literature. Elective for students offering
French 1 and 2, and students who have presented elementary French
(two years) for admission.
The formation of the French Language, the Langue d'oc and the
troubadours, the Langue d'oil and the Trouveres (epics, etc.); early
history (the Four Chroniclers); drama in the Middle Ages (influ-
ence of the Church, miracle-plays, mysteries, comedy); Villon and the
ballade.
The Renaissance: causes and progress; relations with Catholic and
Protestant Churches; writers, especially Rabelais, Ronsarsl, Mon-
taigne; the theatre: Jodelle and the three unities.
The Golden Age: reform of verse: Malberbe and later Boileau; the
French, Academy; influence of the Salons; Jansenism and Pascal;
great preachers: Bossuet, Bourdalone, Fenelon, etc.; Memoirs and
Maximes; development of the novel; La Fontaine and the fable; the
classic theatre: Corneille, Racine, Moliere, etc.
The Eighteenth Century: Montesquienu and his influence in Ameri-
ca; Scepticism: Voltaire, Rousseau, etc.; revival of lyric poetry;
revolutionary eloquence.
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The Nineteenth Century: Reaction of Chateaubriand; Romanticism:
Hugo, Lamartine, etc.; the drama; advance of literary criticism; his-
tory; popularity of the novel.
Most recent writers: great converts; modern tendencies; French
as a world language.
Three hours a week for two semesters.






Spanish 1. Elementary Spanish. Elective for students who have
not presented Spanish for admission.
A thorough drill in the rudiments of the grammar, supplemented
by the writing into Spanish of easy English prose, involving the more
usual syntactical constructions; drills in dictation and conversation:
translations of selections from modern authors into idiomatic Eng-
lish.
Four hours a week for two semesters.
Eight semester hours credit.
Texts: Spanish Grammar, De Vitis.
Spanish. Reader, De Vitis.
Elementary Spanish Conversaticrn, and Composition, Espin-
osa,. . -
Assistant Professor O'CONNELL.
Spanish 2. Elementary Spanish.. Elective for students offering
Spanish 1, and those students who have presented elementary Spanish
(one year) for admission.
Reading of modern Spanish prose in the form of stories ok histori-
cal sketches; a thorough review of the rudiments of the grammar,
supplemented by the writing into Spanish of English prose, involving
the more unusual syntactical constructions; dictation; discussion in
Spanish of current topics,
Four hours a week for two semesters.
Eight semester hours credit.
Texts: Spanish Grammar, De Vitis.
Cuentos, Romances y Cantares, Espinosa.
El ReiTIO de los Incas del Peri, Gareilaso.
Don Quijote de La Mancha, Cervantes.
Assistant Professor O'CONNELL.
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Spanish 3. Intermediate Spanish. Elective for students offering
Spanish 2, and students who have presented elementary Spanish (two
years) for admission.
Reading of modern and classical authors; a thorough review of the
grammar, supplemented by the writing into Spanish of English prose,
involving the important syntactical constructions; dictation; literary
criticisms of the authors read.
Four hours a week for two semesters.
Eight semester hours credit.
Texts: Spanish Granumar, De Vitis.
Don Quijote de La Mancha, Cervantes.
Jose, Valdes.
Professor MILLS.
Spanish 4. Advanced Spanish. Elective for students offering
Spanish 3, and students who have offered intermediate Spanish for
admission.
Reading of modern and classical prose writers and poets; study of
the fundamental principles of each poetic school, of the salient fea-
tures of each writer, and of the technique of the novel; review of the
grammar; composition of Spanish verse; literary criticisms of the
authors read.
Four hours a week for two semesters.
Eight semester hours credit.
Texts: Spanish Grammar, De Vitis.
Jose, Valdes.
El Capitdn Veneno, Alarcon.




Education 1. History of Education. Elective for Juniors in the
A.B.and Ph.B. courses.
The purpose of this course is to present a survey of the develop-
ment of the educational theory and practice from ancient times
through medieval times. Its special aim is to meet the needs of the
Catholic student to give him a knowledge of the History of Education
and to gain that sympathy with Christian institutions and men, in
the Middle Ages which a common faith and a spiritual heritage de-
mand.
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Survey of the development of educational theory and practice in
ancient, and medieval times; Ancient education; China, Japan;
Egypt; India; Persia and the Semitic People; Greek and Roman edu-
cation; early Christian education; Fathers of the Church; Medieval
education and Scholasticism.
Three hours a week for one semester.
Three semester hours credit.
Texts: History of Education, Monroe.
Professor KANE..
Education 2. Educational Psychology. Elective for Juniors in the
• A.B. and Ph.B. courses. Prerequisite: Education 1.
The need of psychology; instincts; imitation;•the doctrine of inter-
est and effort; the intellectual aspect of the mind; perception, apper-
ception, memory, imagination, judgment; place and function of the
. will in life; art of questioning; the answer; mental tests; objectives
of systematic teaching; stimulating pupil to think, and laws of ,learn-
ing.
Three hours a week for one semester.
Three semester hours credit.
Text: Professor's Notes.
Professor KANE.
,Education 3. History of Education. Elective for Seniors in the
A.B. and Ph.B. courses. Prerequisite: Education 2.
The purpose of this courge is to present a survey of the development ,
of the educational theory and practice from medieval times to the
present time.
Renaissance and Reformation: in Italy, in other countries; the
Catholic reaction; modern education: Realism, Realists and Theorists
of the Seventeenth Century; religious organizations of the Seven-
teenth Century; the Eighteenth Century Nationalism and Education;
the Nineteenth Century—the Psychologists, development of modern
school systems in Germany, France, England, and the United States.
Three hours a week for one semester.
Three semester hours credit.
Text: History of Education, Monroe.
Professor KANE.
Education 4. Practical Introduction to Teaching. Elective for
Seniors in the A.B. and Ph.B. courses. Prerequisite: Education 3.
Principles of psychology in teaching; temperaments; educational
psychology; educational principles and their applications; theory;
class management including (1) a study of the teacher's task; (2) ap-
preciation of individual pupil; (3) means of gaining interest and at-
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tention; (4) methods of presentation; (5) drill; (6) direction of
study; (7) suggestions for meeting the needs of individual pupils; (8)
supervised study; (9) plans for the organization of class work; (10)
hints for securing economy and efficiency in class work; (11) faults in
teaching and remedies for same; (12) examinations, credits, and pro-
motions. Demonstrations in teaching are required and points of
criticism offered. The aim is to make the work as practical as pos-
sible.
Three hours a week for one semester.





Assistant Professor O'BRIEN and MR. DRUMM
Journalism 1. News Technique. This course is elective for all
Juniors of the A.B. and Ph.B. courses.
Newspaper reporting and correspondence; news, news values, and
news sources; news associations; the gathering and writing of news;
the similar types of news stories: their structure, style, and tech-
nique.•
Three hours a week for one semester.
Three semester hours credit. •
Text: Professor's Notes.
Assistant Professor O'BRIEN.
Journalism 2. Newspaper Administration. This course is elective
for all Juniors of the A.B. and Ph.B. courses who offer Journalism 1
A study of the mechanical and business departments of the daily
paper, of the organization of the news and editorial rooms, of the
history of the present methods of printing and illustrating.
Three hours a week for one-half semester.
One and one-half semester hours credit.
Text: Professor's Notes.
Assistant Professor O'BRIEN.
Journalism 3. Newspaper History. This course is elective for all
Juniors of the A.B. and Ph.B. courses who offer as credit Journalism
2.
The origin and growth of Journalism in America; great newspaper
names and eras; great examples of journalistic achievement; great
modern dailies and their influence and policies.
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Three hours a week for one-half semester.
One and one-half semester hours credit.
Text: Professor's Notes.
Assistant Professor O'BRIEN.
Journalism .4. Newspaper Editing and Feature Writing. This
course is elective for Seniors of the A.B. and Ph.B. courses who offer
as credit Journalism 3.
Newspaper Editing: preparation and editing of copy; headline
writing; newspaper makeup; general desk work.
Editorial Writing: a study of the editorial page; editorial inter-
pretation and comment; the origin and development of the editorial;
editorial treatment of current topics; the relation of the editorial to
literary, musical, and dramatic criticisms; the various types of edi-
torials, their structure and style. •
Feature Writing: a study of the market for special articles; the
difference between newspaper and magazine articles; subjects for
special articles; the types of special articles; the psychology of inter-
est; methods of interesting different classes of readers.
, Three hours a week for one semester.
Three semester hours credit.
Text: Professor's Notes.
Professor QUIGLEY and Mn. DRumm.
Journalism 5. Newspaper Laws and Ethics. This course is elec
tive for Seniors of the A.B. and Ph.B. courses who offer as credit
Journalism .4.
The origin and development of the freedom of the press; history,
principles, and provisions of the laws of libel and copyright; the
rights and duties of the press, its morals, standards, and part in the
community, state, and national life.
Three hours a week for one semester.
Three semester hours credit.
Text: Professor's Notes.
Professor QUIGLEY and MR. DRUMM.
JURISPRUDENCE
Professor MURPHY
Assistant Professor McLouGHLIN •
Jurispr,udence 1. This course is elective for Juniors and Seniors of
the A.B. and Ph.B. courses. Required of pre-legal students.
This course comprises the study of law in general; the right of
private property; estates in real property; real estates in real proper-
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ty; personal estates in personal property; number and connection of
tenants in real property; titla"to estates in real property; estates in
personal property; title by gift; and title by contract.
Three hours a week for one semester.
Three semester hours credit.
Text: Professor's Notes.
Assistant Professor MCLOUGHLIN.
Jurisprudence 2. This course is elective for Juniors and Seniors
of the A.B. and Ph.B. courses. Required of pre-legal students. Pre-
requisite: Jurisprudence 1.
This course comprises the study of private wrongs; proceedings in
an action at law; evidence; equitable remedies; crimes; degrees of
crimes—treason, felony,, misdemeanors; relation of criminal actor to
criminal act; criminal procedure; nature and functions of a State:
subjects and their relations to the State.
Three hours a week for one semester.
Three semester hours credit.
Text: Professor's Notes.
Assistant Professor MoLouGHLIN.
Jurisprudence 3. History of Law. This course is elective for stu-
dents offering as credit Jurisprudence 1 and 2. Required of pre-legal
students.
Three hours a week for two semesters.






Sociology 1. Introductory and Theoretical Sociology. Elective for
Seniors in the A.B. and Ph.B. courses.
Meaning and scope of Sociology as a science; the postulates, ma-
terial and formal objects of Sociology; a study of the structure and
function of society and the elements of the social organism—heredity
and environment—in their relation to each other and to social and
civic welfare; an appreciation of the processes, institutions and forces
—the human species, sexes, and individual personality, family, state,
laws, religion, education, co-operation—as factors in human activities
and social advancement which may be directed to wholesome develop-
,
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ment; fundamental, ethical, religious, political and economic principles
underlying possible and desirable social reforms.
Three hours a week for one semester, collateral readings, historical
surveys.
Three semester hours credit.
Text: An Introduction to Sociology, Reach.
Assistant Professor DONOGHUE.
Sociology 2. Social Ethics. Elective for Seniors in the A.B. and
Ph.B. courses. Prerequisite: Sociology 1.
This course treats of natural and positive laws; origin of authority;
utilitarian, hedonistic, socialistic, liberal; and Christian views on
authority and property rights; justice and charity; distribution of
wealth and ownership; crime and punishment; limits of municipal
and state activities; laws, local, national and international.
Three hours a week for one-half semester, collateral readings, per-
sonal investigations and surveys.
One and one-half semester hours credit.
Text: Social Problems and Agencies, Spaulding.
Assistant Professor DONOGHUE.
Sociology 3. Social Pathology. Elective for Seniors in the A.B.
and Ph.B. courses. Prerequisite: Sociology 2.
This course treats constructively of present day social problems and
agencies; family disorganization, divorce, dependency and delin-
quency; economic disorganization, wages, standards of living, irregu-
lar employment, child labor, fatigue and industrial accidents; health
problems in relation to personal demoralization and group disor-
ganization, housing, mental and nervous troubles, tuberculosis, in-
ebriates and drug addicts.
Three hours a week for one-half semester. Collateral readings, per-
sonal investigations and surveys.
One and one-half semester hours credit.
Text: Social Problems and Agencies, Spaulding.
Assistant Professor DONOGHUE.
ECONOMICS
Prof essor Fox and Ma. DoisroGHuu
Economics 1. This course is elective for Juniors and Seniors of the
A.B. and Ph.B. courses.
The nature of economic science and its relation to ethical and poli-
tical science; production: factors of production, the law of diminish.
4
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ing returns, and division of labor, the advantage and disadvantage
and remedies; exchange: money, trade, credit, and nature and func-
tions of banks; consumption; the problem of distribution: wages,
profits, rent, labor problem, socialistic solution, rights of property, and
taxation.
Three hours a week for one semester.
Three semester, hours credit.
Text: Political Economy, Burke.
Professor Fox and MR. DONOGHUE.
Economics 2. Intrikluction to Accounting and to the Instruments
and Records utilized in Economic Transactions. This course is elective
for Juniors and Seniors of the A.B. and Ph.B. courses. Prerequisite,
Economics 1.
A study of the broad fundamental principles of , accounting as a
means of administrative control over the individual business enter-
prise following a consideration of its functions and terminology. A
study of bookkeeping and financial statement procedure, practice in
methods and technique. The theory of business methods and instru-
ments, forms of business organization, simple corporate procedure
showing the change from a partnership to a corporation. This
course, emphasizing always the interpretation and use of information
provided by the accounting method, is designed to develop intelligent •
scrutiny in the analyses and understanding of the "balance sheet,"
"profit and loss statement," and other financial reports.
Three hours a week for one semester.
Three semester hours credit.
Text: Bookkeeping, Rosenkampff and Wallace.




Music 1. The Appreciation of Music. This course is elective for all
students of the A.B. and Ph.B. courses.
This course, although not technical, is designed for students who
wish to acquire an intelligent understanding and enjoyment of good
music, and who desire intimate knowledge of the masterpieces of-
symphonic and musico-dramatic composition.
Two hours a week for two semesters.
Four semester hours credit.
Text: Appreciation of Music, Marshall.
Professor MARSHALL.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
Photography 1. This course is elective for all students of the A.B.,
Ph.B., and B.S. students.
The lectures are supplemented by demonstrations befoi:e the class.
Opportunities are afforded the students to do practical work in the
taking, developing, printing, mounting, and enlarging of photographs,
and in the making and coloring of lantern slides.
Outline: brief outline of the history of Photography; the principles
of Chemistry and Physics underlying Photography; types of lenses;
types of cameras, exposure; developers; the dark room and the furni-
ture; the art of development, the negative; the positive, printing the
picture; types of photographic papers; retouching, mounting, and col-
oring photographs; enlargements; the making and coloring of lan-
tern slides; motion picture photography; aeroplane and airship pho-
tography; color photography; color printing.
The college has a completely equipped dark-room in which the
practical instructions will be given in all the processes indicated in
the above outline.
One hour a week for twenty-five weeks.
No college credit given.
(Not offered in 1925-1926). (Will be offered in 1926-1927).
RELIGION
Professors FITZPATRICK, WELCH, FORTIER, STROHAVER, COLLIGAN,
DUFFY, MACDONNELL, RODDY, EULMAN, EARLS and KOEN.
Religion 1. Creation and Redemption. This course is obligatory
for all Freshmen of the A.B., Ph.B., and B.S. courses.
The Creation, spiritual and material world; different orders of crea-
tion in relation to one another; the Redemption.
Two hours a week for one semester.
Two semester hours credit.
Text: Handbook of Christian Religion, Warners, S.J.
Professor FITZPATRICK.
Religion 2. Grace and the Sacraments. This course is obligatory
for all Freshmen of the A.B., Ph.B. and B.S. courses. Prerequisite.
Religion 1.
Grace; the Sacraments, Baptism, Confirmation, Holy Eucharist,
Penance.
Two hours a week for one semester.
Two semester hours credit.
Text: Hemdbook of Christian Religion, Wilmers, S.J.
Professor FITZPATRICK.
Religion 3. Sacraments and Morality. This course is obligatory
for all Sophomores of the A.B., Ph.B. and B.S. courses. Prerequisite:
Religion 2.
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The Sacraments of Penance, Extreme Unction, Holy Orders, and
Matrimony; The Church as a means of salvation; the Last Things:
Christian Morality.
Two hours a week for one semester.
Two semester hours credit.
Text: Handbook of Christian Religion, Wilmers, S.J.
Professors WELCH, FORTIER, BULMAN, EARLS and KOEN.
Religion 4. Duties and Perfection. This course is obligatory for
all Sophomores of the A.B., Ph.B., and B.S. courses. Prerequisite:
Religion 3.
Christian duties towards God, ourselves, and our neighbors; Chris-
tian Perfection.
Two hours a week for one semester
Two serhester hours credit.
Text: Handbook of Christian Religion, Wilmers, S.J.
Professors WELCH, FORTIER, BULMAN, EARLS and KOEN.
Religion 5. Fundamental Apologetics. This course is obligatory
for all Juniors of the A.B., Ph.B., and B.S. courses. Prerequisite: Re-
ligion 4.
Christianity, a revealed religion; revelation in general; Pre-Chris-
tian revelation; Christian revelation.
Two hours a week for one semester.
Two semester hours credit.
Text: Handbook of Christian Religion, Wilmers, S.J.
Professors COLLIGAN, DUFFY, MACDONNELL and RODDY.
Religion 6. The Church and God. This course is obligatory for all
Juniors of the A.B., Ph.B., and B.S. courses. Prerequisite: Religion 5
The Church, its institution, end, constitution; Marks of the Church:
teaching office of the Church; Holy Scripture; Tradition; rule of
Faith.
The existence of God; the nature of God; Attributes of God; the
Holy Trinity. ,
Two hours a week for one semester.
Two semester hours credit.
Text: Handbook of Christian Religion, Wilmers, S.J.
Professors COLLIGAN, DUFFY, MACDONNELL and RODDY.
Religion 7. Review Course. This course is obligatory for al/
Seniors of the A.B., Ph.B., and B.S. courses. Prerequisite: Religion 6
This course is devoted to a general review of courses 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and
6.
Two hours a week for two semesters.
Four semester hours credit.
Text: Handbook of Christian Religion, Warners, S.J.
Professor STROHAVER.
Tuition
*Furnished Rooms (double rooms) :
O'Kane Building, per student  75.00 per annum
Fenwick Hall, per student  75.00 per annum
Alumni Hall, per student  100.00 per annum
Beaven Hall, per student   100.00 per annum
Loyola Hall, per student  100.00 per annum
Board  3 9.00 per annum
109 . 00 per annum
15.00 per annum
Library and Lecture fee  12.00 per annum
Physics fee  10.00 per annum
Biology fee  15.00 per annum
Laboratory fees:
Chemistry—General  15.00 per annum
Chemistry—Analytic  15.00 per annum
Chemistry—Organic  25.00 per annum
Physics  10.00 per annum
Biology  15.00 per annum
Matriculation fee  5.00
Graduation fee  10.00
Special examinations  5.00
Entrance examinations  9.00
Deposits. At the beginning of each semester, students
taking certain laboratory courses must, in addition to the
payment of the above amounts, make a deposit as a security
against breakage during the semester.
* When engaging private rooms, students must make a deposit of
ten dollars as security against damage to room and furniture. No






PAYMENT OF COLLEGE BILLS
All charges must be paid half-yearly in advance. If pay-
ment is deferred without a satisfactory understanding with
the President, the latter is directed by the Trustees to
remove the student in question from the institution. No
student will be admitted to his examinations if any bills
remain unpaid.
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SCHOLARSHIPS
While other institutions number their scholarships by
hundreds, and the value of them M-ay be estimated at mil-
lions of dollars, Holy Cross is able to offer very few. These
she names with grateful benedictions on the heads of those
who have bestowed them. They, are:
The Governor Ames Scholarship.—Founded by ex-Gov-
ernor Oliver Ames in 1887  for tuition during the college
course.
The Rev. Charles E. Burke Scholarship.—(Interest on
$3000), limited to graduates of St. Joseph's High School,
North Adams, Mass.
The Thomas Callaghan Scholarship.—Founded by the
late Thomas Callaghan of Leicester, Mass., limited to resi-
dents of Worcester County, for tuition during the college
course, "preference to be given to those preparing for the
priesthood".
The Rt. Rev. Monsignor Daniel F. Curtin Scholarship—
Founded by the Rt. Rev. Monsignor Daniel F. Curtin, Glens
Falls, N. Y., to be appointed by the pastor of St. Mary's
Church, Glens Falls, N. Y., providing board, private room
and tuition for the entire college course.
The' Monsignor Griffin Scholarsh,ip.—Founded in 1895,
limited to residents of St. John's Parish, Worcester, Mass.,
for tuition during the college course.
The Two John H. Halloran Scholarships.—Founded by
Mr. John H. Halloran of New York, as a memorial of his
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brother, the late William J. Halloran of Worcester, one
limited to residents of Northampton, Mass., providing
board, private room and tuition for two deserving students
during the entire college course.
The Two Rev. Jeremiah J. Healy Scholarships.—Founded
by the Rev. Jeremiah J. Healy, of Gloucester, Mass., pro-
viding tuition for two deserving students during the col-
lege course.
The Two Richard Healy Scholarships.—Founded by Mr.
Richard Healy of Worcester, providing board, tuition and
private room for deserving students during the entire college
course, limited to residents of Worcester County.
The Rev. Frederick W. Heaney, S.J., Scholarship.—
Founded by Miss Lillian Heaney, in memory of her deceased
brother, the Rev. Frederick W. Heaney, S.J., the sum of
$2500.
The "In Memoriam" Scholarship.—Founded by an alum-
nus of the College, providing board, private room and tui-
tion for a deserving student during the entire college course.
• The Rev. Michael H. Kittredge Scholarship—(Interest on
$5000), bequeathed by Rev. Michael H. Kittredge, '75.
The Henry Vincent McCabe Scholarship.—(Income on
$5000). Founded by the late Mary McCabe of Providence,
R. I., for a deserving student during his college course.
The Three Rev. David F. McGrath Scholarships._
Founded by Rev. David F. McGrath, '70, for board, tuition
and private room during the entire college course, limited at
present to graduates of St. Mary's High School, Milford,
Mass.
The Patrick J. Murphy Scholarship.—Founded by Mrs.
Ellen M. Murphy, as a memorial to her husband, the late
Patrick J. Murphy, Worcester, Mass., providing tuition for
a deserving student during the college course.
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35,
The O'Driscoll Scholarship.—Founded in 1874, entitling
the holder to board and tuition during the college course,
limited to residents of the city of Worcester who are can-
didates for the priesthood and selected by the Bishop of
Springfield or his delegate.
The M. Thomas O'Leary Scholarship.—The gift of Mrs.
Mary O'Leary, in memory of her deceased husband, M.
Thomas O'Leary, for tuition for a deserving student.
The Two Rev. Daniel H. O'Neill Scholarships.—One pro-
viding tuition during the college course for a deserving
student residing in the City of Worcester, the other limited
to residents of St. Peter's Parish, Worcester, Mass., for
tuition during the college course.
The Two Rev. Dr. Patrick B. Phelan Scholarships.—
Founded by Rev. Dr. Patrick B. Phelan, '69, for board, tui-
tion, and private room during the entire college course, open
to competition for graduates of the Sacred Heart School,
Holyoke, Mass.
The Rev. John J. Power Scholarship.—Founded by the
late Rev. John J. Power, D.D., Ili-lifted to residents of St.
Paul's Parish, Worcester, Mass., for tuition during the
college course.
The "Quid Retribuam" Scholarship.— Founded by a
Friend of Education in gratitude for divine favors, provid-
ing board, tuition and private room for a deserving student
during the entire college course.
The John Reid Scholarship.—Founded in 1894, for tui-
tion during the college course, limited to residents of
Worcester.
The Rev. William H. Rogers Scholarship.—Founded by
Rev. William H. Rogers, '68, providing board, private room
and tuition for a deserving student during the entire college
course. .
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The Hon. John E. Russell Scholarship.—Founded by a
Friend of the College, providing tuition for a deserving
student during the college course.
The Dr. Eugene E. and Alice K. Sullivan Scholarship.—
Limited to residents of Worcester, Mass., for tuition during
the college course.
The Rev. Robert Walsh Scholarship.—Founded in 1895,
limited to residents of the Immaculate Conception Parish,
Worcester, Mass., for tuition during the college course.
It is hoped that, in time, other generous friends of the
college may be inspired to found at least partial scholar-
ships and thus enable the Faculty, in answer to numerous
appeals from deserving students, to make reductions for
board and tuition. Thus the interests of education and
charity could be made to go hand in hand and the future
success of many a promising young man's career would be
assured. Fifteen thousand dollars will found a scholarship
providing tuition, board and lodging with furnished room
and attendance. Five thousand dollars will found a schol-
arship giving free tuition.
Another method of assisting both Faculty and students is
the foundation of medals and other prizes. The gift of $500
or $600 will found a medal in perpetuity and the founder's
name will be perpetuated in the annual catalogues. It is
hardly possible to conceive a more effectual way of perpetu-
ating the memory of a benefactor than this foundation of
college prizes and scholarships. The name of the bene-
factor will be annually recalled as long as the college sur-
vives, and unborn generations of beneficiaries will bless'
the memory of the benefactors.
FELLOWSHIPS
Graductte Fellowships in Chemistry. The College es-
tablished in 1926, six graduate fellowships in Chemistry,
each fellowship carrying a stipend of $1000. They are
offered to graduates of colleges and technical schools who
are properly qualified to undertake graduate work.




















His Excellency Alvan T. Fuller Boston, Mass.
Edward J. Mahoney', '92, M.D. Springfield, Mass.
Daniel F. Doherty Springfield, Mass.
Rev. James P. Moran, '04 Little Rock, Ark.
Doctor of Literature
,1 Joseph F. Wickham, '04 New York City
Rev. Paul L. Blakely, S.J... . New York City
Master of Arts
Brother Gerard, C.F.X. Wichita, Kan.
Brother Edmund, C.F X  Danvers, Mass.
James V. Toner, '12 Boston, Mass.
Walter H. Welch, ex-'12, D.D.S. Worcester, Mass.
William J. Lawless, ex-'14 Syracuse, N. Y.
Maurice F. Reidy Worcester, Mass.
Francis J. Ryan, M.D Syracuse, N. Y.
Michael D. Fox Hartford, Conn.
Master of Science
James F. O'Boyle, ex-'06 Pittston, Pa.




Allen, Raymond N. Orange, N. J.
Arsenault, John T Bemis, Me.
Badway, Cecil J Fall River, Mass.
Barron, Matthew I Portland, Me.
Barry, John W Waterbury, Vt.
Bartley, James J Brooklyn, N. Y.
Beauchamp, Edward C Holyoke, Mass.
Benoit, Oscar L. Malden, Mass.
Berghold, William F. (summa cum laude) . . White Plains, N. Y.
Bergin, Stephen A., Jr. (magma cwm laude) Worcester, Mass.
Boyle, Robert M Buffalo, N. Y.
Breen, William F Worcester, Mass.
Brennan, Alfred T. V Tenafly, N. J.
Brennan, Joseph S No. Cambridge, Mass.
Brosnan, John F Springfield, Mass.
Burke, Thomas G Portland, Me.
Butler, Francis P Jersey City, N. J.
Callahan, James J Norwood, Mass.
Canavan, Joseph J Pittsfield, Mass.
Carey, Clarence L Pittsfield, Mass.
Carroll, David B Worcester, Mass.
Carroll, John L Whitinsville, Mass.
Caulfield, Walter H Providence, R. I.
Champagne, Louis P... (cum laude)'. Holyoke, Mass.
Clarke, James F. Pontiac, Mich.
Cohalan, Daniel F New York, N. Y. •
Connell, Bertrand T Jersey City, N. J.
Connell, Walter C... (magna cunt laude) .  Springfield, Mass.
Connelly James J Brooklyn, N. Y. -
Connelly, William F Milford, Mass.
Connor, John E Leominster, Mass.
Connors, John P (cum laude) South Amboy, N. J.
Connors, Raymond J. (magna cwm laude) .  Fall River, Mass.
Conway, Edward B. . (magna cum laude) .  New Bedford, Mass.
Corrigan, John D. New Bedford, Mass.
Cote, Warren P Cambridge, Mass.
Coughlan, Francis A Maynard, Mass.
Creamer, John E (cum laude) . Worcester, Mass.
Croughwell, Robert E.  (cum laude) Dalton, Mass.
Crowley, Daniel A Fitchburg, Mass.
Crowley, John F Cambridge, Mass.
Hettinger, Paul C 
Higgins, Thomas J 
Hintelmann, Joseph P.. (cum laude) Rumson, N. J.
Horgan, Bernard A Fitchburg, Mass.
Hughes, John B. (cum laude) .  Worcester, Mass.
Hurley, J. William Portsmouth, N. H.
Hurley, T. Robert Worcester, Mass.
Huss, Harry L Hartford, Conn.
Issa, Abraham E.... (magma cum laude) .  Kingston, Jam., B. W. I.
Kane, John J Brooklyn, N. Y.
Keaveney, George P... (cum laude) Fitchburg, Mass.
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Cunneen, William G. (magnet cum laude) . . Worcester, Mass.
Delaney, John J South Amboy, N. J. •
Delaney, Thomas F Lawrence, Mass.
Dempsey, John J Millbury, Mass.
Devanney, James J., Jr Pittsfield, Mass.
Donavan, Robert P.... (cum laude) Binghamton, N. Y.
Doyle, Francis X Brooklyn, N. Y.
Ducharme, Fernand R Holyoke, Mass.
Dwyer, Thomas A Brooklyn, N. Y.
Eagan, Owen J., Jr Somerset, Mass.
Early, William P Worcester, Mass.
Fallon, Eugene J., Jr Brooklyn, N. Y.
Fallon, James F Jersey City, N. J.
Fenton, Joseph C.. . (magna cum laude) .  Springfield, Mass.
Field, Eugene F., Jr 
Fitzgerald, Daniel J 
Fitzgerald, James B 
Fitzgerald, John J:, Jr Waterbury, Conn.
Fitzgerald, Thomas C Holyoke, Mass.
Foley, Francis J (cum laude) ...... Worcester, Mass.
Foley, Thomas H. Worcester, Mass.
Forhan, John E (cum laude) Worcester, Mass.
Fox, Raymond J Holyoke, Mass.
Galligan, Clinton F Taunton, Mass.
Geary, James E. (cum laude) Lowell, Mass.
Goyette, Leo J Portland, Me.
Griffin, Thomas P Westfield, Mass.
Groark, Thomas J., Jr New Haven, Conn.
Grogan, Richard L West Swanzey, N. H.
Haggerty, Francis F Hoboken, N. J.
Hanifin, Lewis J  Springfield, Mass.
Hayes, Robert E Peabody, Mass.
Heffernan, Farrell W Spencer, Mass.
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Keleher, William L
.Kelly, Brendan C
Kelly, Herbert J (cum laude) 
Kennedy, Patrick J 
Kennedy, Thomas H 
Kenney, Harold M 
Kieran, Lawrence D. . . (cum laude) 
Kiley, Richard P
King, Thomas B
Lacey, Joseph A 
Laden, John W
Laffin, Thomas P 
LaMontagne, Leo E. (magnet cant laude)
Langan, Richard T 
Lawler, James F 
Leyden, George W 
Linnehan, G. Edward 
Lonergan, James R 
Lyall, Henry W., Jr 
Lynch, Charles V 
Lynch, Edward W.. . magna, cam laude) . . Worcester, Mass.
Lyons, John F Medford, Mass.
Mahan, Robert S Worcester, Mass.
Maloney, Edward J
Mandeville, Leo J
Marrion, Aubrey A 
Marshall, James J 
McCabe, Edward L 
McCarthy, James W 
McCartin, Francis E 
McCluskey, J. Donald.. (cum laude) 
McDonald, Miles F.... (mum, laude) 
McGillicuddy, John T Jr 
McGrath, Philip H 
McGrath, Thomas S. (magna cum laude)
McIntyre, Richard J., Jr 
McLaughlin, Hugh F., Jr 
McLaughlin, James J 
McShea, John J  Collinsville, Mass.
Michels, • John H. . (ma gna cum laude) .  Far Rockaway, N. Y.
Moore, J. Clarke Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
Morrissey, Joseph A.. Warren, R. I.
Moynihan, Arthur J. .. (cum laude) Holyoke, Mass.
Moynihan, Daniel J.. (magna cam laucle) .  Worcester, Mass.

















Raquette Lake, N. Y.
Whitman, Mass.












Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
. Worcester, Mass.
Clinton, Mass.
Jersey City, N. J.
Lawrence, Mass.
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Mulvihill, Walter M. (magma cuan laude). . Worcester, Mass.
Murphy, Frederick E., Jr Flushing, L. I., N. Y.
Murphy, John P Norwich, Conn.
Murtha, Thomas J.. . (Inagua cum laude) .  New York, N. Y.
Neary, Michael T Worcester, Mass.
Nugent, Francis J (cum laude) Clinton, Mass.
Nuss, Francis B Newport, R. I.
O'Boyle, John W Scranton, Pa.
O'Brien, John T (cum, laude) Holyoke, Mass.
O'Brien, Justin L New Haven, Conn.
O'Brien, Raymond W Worcester, Mass.
O'Connell, John D Marlboro, Mass.
O'Donnell, Richard B Leicester, Mass.
O'Hara, Charles J Worcester, Mass.
O'Leary, William J Worcester, Mass.
O'Malley, Martin J Worcester, Mass.
O'Neill, Gerald B (cum (dude) Rumford, Me.
O'Rourke, William T... (cum laude) Worcester, Mass.
O'Shea, John J., Jr. Hoboken, N. J.
O'Toole, John E Worcester, Mass.
Philbin, John J. A Clinton, Mass.
Philbin, John P Clinton, Mass. ,
Porcella, Francis J.... (cam laude) Revere, Mass.
Powers, Charles E..... (cium, laude) Holyoke, Mass.
Prendergast, Martin J. (magna cum lcuude) Freeport, L. I., N. Y.
Quinn, Robert F New York, N. Y.
Reddington, Francis J Scranton, Pa.
Reid, Edward J East Weymouth, Mass.
Reilly, Joseph W.... (ntagna cum. laude) . Blackstone, Mass.
Reynolds, John A New Haven, Conn.
Ricciardi, John M Waterbury, Conn.
Roche, Thomas P New Haven, Conn.
Rogers, Francis J Worcester, Mass.
Rushton, Frederick L Rochdale, Mass.
Ryan, Francis J (cum laude) New Haven, Conn.
Saulnier, Nicholas J Manchester, N. H.
Schwartz, Adam J., Jr. (magna cum lcuude) „Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
Shea, Bernard F Fitchburg, Mass.
Worcester, Mass.
Chicopee Falls, Mass.
Shea, James P 
Shea, William J 
Sheridan, Matthew J. (magna cum laude) . . Norwich, Conn.
Sirica, Alphonse E., Jr. (magma cum larude) Waterbury, Conn.
Smith, Harry J Blackstone, Mass.
Sullivan, David C. Worcester, Mass.
Sullivan, Francis J.... (cum laude) Holyoke, Mass.
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Sullivan, John E Lowell, Mass.
Sullivan, John J., Jr Worcester, Mass.
Sullivan, Philip M Indian Orchard, Mass.
Sweeney, William J.. .. (cum laude) Worcester, Mass.
Thornton, John D Manchester, N. H.
Tobin, Richard S Manchester, N. H.
Tuohey, William A Springfield, Mass.
Vail, Joseph F. South Amboy, N. J.
Verdon, John J (Inagua cum laude) . . Hoboken, N. J.
Verdon, William P., Jr Hoboken, N. J.
Walsh, Robert M Spencer, Mass.
Walsh, Thomas W Amsterdam, N. Y.
White, John B Burlington, Vt.
Ziegler, William J., Jr.. (cum laude) Brooklyn, N. Y.
Bachelor of Philosophy
Butler, Alfred F Malden, Mass.
Comcowich, William J Ansonia, Conn.
Donnelly, Donald S Worcester, Mass.
Freeman, John E  Dorchester, Mass.
Glennon, William J Malden, Mass.
McMahon, Harry J Clarendon, Va.
McNulty, Paul A Medford, Mass.
O'Connor, Francis S Malden, Mass.
Sullivan, Thomas F.... (cum laude) Worcester, Mass.
Tannian, James E Haverhill, Mass.




• The Flatley Gold Medal for Philosophy, founded in 1890
by the late Reverend Michael F. Flatley, '65, was awarded to
DANIEL, J. MOYNIHAN
















































WILLIAM J. ZIEGLER, JR.
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The highest average for a11 the studies of the Senior year
was obtained by William F. Berghold, who secured 96.65
per cent, or 1546.4 points out of 1600 points for all the
studies of the year. He was closely approached by Daniel
J. Moynihan, who secured 96.205 per cent or 1539.28 points
out of 1600 points for all the studies of the year.
PRIZE AWARDS FOR CLASSES UNDER SENIOR
In the classes below Senior, prizes are awarded to the
students obtaining the highest average (above 90 per cent)
for recitations throughout the year, combined with the mid-
year and final examinations. Prizes are also awarded to
the students obtaining the highest average in English Com-
position; General Chemistry, General Inorganic Chemistry,
and Physics. Prizes are not awarded when the highest
ayerage in a section is below 90 per cent. Honorable men-
tion is made of those who obtain an average of 85 per cent
or over.
JUNIOR AWARDS
The Bishop O'Reilly Gold Medals, donated by the late
Right Reverend Thomas J. Conaty, D.D., '69, Bishop of Los
Angeles, in memory of Right Reverend Patrick T. O'Reilly,
D.D., first Bishop of Springfield, Mass., for the highest aver-
age in Philosophy in Sections A and B were awarded to
WILLIAM T. GRIFFIN (Section A)
J. JOSEPH HAYES (Section B)
The prizes for second honors in Sections A and B were
awarded to
THOMAS F. HEARNS (Section A)
CLEMENT C. O'SULLIVAN (Section B)
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Honorably mentioned:, (Section B)
JAMES P. KANE WILLIAM A. MCBRIDE
JOSEPH A. NICOSIA MATTHEW S. HOULIHAN
The Reverend John Redican Gold Medals, donated by a
friend, in memory of Reverend John F. Redican, '78, for the
highest average in Philosophy in Sections C and D were
awarded to
JOHN L. MORRISON (Section C)
JOHN J. O'REILLY (Section D)
The prizes for second honors in Sections C and D were
awarded to
JAMES F. MOYNIHAN (Section C)
(Not awarded Section D)
















The Nugent Gold Medals for Physics, founded June,
1849, by Reverend Edward Evans Seagraive, to perpetuate
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the memory of his ward, John T. Nugent, who died at the
College, were awarded to
CYRIL. T. MCDERMOTT (Section A)
JAMES P. KANE (Section B)
JOHN L. MORRISON (Section C)
EDWARD G. GRIFFIN (Section D)
The prizes for second honors were awarded to
WILLIAM T. GRIFFIN (Section A)
J. JOSEPH HAYES (Section B)
JAMES F. MOYNIHAN (Section C)
• JEROME H. GIBSON (Section D)










Honorably mentioned (Section B)
JOSEPH A. NICOSIA
















. EDWARD T. CONNORS
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AUGUST H. GROESCHELL, JR.
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The Gold Medal donated by the College for the highest
average in Latin, Greek, and English in Section A was
awarded to
JOSEPH V. O'BRIEN
The prize for second honors was awarded to
PAUL B. DIEDERICH
Honorably mentioned:
















PAUL B. DIEDERICH EDWARD J. MCGRATTY
MAURICE E. MCLOUGHLIN HENRY C. EIDENBACH
JOSEPH V. O'BRIEN JOHN J. FEENEY
WILLIAM F. O'CONNOR
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The Gold Medal donated by
















the College for the highest




The prize for general excellence in English Composition












































, The Gold Medal donated by the College for the highest
average in Latin, Greek, and English in Section C was
awarded to
THOMAS F. CURTIN
The prize for second honors was awarded to )








The prize for general excellence in English Composition
in Section C was awarded to














The prize for Evidences of Religion in Section C was not
awarded.
The Gold Medal donated by the College for the highest
average in Latin, Greek, and English in Section D was not
awarded.
Honorably mentioned:
JOSEPH A. HARASIMOWICZ JOHN E. CALLAHAN
The prize for general excellence in English Composition
in Section D was not awarded.
Honorably mentioned:
JOSEPH A. HARASIMOWICZ ANDREW P. DOYLE, JR.
JOHN E. CALLAHAN JOHN F. DRISCOLL
The prize for Evidences of Religion in Section D was
awarded to





















The Gold Medal donated by the College for the highest
average in Latin, Greek and English in Section E was
awarded to
JOHN F. O'MALLEY
The prize for second honors was awarded to
DANIEL W. CRIMMINS








The prize for general excellence in English Composition











HAROLD T. FIELD JOHN F. WALSH
GEORGE F. WILKINS
The prize for Evidences of Religion in Section E was
awarded to












The Gold Medal donated by the College for the highest








The prize for general excellence in English Composition
in Section F was awarded to
JAMES H. CURLEY
Honorably mentioned:
ELMER J. HARRISON JOHN W. KEEFE
FRED L. DOWD HENRY F. CARNEY
CHARLES A. MURPHY RALPH J. WHEFLER
JOHN F. MACK DANIEL E. REARDON
The prize for Evidences of Religion in Section F was
awarded to










SOPHOMORE CHEMISTRY AWARD '
The Chemistry Medal donated by the College for the
highest average in General Inorganic Chemistry was
awarded to ,
JOHN F. SPRANZ (Section B)
The Chemistry Medal donated by the College for the high-
est average in General Chemistry was awarded to
JOSEPH A. PERROTTA (Section A)
FRESHMAN AWARDS
The Gold Medal donated by the College for the highest
average in Latin, Greek, and English in Section A was
awarded to
VICTOR J. DOWLING
The prize for second honors was awarded to
JOHN L. MCCROHAN














FRANCIS J. RYAN, JR.
The prize for general excellence in English Composition
in Section A was awarded to
VICTOR J. DOWLING
Honorably mentioned:
JOHN J. LARKIN CHARLES T. BRODERICK
' JOHN L. MCCROHAN JUSTIN J. MURPHY
WILLIAM J. MURRAY FRANCIS J. RYAN, JR.
GERARD MANNING HORACE F. KELLY
JAMES B. WEBSTER






















The Gold Medal donated by the College for the highest




The prize for second honors was awa'rded to
WILLIAM J. MURPHY
Honorably mentioned:
RALPH T. CROSS JOHN J. FOLEY
WILLIAM S. SPRANZ
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The Gold Medal donated by













the College for the highest
English in Section C was
CHARLES S. WHELAN
The prize for second honors was awarded to
EDMUND F. DOWD
Honorably mentioned:
HARRY F. TUTTLE RICHARD A. HEBERT
LEO J. MCDERMOTT
•
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The prize for general excellence in English Composition
in Section C was awarded to
RICHARD A. HEBERT •
Honorably mentioned:
CHARLES S. WHELAN LEO J. MCDERMOTT
EDMUND F. DOWD JOHN A. CHOBIAN
HARRY F. TUTTLE







The Gold Medal donated by the College for the highest
average in Latin, Greek, and English in Section D was not
awarded.
Honorably mentioned:
FRANK E. BARRETT EDWARD J. HACKETT
DANIEL J. MINAN
The prize for general excellence in English Composition
in Section D was not awarded.
The prize for Evidences of Religion in Section D was not
awarded.
The Gold Medal donated by the College for the highest
average in Latin, Greek, and English in Section E was
awarded to
ROBERT F. CAHILL














The prize for general excellence in English Composition
in Section E was awarded to
LEO F. WHITE
Honorably mentioned:
W. SMITH O'BRIEN DELMAR V. HUGHES
JOSEPH I. JOHNSON WILLIAM E. LAWSON
ROBERT F. CAHILL JOHN T. BARRETT
WILLIAM R. HILL, JR. FRANK H. LEE, JR.
JOSEPH C. PETROWSKI JOHN A. LUDDY
RAYMOND L. CASHMAN ANDREW W. SCANNELL
The prize for Evidences of Religion in Section E was not
awarded.
Honorably mentioned:
HERVEY G. LETOURNEAU RAYMOND L. CASHMAN
The Gold Medal donated by the College for the highest
average in Latin, Greek, and English in Section F was not
awarded.
Honorably mentioned:
IRVING M. RICKARD EDWARD F. MURPHY
CHARLES F. REARDON PATRICK G. HALLIHAN
MATTHEW J. CASEY
The prize for general excellence in English Composition
in Section F was awarded to
EDWARD F. MURPHY
Honorably mentioned:
RICHARD T. HARRELL IRVING M. RICKARD
EDWARD J. McKENNA DANIEL J. DECouRcY •
FRANCIS T. ROCHE
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The prize for Evidences of'Religion in Section F was not
awarded.
Honorably mentioned:
WILLIAM M. BRODHEAD IRVING M. RICKARD
RICHARD T. HARRELL MATTHEW J. CASEY
JAMES J. FENTON
The Gold Medal donated by the College for the highest
average in Latin, Greek, and English in Section G was not
awarded.
Honorably mentioned:
JOHN F. BOURKE SILVIO C. GARAVAGLIA
The prize for general excellence in English Composition
in Section G was not awarded.
The prize for Evidences of Religion in Section G was not
awarded.
Honorably mentioned:
JOHN F. BOURKE GERALD T. DONOGHUE
The Gold Medal donated by the College for the highest




JAMES F. O'DONNELL BERNARD W. MCCARTHY
WILLIAM D. KELLEHER BERNARD J. FINNEGAN
THOMAS J. ROCKS ROBERT L. SWEENEY
The prize for general excellence in English Composition
in Section H was xi/yarded to
JOHN A. HINCHEY
Honorably mentioned:
BERNARD J. FINNEGAN ROBERT L. SWEENEY
JAMES F. O'DONNELL WILLIAM D. KELLEHER
THOMAS J. CARBERRY EDWARD B. LUCITT
THOMAS J. ROCKS BERNARD W. MCCARTHY
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The Gold Medal donated by
average in Latin, Greek, and
awarded to
EDWARD L. MCDEVITT, JR.
JAMES H. RAY
ROBERT L. SWEENEY
the College for the highest
English in Section I was
VINCENT G. RYAN
The prize for second honors was awarded to
WALTER H. MCCLUSKEY
Honorably mentioned:
STEPHEN J. O'BRIEN THOMAS F. SHEA
The prize for general excellence in English Composition
• in Section I was awarded to
VINCENT G. RYAN
Honorably mentioned:
EDMUND J. POWERS JAMES B. CUTHBERT
WALTER H. MCCLUSKEY THOMAS F. SHEA
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The JAMES A. BUCKHOUT GOLD MEDAL for Freshman
B.S. Chemistry was awarded to
FRANK T. HILL, '29
COMPETITIVE PRIZES •
ORATORY.
A PURSE OF FIFTEEN DOLLARS IN GOLD, for general ex-
cellence in Oratory, 4en for competition to the Senior and
Junior classes, was awarded to
JOHN J. VERDON, '26
PURSES OF TEN DOLLARS IN GOLD for second honors in
the same competition, were awarded to
HERBERT J. KELLY, '26
NICHOLAS J. SAULNIER, '26
The contest was held in Fenwick Hall. The judges were
chosen from members of the faculty.
DECLAMATION•
A PURSE OF FIFTEEN DOLLARS IN GOLD, for general ex-
cellence in Declamation, open for competition to the Sopho-
more and Freshman classes, was awarded to
PAUL M. QUINN, '29
A PURSE OF TEN DOLLARS IN GOLD for second honors in
the same competition, was awarded to
EDWARD J. MCGRATTY, JR., '28
The contest was held" in Fenwick Hall. The judges were
chosen from members of the faculty.
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THE STRAIN ESSAY
THE STRAIN GOLD MEDAL, founded in June, 1877, for the
best Philosophical Essay on the subjects, "Pantheism As a
Philosophy" and "Evolution and a Catholic Biologist," was
not awarded.
THE CROMPTON ESSAY
THE CROMPTON GOLD MEDAL, founded in August, 1875.
by George Crompton, Esq., for the best Scientific Essay on
the subject: "Color in Relation to Chemical Constitution,"
under the following aspects: "The Quinonoid Theory and
Tautomerism" (open to Seniors), "The Theory of Ionization
and Indicators" (open to Juniors and Sophomore B.S. stu-
dents), "The Periodic Classification and Colored Com-
pounds" (open to Sophomore A.B. and Freshman B.S. stu-
dents) was awarded to
FARRELL W. HEFFERNAN, '26
THE FLAHERTY ESSAY
THE FLAHERTY GOLD MEDAL, founded in May, 1903, by
Patrick W. Flaherty, Esq., for the best Historical Essay on
the subject, "The Historical Development of the Drama,"
was awarded to
EDWARD J. MCGRATTY, JR., '28
KILLEEN CHEMISTRY AWARD
THE KILLEEN PURSE OF FIFTY DOLLARS IN GOLD for gen-
eral excellence throughout the course in Chemistry was
awarded to
ALPHONSE E. SIRICA, JR., '26
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HORATIAN PRIZE
THE HORATIAN PRIZE OF TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS for the
best appreciation of the Horatian Ode, "Integer Vitae," was
awarded to
CHARLES T. BRODERICK, '29
THE JAMES H. REILLY MEMORIAL PURSE
THE JAMES H. REILLY MEMORIAL PURSE, founded by Jo-
seph J. Reilly, '04, and immediate relatives, to be awarded
annually to the student contributing the best short story to
The Purple was awarded to
AUSTIN J. TOBIN, '25
THE DE VALERA PURSE
THE DE VALERA PURSE, yielded by the permanent fund of
one thousand dollars, donated by Daniel H. Coakley, for the
best essay on a subject taken from Irish History, was not
awarded.
STUDENT ATHLETE MEDAL
THE STUDENT ATHLETE MEDAL, the gift of the Class of
'11, for the student athlete obtaining the highest average
during the academic year, was awarded to




SODALITY OF THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION
This Sodality was organized on the eighth of December,
1844, and aggregated to the Roman Prima Primaria on the
tenth of April, 1846, under the patronage of St. Aloysius.
The object of the Sodality is the fostering of filial devotion
to the Mother of God and the practice of virtue and piety
- among its members.
Spiritual Director—Rev. John J. Colligan, S.J. ,
OFFICERS.—Robert F. Quinn, '26, Prefect; Robert P. Don-
ovan, '26, Leo J. Kennedy, '27, Assistant Prefects; Richard
H. Buckley, '29, John R. Smith, '29, Regulators; John J.
Dempsey, '27, Secretary; John E. Sullivan, '26, Organist,
DAY STUDENTS' SODALITY
This Sodality was organized as a branch of the Sodality
of the Immaculate Conception in May, 1903, and was aggre-
gated to the Roman Prima Primaria in May, 1904, under
the patronage of St. Stanislaus.
Spiritual Director—Rev. Michael Earls, S.J. ,
OFFICERS—John E. O'Toole, '26, Prefect; Thomas J.
O'Rourke, '27, Assistant Prefect; William J. Jerome, '28,
Treasurer; John B. Hughes, '26, Secretary; James J. Mar-
shall, '26, Librarian; Thomas McGrath, '26, William F.
Breen, '26, Recorders; William G. Cunneen, '26, Choir Di-
rector.
• B. J. F. DEBATING SOCIETY
This Society, founded in 1846, in honor of the founder of
Holy Cross College, the Right Reverend Benedict Joseph
Fenwick, is essentially a debating society, aiming at the pro-
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motion of literary knowledge, the cultivation of eloquence
and readiness in debate. )
Moderator—Rev. John E. Welch, S.J.
OFFICERS.—John J. Verdon, '26, President; John J. Mc-
Inerney, '27, Vice-President; Everett J. Sullivan, '28, Sec-
retary; Joseph P. Hintelmann, '26, Treasurer.
PHILOMATHIC DEBATING SOCIETY
This Society, open to all students of the College, was or.
ganized for the purpose of promoting and developing the
power to think logically and forcefully on one's feet, to or-
ganize a coherent and persuasive speech, and to acquire
ease and grace in presentation. This Society has always
maintained a standard of quality, and the results of this
policy have been demonstrated in the impressive representa-
tion of the Society on Intercollegiate and Class debating
teams.
Moderator—Robert J. Flanagan, S.J.
OFFICERS.—Walter C. Connell, '26, President; J. Courtney
McGroarty, '27, Vice-President; James M. Coker, '28, Secre-
tary; Timothy E. Murphy, '27, Treasurer.
THE DRAMATIC SOCIETY
The first dramatic societies established at the College
were the "Pakachoag Dramatic Club" and the "Smithsonian
Ethiopian Minstrel Club," founded in 1844. In 1864 the
Dramatic Club was reorganized under the former name. In
1889 the society was established on its present basis, with
the chief aim to promote elocution by training the students
in dramatic art. Each year classic dramas are presented
with marked success.
Moderator—Rev. Charles N. Roddy, S.J.
OFFICERS.—William F. Berghold, '26, President; William
J. Butler, '27, Vice-President; William T. Griffin, '27, Secre-
tary; Edward J. McGratty, '28, Treasurer; Martin J. Pren-
dergast, '26, Business Manager; William F. Hebert, '27,
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Assistant Business Manager; James W. McCarthy, '26,
Properties; Walter J. Cuskley, '27, Costumes; Thomas W.
Barry, '27, Stage Manager.
THE MUSICAL CLUBS
The aim of these societies is the cultivation of vocal and
instrumental music. Members lend their service to various
exercises in Chapel and Fenwick Hall. Every encourage-
ment is given and ample facilities are furnished to all wish-
ing to become members.
Moderator—Clarence E. Sloane, S.J.
Conductor—J. Edward Bouvier, A.M.
OFFICERS.—William J. O'Leary, '26, President; James F.
Lawler, '26, Vice-President; John W. Coddaire, Jr., '27, Sec-
retary; Matthew J. Sheridan, '26, Treasurer; William F.
Berghold, '26, General Secretary; William P. Verdon, '26,
Librarian; Francis H. Durkin; '27, Assistant Librarian:
Thomas P. Laffin, '26, Manager; Walter J. Cuskley, '27, As-
sistant Manager.
THE NEXUS CLUB
The Nexus Club was founded by the Class of 1920 for the
purpose of giving the members of the Senior class some
knowledge of the problems of the various professions and of
business interests.
Moderator—Rev. John M. Fox, S.J.
OFFICERS.—Joseph C. Fenton, '26, President; Harry J.
McMahon, '26, Secretary; James J. Marshall, '26, Treasurer.
THE MENDEL CLUB
The Mendel Club was organized in 1915 and its member-
ship was restricted to Senior and Junior students of Biol-
ogy. Through weekly essays, both on general biological sub-
jects and on modern vital problems of zoology and medicine,
it endeavors to supplement and broaden the biological edu-
cation of its members.
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With a view Of bringing together these prospective medi-
cal students and those of the* Alumni now in the medical
profession, special lectures are given by the Alumni, and
others who have achieved success in the medical world.
Moderator—Anthony J. MacCormack, S.J.
OFFICERS.—Francis F. Haggerty, '26, Ptesident; Ray-
mond J. Connors, '26, Vice-President' John F. Brosnan, '26.
Secretary; John D. Corrigan, '26, Treasurer; Patrick J.
Kennedy, '26, Sergeant-at-Arms.
THE CHEMISTS' CLUB
The Chemists' Club was organized at the beginning of ,
the second semester. Its aim is to advance the study of
Chemistry among the student body, to correlate Modern
Chemistry and Scholastic Philosophy, and to furnish Holy
Cross College with a Lecture Group prepared to interpret
current scientific findings from a Catholic standpoint.
Membership is by invitation, only those being invited who
maintain an average of 80 per cent. in all courses in Chem-
istry. The Chemists' Club meets eyery second week. The
proceedings of the meetings consist of (a) the reading of
student abstracts of current literature; (b) demonstrations
of laboratory technique; (c) lectures by Professors of the
department and invited specialists.
Moderator—Rev. George F. Strohaver, S.J.
OFFICERS—Farrell W. Heffernan, '26, President; 'Ray-
mond J. Connors, '26, Secretary; Joseph W. Reilly, '26, and '
Alphonse E. Sirica, Jr., '26, Members of the Executive
Council.
SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY
The Society was founded in 1908 for the purpose of giving
an opportunity to the students for discussion of subjects in
physics, by means of bi-weekly meetings and conferences,
that could not be treated in the regular course. The mem-
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bership of this Society is restricted to honor students in
physics in the Junior and Senior years.
Moderator—Rev. Daniel P. Mahoney, S.J.
OFFICERS—Raymond J. Connors, '26, President; William
T. Griffin, '27, Vice-President; William C. Hare, '27, Secre-
tary.
THE HOLY CROSS PURPLE
The Holy Cross Purple is a monthly magazine published
by the students of the college. Its aim is to cultivate a high
literary taste among the students by exercising them in both
critical and creative compositions.
Moderator—Francis J. Cotter, S.J.
Faculty Manager—John A.. O'Brien, S.J.
BOARD OF EDITORS—Thomas J. Murtha, '26, Editor-in-
Chief; John J. Fitzgerald, '26, Purple Patches; Paul B. Die-
derich, '28, Under the Rose; Robert F. Quinn, '26, Alumni;
Bernard J. Moran, '28, Staff Artist.
ASSOCIATE EDITORS—Joseph C. Fenton, '26, Robert P.
Donovan, '26, William T. Griffin, '27, William C. Hare, '27,
William T. Hebert, '27, William J. Butler, '27, William A.
Kinney, '28, Edward J. McGratty, '28, Charles H. Flynn,
'28, Henry C. Eidenbach, '28.
BUSINESS MANAGERS—Thomas J. Kennedy, '26, Manager;
Adrian P. Burke, '27, William T. Carrington, '28, ASsist-
ants.
THE TOMAHAWK
The Tomahawk, the weekly paper of the College, first ap-
peared at the College during the academic year of 1924-
1925. Its purpose is to secure a firmer bond among the un-
dergraduates and also to serve as a nexus between the
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Alumni and Alma Mater, chrgnicling the successes of the
Alumni and telling them the important happenings of the
life on the Hill.
Edritor-in-Chief—Richard T. Langan, '26.
Business Manager—James F. Fallon, '26.
Managing Editor—Charles A. R. Connor, '27.
Advertising Manager—Miles F. McDonald, '26.
Sporting Editor—Joseph S. McEntee, '27.
Alumni Editor—William M. Brodhead, '29.
Crossings Editor—Martin J. Prendergast, '26.
Circulation Manager—John J. Kane, '26.
Art Staff—Frank Reilly, '28, William Hebert, '27.
THE STUDENT COUNSELLORS
Student Counsellor in Senior Year—Rev. John M. Fox, S.J.
Student Counsellor in Junior Year—Rev. John J. Colligan,
S.J..
Student Counsellor in Sophomore Year—Rev. Neil L. Bul-
man, S.J.
Student Counsellor in Freshman Year—Rev. George E.
Hanlon, S.J.
The principal duty of the Student Counsellors is to direct
the spiritual activities of the College and the various reli-
gious societies and sodalities, in regard to which they exer-
cise the same supervision as the Dean of Discipline exercises
in his department.
They provide opportunities for the 'students to receive the
• Sacraments in addition to times assigned for the general
student body.
They are in a special sense the friends and advisers of
, the students, not only in matters directly spiritual, but also
material and temporal, in their studies, their social duties,
and in other intimate and personal matters as each one may
wish.
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One of the questions of highest importance to every col-
lege or high school graduate is the wise choice of a profes-
sion or vocation according to one's character, talents, and
attractions both natural and supernatural. No student with
a serious outlook on life will fail to determine, well in ad-
vance of his graduation, the cal. eer which under God's
providence will best assure his temporal success and his
eternal happiness. In this matter the assistance of the Stu-
dent Counsellors will be invaluable. Their hours will be
arranged to afford ample opportunity to the students for
conferring with them.
MISSION UNIT
The Holy Cross Unit of the Mission Crusade at the Col-
lege was established in 1921 and relief of the Missions was
first confined to donations received through the Mite Box in
the, Office of Discipline. In March, 1925, the unit inaugu:
rated the envelope collection at Mass on Sundays, and in a
scholastic year $4,100.10 was collected and distributed to
foreign and home missions, as also large quantities of Cath-
olic papers, altar supplies, books, and clothing. In the six-
teen months of this Mission envelope collection system over
$5,600 has been forwarded to mission centers by the C
ol-
lege Mission Crusade.
Moderator—Rev. John D. Wheeler, S.J.
Assistant Moderator—Paul J. Powers, A.B.
OFFICERS.—Harry L. Huss, .'26, President; Adolphus J.
Brissette, '27, Vice-President; Lawrence P. Kelly, '28, Sec-
retary; Thomas A. Curley, '28, William J. Barrett, '29, Jo-
seph F. Casey, '29, Accountants.
HOLY CROSS SANCTUARY SOCIETY
Moderator—Walter J. Ballou, S.J.
Master of Ceremonies—Robert F. Quinn, '26.
Assistants—John J. Dempsey, '27, William C. Hare, '27.
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STUDENTS' LIBRARY BOARD
Moderator—John J. Collins, S.J.
Librarian-in-Chief—John J. Dempsey, '27
Assistant Librarians—Jerome H. Gibson, '27, Wilfred
Fleming, '27, John Duffy, '28, Edmund Fitzgerald, '28, Ed-
ward McLaughlin, '28, Horace Kelly, '29, Francis Ryan, Jr.,
'29, George Fitzgibbons, '29, Joseph Sullivan, '29, Edward
L. McDevitt, '29.
HOLY CROSS ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
Faculty Moderator—Rev. Michael F. Fitzpatrick, S.J.
Graduate Manager—Cleo A. O'Donnell, '08.
Assistant Graduate Manager—Paul J. McEvoy, '22.
President, John L. Carroll, '26.
Secretary, J. Courtney McGroarty, '27.
FootbaU—Cleo A. O'Donnell, '08, Head Coach; Luke Kelly.
John M. Reed, ex-'05, Assistants.
Baseball—John J. Barry, Ex-'10.






To show the practicability of Latin as a medium of con-
versation, the members of the Sophomore class on the night
of February 26th, held a Latin debate, which manifested
not merely the linguistic ability of the contestants, but
proved the great excellence of the Latin language for pur-
poses of communication amongst men of different races
and nations. The question chosen for discussion was:
Utrwm Lex Volsteadica sit justa. The affirmative was
upheld by Thomas F. Curtin, '28; Joseph V. O'Brien, '28.
Arguing for the negatiye were John J. Feeney, '28, and Har-
old T. Field, '28. The judges, Fr. Lunney, Fr. Doyle, and
Fr. McHugh, S.J., voted in favor of the negative. Fenwick
Hall re-echoed with the praises of these young men who
had done so well in such a difficult task.
FRENCH DEPARTMENT
Due to the efforts of Brother Carl, C.F.X., a new impetus
was given to the work of the French department in the fos-
tering of class debates and other class functions in the con-
versational idiom of the French language. The first public
event connected with this revival was an intra-mural debate
held in Fenwick Hall on the 18th of March. The question
read: Le gouvernment des Etats Unis devrait posseder et
exploiter les mines d'anthracite. Matthew Doherty, '29
Edmund Sweeney, '29, and Robert Cahill, '29, defended the
affirmative. The negative was supported by John Luddy,
'29; Andrew Scannell, '29, and William Lawson, '29. Her
vey Letourneau, '29, presided. The judges, Fr. Doherty,
Brother Edmund, C.F.X., and Mr. Lavigne decided for the
affirmative.
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The work once begun soon* assumed great proportions.
Intra-mural contests led to • the novel and outstanding
achievement of an intercollegiate French debate. This
epoch-making event took place May 7th. Holy Cross and
Boston College sent their leading Freshman French stu-
dents to the fray. The question stated: II est resolu que le
systeme du cours d'instruction regulier et obligatoire pour
tous est superieur au systeme des cours electifs dans nos col-
leges. Edward McLaughlin, '28, presided and introduced
the speakers. Holy Cross presenting the affirmative with
William Lawson, Edmund Sweeney, and Harold Tuttle, fell
before the attack of the men of Boston College—Thomas
Heffernan, Francis Murphy, and Albert Taylor. The judges
were Fr. Dalpe, Fr. Gauthier, and Mr. Moulin.
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SPEAKING
A departure from the traditional course of intercollegiate
debating, engaged in by the students of Holy Cross, was
made when Holy Cross met .Williams College in a dual de-
bate on March 12th in the High School of Commerce hall.
The debate was somewhat informal, being conducted on the
Oxford plan with two speakers on each side, but with only
one man in rebuttal. The question stated: "Resolved: That
compulsory attendance at class is detrimental to education
in the colleges." Herbert J. Kelly, '26 and John J. Verdon,
'26, favored compulsory classes, while Paul R. Reynolds and
David I. Mackie of the Senior Class of Williams College ad-
vocated student freedom in attending classes. The vote of
the audience was in favor of Holy Cross' negative position.
At Williamstown, the same night the popular decision was
given to the Williams team over the Sophomore-Freshmen
team representing Holy Cross.
Holy Cross won the Alhambra Council, Knights of Colum-
bus trophy by defeating the Boston College debating team in
the Knights of Columbus hall on the night of May 6th. The
subject for debate was: "Resolved: That the political inter-
ests of the United States demand the abandonment of the
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Monroe Doctrine." Holy Cross, upholding the affirmative
was represented by William J. Butler, '27; Herbert J.
Kelly, '26, and John J. Verdon, '26. The speakers for Bos-
ton College, defending the negative, were Francis O'Connor,
'26; Thomas O'Keefe, '27, and Walter Morris, '26. The
judges were George F. Booth, publisher of The Telegram
and Gazette; Capt.' Ralph Earle, President of Worcester
Polytechnic Institute, and Charles B. Rugg, Assistant Dis-
trict Attorney.
DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY
Joseph C. Fenton, '26, accomplished what seemed the im•
possible when he defended publicly in Fenwick Hall on May
10th, the theses of Scholastic Psychology. Hon. David I.
Walsh presided. The objectors were: Daniel J. Moynihan,
'26, Fr. William I. Lonergan, S.J., Dr. Adam Leroy Jones
of Columbia University, Fr. Strohaver, SIT., and Fr. Bros-
nan, S.J. Mr. Moynihan objected to the thesis: The brute
animal is not endowed with rational life. Fr. Lonergan ar-
gued against the immortality of the soul. Dr. Jones ques-
tioned the statement: Man is endowed with various perma-
nent mental powers called faculties of ,the mind. Fr. Stro-
haver protested against the freedom, of the will. Fr. Bros-
nan asked for proof of freedom, of deliberation. To each
and to all Mr. Fenton gave a clear and convincing answer
and he was given a splendid ovation after his two-hour de-
fence.
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC AND DRAMATICS
One of the most delightful affairs of the school year was
the production by the Musical Clubs and the Dramatic So-
ciety of the musical comedy Jacqueline. This was given at
the Worcester Theatre on Monday evening, December 14.
1925, under the direction of Fr. Roddy, S.J. and Mr. Bou-
vier, M.A. The leading part—that of Jacqueline—was
played by Thomas P. Laffin, '26. Others in prominent roles
were: Joseph A. Morrissey, John J. Verdon, David C. Sulli-
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van, William F. Berghold, William J. Butler, and John J.
Dempsey. There were many specialities, notably the
wooden shoe dances and the scene d'amour of Colosanto,
Walsh, and Brissette. The numbers by the College Phil-
harmonic Orchestra added to the great pleasure of the even-
ing.
The Shakespearean play chosen for this year was Twelfth
Night. It was presented at the Worcester Theatre on Feb-
ruary 8th before a capacity audience. The production was
under the personal direction of Rev. Charles N. Roddy,
S.J. Among those taking part were Paul M. Quinn, Robert
F. Quinn, John J. Larkin, John J. Verdon, Harry F. Tuttle,
William F. Berghold, Edward F. O'Rorke, William J. But-
ler, Edward J. McGratty, John P. Walsh and Thomas A.
Durkin.
Shakespearean lovers were treated to a novelty when
Macbeth appeare,d in modern attire in Fenwick Hall on
April 28th and in Holyoke on May 3rd. The play was pro-
duced by Section F of the Sophomore class, and was
coached by Mr. Keville, A.B. The soldiers appeared in
khaki uniforms, while Macbeth was seen in uniform, dress-
ing gown, white flannels and in the banquet scene he wore
a Tuxedo. Lady Macbeth in that famous scene was attired
in a most gorgeous evening gown. The part of Macbeth
was portrayed by Joseph E. Underwood, Jr. James E.
Sheehy was a very artistic Lady Macbeth. John W. Keefe
played the role of Banquo. The witches who figure so prom-
inently in Macbeth were admirably cast with Norbert X.
Dowd, Henry F. Carney, and Elmer J. Harrison.
The course in the one-act play gave the start to original
productions of this type, and William A. Kinney, '28, con-
ceived the plan of having a band of players present the best
work of the Holy Cross students in this field. His idea led
to the formation of The Vagabonds, a group of Thespians
gathered from the members of the Dramatic Society. On
May 11th, The Vagabonds presented the five one-act plays
that had been judged the best. There were: La Chanteuse.
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by John J. Dempsey, '26; The Clean-Up, by Gerald T. Don-
oghue, '29; Twelve or Fourteen, by John A. Reynolds; The
Last Cigarette, by William A. Kinney, '28; The Old Loafer,
by Paul B. Diederich, • '28. The plays were received with
great applause. The judges: Mr. O'Brien, S.J., Mr. Foley,
S.J., and Mr. Maher, S.J., decided in favor of the play, The
Clean-Up, by Gerald T. Donoghue, '29. Mr. Kinney's play,
The Last Cigarette, received honorable mention.
DEPARTMENT OF GREEK
"HECUBA" PRESENTED BY THE FRESHMAN CLASS
Euripides' famous tragedy Hecuba was presented by the
members of the Freshman class in the new Greek theatre in
the college stadium on the afternoon of May 30th. The play
was produced in the original Greek with a perfect fidelity
to the old traditions in scenery, costuming, music, and envi-
ronment in the audience. The theatre erected in the sta-
dium was an imposing structure. The costumes were mod-
eled from old Athenian drawings. One lone oboe played by
Paul A. Conlin accompanied the chorus. The choral odes
were sung, set to the music of the Hymn to Apollo, which
was unearthed in 1895. The musical part of the production
was in charge of Professor John P. Marshall, assisted by
Professor Joseph V. O'Drain of the Greek department. Miss
Helen A. Curtin, of the School of Harmonic and Rhythmic
Expression in Buffalo, directed the chorus. Rev. Francis
X. Downey, S.J., Dean of the College, was in general charge
of the work. The performance of Hecuba attracted the
attention not merely of the student world, but of hundreds
of other people who were anxious to gaze upon the spectacle
which furnished so much delight and pleasure to the Athe-
nian of twenty-four centuries ago. The leading characters,
all members of Section A of the Freshman class, were:
Hecuba, John L. McCrohan ; Polyxena, James B. Webster;
Odysseus, Charles T. Broderick; Agamemnon, John J.
Foley; Polymestor, Edward A. O'Rorke; Talthybius, Horace
Kelly.
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A pleasant aftermath of the production was the invitation
of His Honor, Mayor Kendricks of Philadelphia, to present
the play in September as part of the Sesquicentennial
Celebration.
GREEK ACADEMY
The relation of ancient Greek Writings and teachings to
present-day life and thought was demonstrated in a series
of articles read at the Greek Academy on April 16th. The
subject chosen for discussion was Euripides' drama Iphi-
geneia, in Tauris. The story of the play was presented by
Raymond F. Carey, '28. Special questions on translation.
historical exposition, and literary appreciation were pro-
posed by Joseph Perrotta, '28, and Egbert Cassidy, '28. The
honored guests who assisted in the discussion and interpre-
tation of the classic were: Professor Taylor of Boston Uni-
versity; Father Marique, S.J., of Boston College, and Joseph
J. Reilly, Ph.D., Superintendent of Schools in Ware, Mass. A
special feature of the program was the rendition of music
from Gluck's opera, lphigeneia, in Tauris. The program
was carried out under the direction of Mr. John J. Collins.
S.J., Moderator of the Greek Academy.
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DONATIONS
Grateful mention is here made of the following benefac-
tors and their gifts:
The Class of 1926 donated an, insurance policy of fifty
thousand dollars, to mature on the twenty-fifth anniversary
of the graduation of the class.
The Class of 1915 on the tenth anniversary of its gradua-
tion donated five hundred dollars towards a Walter F.
Coonan, '15 Fund.
A friend donated two thousand dollars for the Memorial
Chapel.
Reverend Alexander J. Hamilton, '86, St. Margaret's
Church, Brockton, Mass., donated five hundred dollars for
the holy water fonts in the Memorial Chapel in memory of
Reverend John F. Lehy, S.J.
The Class of 1900 on the occasion of its Silver Jubilee
of Graduation donated two thousand dollars.
The Class of 1920 on the fifth anniversary of graduation
donated six hundred dollars.
Miss Grace M. Sullivan, Brooklyn, N. Y., donated articles
for use in sanctuary of Memorial Chapel.
• D. Denis F. O'Connor, '93, donated furniture for the
President's office.
Mrs. Michael Ryan, Fitchburg, Mass., donated a set of
chimes for Memorial Chapel in memory of her son, the late
John B. Ryan, S.J., s'08.
Right Reverend John G. Murray, D.D., '97, Bishop of
Portland, donated fifteen hundred dollars for Memorial
Window in Chapel.
Right Reverend John G. Murray, D.D., '97, Bishop of
Portland, donated five hundred dollars as an additional gift.
Joseph J. Lilly, Brooklyn, N. Y., donated the sum of five
hundred dollars towards Holy Cross Fathers' Club Fund.
Mrs. Charles M. Thayer, gift of Murillo's Immaculate
Conception. •
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Mr. William F. O'Neill, '07, Akron, 0., donated the sum
of fifteen hundred dollars for a window in Memorial Chapel.
An Alumnus donated the sum of one thousand dollars as
a gift.
John J. Ryan, '93, Haverhill, Mass., donated the sum of
one thousand dollars. -
Reverend John J. Lyons, LL.D., '79, late Pastor of St.
Anne's Church, Manchester, N. H., donated a window in the
Memorial Chapel.
Mr. Theodore T. Ellis, Worcester, Mass., donated the
sum of ten thousand dollars towards a new gymnasium and
clubhouse.
Miss Nora S. Horan, Washington, D.C., donated a win-
dow in the Memorial Chapel in memory of Reverend Dennis
Scannell, former pastor of St. Anne's Church, Worcester,
Mass.
The Class of 1899, to commemorate its Silver Jubilee of
Graduation, donated the sum of eight hundred dollars, to be
used in connection with the Memorial Chapel.
The Valencia Council, Knights of Columbus, Milford.
Mass., donated one hundred dollars, their pledge to the
Building Fund.
Reverend James J. Howard, '87, pastor of St. Peter's
Church, Worcester, Mass., donated the sum of fifteen hun-
dred dollars for window in Memorial Chapel, in memory of
his brother, Dr. E. Henry Howard, '94.
Right Reverend Thomas M. O'Leary, D.D., Bishop of
Springfield, donated the sum of fifteen hundred dollars for
a window in the Memorial Chapel.
Class of 1916, on the occasion of the tenth anniversary of
its graduation, donated the sum of one thousand dollars
Mrs. Edward J. McMahon, Worcester, Mass., donated a
bust of George Washington.
F. E. Dutcher donated a very valuable collection of sea-
shells and medals.
Rev. John J. Sullivan, ex-'12, of Fall River, Mass., pre-
sented Rev. Charles L. Kimball with a painting by Petruzzio.
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LIBRARY
Mr. George Crompton, M.A., numerous donations.
Mr. John E. Gallagher—gift of $130.
Reverend Joseph A. Linnane, Keyport, N. J.—gift of
$1,000 for the purchase of books in the department of Peda-
gogy, in memory of Reverend Joseph F. Hanselman, S.J.
Honorable John P. O'Brien, '94—gift of $100 to the new
library. •
Mr. John Greene, Brooklyn, N. Y.—gift of $100 to the
new library.
Brooklyn-Long Island Undergraduate Club—$75 to the
new library.
A Friend—an initial gift of $1,000 towards the Right
Reverend Monsignor John T. Madden, '72 Fund, for the
purchase of books in the Department of Economics.
, The gift of approximately 2000 volumes from the library
of the late Reverend John J. Lyons, LL.D., '79, Manche'ster,
N. H.
The gift of 600 volumes from the library of the late Rev-
erend James F. Ahern, '96, Chancellor of the Diocese and
Rector of the Cathedral, Springfield, Mass.
Reverend F. Chester Leahy—collection of books.
R. George Dick—$200 towards the library.
The College is greatly indebted to the following for their
donations of books for the new library:
America Press
Allyn & Bacon Co.
Ahern, Rev. James F.
Austin, Harry S.
B'nai Brith
Bottomley, Dr. John T.
Berl, Eugene Ennals









Linke, Mr. and Mrs. Theo-
dore
Lavin, James P.




McMahon, Mrs. Edward J.
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Brooklyn-Long Island Undergraduate Club—$75 to the
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A Friend—an initial gift of $1,000 towards the Right
Reverend Monsignor John T. Madden, '72 Fund, for the
purchase of books in the Department of Economics.
, The gift of approximately 2000 volumes from the library
of the late Reverend John J. Lyons, LL.D., '79, Manche.ster,
N. H.
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erend James F. Ahern, '96, Chancellor of the Diocese and
Rector of the Cathedral, Springfield, Mass.
Reverend F. Chester Leahy—collection of books.
R. George Dick—$200 towards the library.
The College is greatly indebted to the following for their
donations of books for the new library:
America Press Kennedy, Luis
Allyn & Bacon Co. Kennedy, Will P.
Ahern, Rev. James F. Lawler, T. B.
Austin, Harry S. Laplasse, Mrs. D.
B'nai Brith Linke, Mr. and Mrs. Theo-
Bottomley, Dr. John T. dore
Berl, Eugene Ennals Lavin, James P.
Boland, Rev. T. A. Mahoney, Mr. and Mrs.
Barrett, J. J. Charles H.
Brennan, The Misses McLaughlin, Maurice
Butler, William F. Marshall, Rev. Eugene
Higgins, Joseph T. McMahon, Mrs. Edward J.















Dinand, Miss Anna T.
Eidenbach, Henry






























O'Brien, Judge John P.
Owens, Rev. M. J.
O'Byrne, Hon. Frederick
O'Connor, Mrs. William F.
O'Sullivan, Clement C.







Supreme Council, K. of C.
Spranz, John F.
Schwartz, Adam J., Jr.
Sirica, Alfonse E.
Sullivan, F. A.
Walsh, Sen. David I.
The College is greatly indebted to the Alumni and
Friends of the College for their generous contributions to
the Building Fund and the funds for "Alumni Hall," "The
Memorial Chapel," and "New Library."
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The Biology Department wishes to acknowledge its
thanks to various friends for their generous contributions
of books to the Biological Library, and to Mr. F. E. Dutcher
for his contribution of a very valuable collection of sea-
shells and medals.
The College wishes to acknowledge its thanks to Con-
tributors to the Lehy Memorial Fund for the education of
worthy students.
To the Sisters of St. Vincent Hospital, Worcester, Mass.,
for their many favors.
To the United States Department of Agriculture, Bureau
of Fisheries, State College of Agriculture, for their various
publications.
To the Directors of the Smithsonian Institute for the An-
nual Reports of the Bureau of Ethnology, the Smithsonian
Contributions to knowledge, the Smithsonian Miscellaneous
Collections, etc.
To the Worcester Public Library and the Worcester Art
Museum for many courtesies.
Thanks are also due for various public documents and
copies of his inaugural address to His ExCellency, The Gov-
ernor of Massachusetts; for Congressional Reports and
Documents to Hon. David I. Walsh, '93, former United
States Senator from Massachusetts; and to the Hon. Sam-
uel E. Winslow, Member of Congress from Massachusetts.
The Department of Economics wishes to acknowledge the
receipt of many documents from the United States Depart-
ment of Labor, the Federal Trade Commission, and the
Connecticut State Council of Defense.
To these and many other benefactors, the President and
































































































































Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
Freeport, L. I., N. Y.
New York, N. Y.
Worcester, Mass.
Woodside, L. I., N. Y.
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Bohan, Walter W.
Boivin, Armand G.











Breen, Joseph M. •
Breen, William F.
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Waterbury, Conn.






































































































































Corona, L. I., N. Y.
Holyoke, Mass.
Waterbury, Conn.











Coakley, Daniel H., Jr.
Coakley, John P.
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Conron, William E. Sophomore Newport, R. I.
Conway, Charles P. Sophomore New York, N. Y. •
Conway, Edward B. Senior New Bedford, Mass.
Conway, John H. Freshman Portland, Me.
Cooney, Francis J. Freshman Providence, R. I.
Cooney, John F. Sophomore No. Brookfield, Mass.
Cooneyi Joseph J . Junior Worcester, Mass:
Corbett, Thomas J. Freshman New Haven, Conn.
Corey, A. Joseph Sophomore Waterbury, Conn.
Corey, Louis J. Sophomore Littleton, N. H.
Cormier, David G. Freshman Worcester, Mass.
Corrigan, John D. Senior New Bedford, Mass.
Cote, Warren P. Senior Cambridge, Mass.
Cough, Francis R. Junior Bar Harbor, Me.
Coughlan, Francis A. % Senior Maynard, Mass.
Coughlan, James W. Freshman Jamaica Plain, Mass.
Coughlan, Thomas E. Freshman E. Weymouth, Mass..
Coughlan, William D. Freshman Abington, Mass.
Coughlin, Donald F. Freshman North Adams, Mass.
Couming, Paul B. Freshman Worcester, Mass.
Cowan, Oliver C. Junior Jersey City, N. J.
Coyle, Robert A. Sophomore Jersey City, N. J.
Crann, Arthur J. Freshman Lowell, Mass.
Craven, Francis J. Junior Holyoke, Mass.
Creamer, John F. Senior Worcester, Mass.
Crimmins, Daniel W. Sophomore Palmer, Mass.
Crook, Kenneth W. Freshman Altoona, Pa.
Cross, Ralph T. Freshman Jamaica, N. Y.
Croughwell, Robert E. Senior Dalton, Mass.
Crowley, Daniel A. Senior Fitchburg, Mass.
Crowley, John F. Senior Cambridge, Mass.
Crowley, Robert C. Freshman Holyoke, Mass.
Cuddy, Raymond S. - Junior Auburn, N. Y.
Cullum, Joseph V. Junior Brooklyn, N. Y.
Cummings, John J. Junior Roxbury, Mass.
Cummings, John M. Freshman North Adams, Mass.
Cunneen, William G. Senior Worcester, Mass.
Cunningham, Edward A. Junior Chicopee Falls, Mass.
Curley, James H. J. Sophomore Troy, N. Y.
Curley, Thomas A. Sophomore Troy, N. Y.
Curran, Francis Sophomore Putnam, Conn.
Currie, Francis J. Sophomore East Orange, N. J.
Curtin, Thomas P. Sophomore Naugatuck, Conn.
Curtiss, George B. Freshman Waterbury, Conn.
Cuskley, Walter J. Junior New York, N. Y.
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Feeney, William J., Jr.
Fenton, James J.
Fenton, Joseph C.
















































































































Jersey City, N. J.





















Forcier, H. Joseph Freshman East Jaffrey, N. H.
Ford, John, J. Freshman Worcester, Mass.
Forhan, John E. Senior Worcester, Mass.
Forster, George B. Sophomore Rockville, Conn.
Forsythe, James M. Junior Holyoke, Mass.
Fortin, Donat F. . Sophomore New Bedford, Mass.
Fox, James F. Sophomore Worcester, Mass.
Fox, Raymond J. Senior Holyoke, Mass.
*Freeman, John E. Senior Dorchester, Mass.
Friel, James P. Sophomore Worcester, Mass.
Frost, George E. Junior Holyoke, Mass.
Gahan, Theodore P. Freshman Medford, Mass.
Gallagher, Daniel J. Freshman Washington, D. C.
Gallagher, Frank Junior Manchester, N. H.
Gallagher, George A. Junior St. Johnsbury, Vt.
Gallagher, Robert R. Junior Worcester, Mass.
Gallant, Edward B. Sophomore Worcester, Mass.
Galligan, Clinton F. Senior Taunton, Mass.
Gallivan, James J. Sophomore Providence, R. I.
Gannon, Edward H. Freshman Syracuse, N. Y.
Gannon, William J. Sophomore Worcester, Mass.
Garavaglia, Silvio C. • Freshman Otter River, Mass.
Garrahan, James F. Freshman Providence, R. I.
Garrity, Edward J. Freshman Uxbridge, Mass.
C'authier, Albert C. *Junior Pawtucket, R. I.
Gearan, Paul G. Junior ‘ Gardner, Mass.
Geary, James E. Senior Lowell, Mass.
Cibson, Jerome A. Junior . Dayton, 0.
Giegengack, Robert F. Freshman Brooklyn, N. Y.
*Glennon, William J. Senior Malden, Mass.
Goan, Maurice V. Freshman Portland, Me.
Gorman, Charles A. Freshman Bethel, Conn.
Gcurdeau, John G., Jr. Freshman Lawrence, Mass.
Goyette, Leo J. Senior Portland, Me.
Grady, Everett L. Junior Worcester, Mass.
Grady, Raymond F. Sophomore Peabody, Mass.
Granger, Walter A. Freshman Worcester, Mass.
Greene, George C. Sophomore Rochester, N. Y.
Greene, Roland A. Junior Brooklyn, N. Y.
Griffin, Edward G. Junior Wareham, Mass.
Griffin, Harry L. Sophomore Clinton, Mass.
Griffin, Henry W. Junior Worcester, Mass.
Griffin, John J. Junior Fall River, Mass.
Griffin, John R. Freshman Haverhill, Mass.
Griffin, Thomas P., Senior Westfield, Mass.
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Jersey City, N. J.
Worcester, Mass.
West Swanzey, N. H.
.Jersey, City, N. J.
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Healy, M. Donald Junior Rome, N. Y.
Hearns, Thomas F. Junior Jersey City, N. J.
Hebert, Richard A. Freshman Portland, Me.
Hebert, William F., Jr. Junior Worcester, Mass.
Heffernan, Farrell W. Senior Spencer, Mass.
Flehir, Thomas H. Freshman Worcester, Mass.
Henderson, Frederick S. Sophomore Brooklyn, N. Y.
Hennessey, William A. Senior Brockton, Mass.
Herlihy, James A. Junior Holyoke, Mass.
Hettinger, Paul C. Senior Lancaster, 0.
Hettinger, Richard M. Freshman Lancaster, 0.
Hewitt, Charles L. Junior West Haven, Conn.
Hickey, Bernard A. Freshman Milford, Mass.
Hickey, Thomas J., Jr. Junior Worcester, Mass.
Hickey, Timothy F. Freshman Farmingdale, Mass.
Higgins, Harold J. Sophomore New Haven, Conn.
Higgins, Thomas J., Jr. Senior Worcester, Mass.
Hilbert, Francis E. Sophomore Worcester, Mass.
Hill, Frank T. Freshman New Haven, Conn.
Hill, William R., Jr. Freshman Providence, R. I.
Hinchey, John A. Freshman Rutland, Vt.
Hintelmann, John J. Sophomore Rumson, N. J.
Hintelmann, Joseph P. Senior Rumson, N. J.
Hodgson, C. Clarke Junior Harrisburg, Pa.
Holland, Daniel A. Sophomore Worcester, Mass.
HolHelder, Joseph F. Sophomore South River, N. J.
Honan, John F. Freshman Lowell, Mass.
Horan, George H. Junior Fall River, Mass.
Horgan, Bernard A. Senior Fitchburg, Mass.
Hornauer, Charles P. Freshman Trenton, Mich.
Houde, Adolph W. Freshman Leominster, Mass.
Houde, Albert E. Sophomore Brockton, Mass.
Houlihan, Matthew S. Junior Waterford, N. Y.
Hughes, Delmar V. Freshman New Rochelle, N. Y.
Hughes, John B. Senior Worcester, Mass.
Hurley, C. Keefe Freshman Gardner, Mass.
Hurley, Gerald F. Junior Gardner, Mass.
Hurley, John F. Junior ' South Boston, Mass.
Hurley, J. William Senior Portsmouth, N. H.
Hurley, Philip S. Junior Brooklyn, N. Y.
'Hurley, T. Robert. Senior Worcester, Mass.
Hurley, Warren J. Freshman Jamaica Plain, Mass.
Huss, Harry L. Senior. Hartford, Conn.
'Hutchinson, Gerald F. Junior Waterbury, Conn.
Igoe, Peter A. Sophomore Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Issa, Abraham E.

























































































































Fall River, Mass. .
Jersey City, N. J.
Berlin, N. H.
Troy, N. Y.





Jersey City, N. J.
Burlington, Vt.


















































































































































Lilly, Wilfred H., Jr.
Linnehan, G. Edward
Loftus, Joseph J.






















































































Northport, L. N. Y.
Brooklyn, N. Y.








South Amboy, N. J.
Worcester, Mass.
Waterbury, Conn.






















































































































Mt. Cannel, Pa. ,







































Elmhurst, L. I., N. Y.
Portland, Me.
Cherry Valley, Mass.
Stapleton, S. I., N. Y.
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McDevitt, Edward L., Jr. 'z Freshman
McDonald, Earl C. Sophomore




McDonough, John F. Junior
McElroy, William A. Junior
McEntee, Joseph S. Junior
McGarrigan, Daniel J., Jr. Freshman
McGarrigan, Edward L. Freshman
McGillen, John . Freshman
McGillicuddy, John T., Jr. Senior


















, McInerney, Vincent P.
McIntyre, Joseph










































































Jersey City, N. J.
Jersey City, N. J.
Jersey City, N. J.















McManus, Edwin G. Freshman Brooklyn, N. Y.
McManus, Philip J. Sophomore Nashua, N. H.
McManus, V. Paul Junior Brooklyn, N. Y.
McMorrow, William H. Freshman So. Boston, Mass.
McNaboe, Maurice J. Junior Fall River, Mass.
McNally, William A. Sophomore Clinton, Mass.
McNamara, Francis M. Junior Webster, Mass.
McNamara, Leo A. Freshman Worcester, Mass.
McNamara, Leo G. Freshman Spencer, Mass.
McNamara, Philip J. Junior Fitchburg, Mass.
*McNulty, Paul A. Senior Worcester, Mass.
McRell, William F. Freshman Clinton, Mass.
McShea, John J. Senior Collinsville, Mass.
McSheehy, Brendan F. Freshman, Whitinsville, Mass.
Meacham, Francis X. Freshman South Amboy, N. J.
Meaney, Charles F. Sophomore Woodcliff, N. J.
Meehan, Howard J. Freshman Florence, Mass.
Michaud, Elmer P. Freshman Van Buren, Me.
Michels, John H. Senior Far Rockaway, N. Y.
Mikelski, Michael J. Freshman Plains, Pa.
Millane, William J. Freshman Holyoke, Mass.
Miller, Joseph B. Sophomore Fitchburg, Mass.
Mills, Harry A. Sophomore East Orange, N. J.
Mina, Stephen R. Freshman Worcester, Mass.
Minan, Daniel J. Freshman Jersey City, N. J.
Moison, Herve Junior Lawrence, Mass.
Molloy, Thomas B. Junior Worcester, Mass.
Monahan, Francis T. Junior Naugatuck, Conn.
Mooney, Edward F. Freshman Rahway, N. J. _
Moore, Donald B. Junior New Haven, Conn.
Moore, James J. Sophomore Holyoke, Mass.
Moore, J. Clarke Senior Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
Moran, Bernard J. Sophomore Nashua, N. H.
Moran, Charles H. Freshman Brookline, Mass.
Moran, F. Eugene Sophomore Brattleboro, Vt.
Moran, Harold J. Sophomore Brooklyn, N. Y.
Moran, John P. Freshman Bronx, N. Y.
Moran, Thomas W. Freshman Springfield, Mass.
Moran, Thomas W. Freshman Watkins, N. Y.
Moriarty, James J. Junior Northampton, Mass.
Moriarty, John J. Sophomore Holyoke, Mass.
Morin, Carl E. Junior Berlin, N. H.
Morin, Howard F. Freshman Reading, Pa.
Morris, John J. Freshman Washington, D. C.
Morrison, John L. Junior Nashua, N. H.











































Norton, Edward A., Jr.
Norton, George P.




















































No. Walpole, N. H.
Waterbury, Conn.
Worcester, Mass.
South Amboy, N. J.
Lowell, Mass.






















New York, N. Y.
New York, N. Y.
Brooklyn, N. Y.











Nugent, Francis J. Senior Clinton, Mass.
Nuss, Francis B. Senior Newport, R. I.
O'Boyle, John W. Senior Scranton, Pa.
O'Brien, Edward F., Jr. Junior Worcester, Mass.
O'Brien, James J. Junior Lowell, Mass.
O'Brien, John J. Freshman Springfield, Mass.
O'Brien, John T. Senior Holyoke, Mass.
O'Brien, Joseph V. Sophomore Dorchester, Mass.
O'Brien, Justin L. Senior New Haven, Conn.
O'Brien, Raymond W. Senior Worcester, Mass.
O'Brien, Stephen J. Freshman Waterbury, Conn.
O'Brien, W. Smith Freshman Watertown, N. Y.
O'Connell, Harold J. Sophomore Bangor, Me.
O'Connell, Jeremiah G. Sophomore Manchester, N. H.
O'Connell, John D. Senior Marlboro, Mass.
O'Connell, Joseph P. Junior Springfield, Mass.
O'Connell, Robert E. Sophomore Buffalo, N. Y.
O'Connell, William J. Sophomore Mittineague, Mass.
O'Connor, Daniel F. Freshman Worcester, Mass.
O'Connor, Ernest E. Freshman Portland, Me.
*O'Connor, Francis S. Senior Malden, Mass.
O'Connor, John E., Jr. Junior Tiverton, R. I.
O'Connor, John G. Junior Springfield, Mass.
O'Connor, William F. Sophomore Rockaway Park, L. I.
O'Day, Francis J. Sophomore Manchester, N. H.
O'Donnell, Charles H. Junior Dorchester, Mass.
O'Donnell, James F. Freshman Warsaw, N. Y.
O'Donnell, Richard B. Senior Leicester, Mass.
O'Donnell, Thomas J. Freshman Jamaica, N. Y.
O'Donnell, Walter J. Sophomore Brockton, Mass.
O'Donnell, Wilbur F. Freshman Holyoke, Mass.
O'Donoghue, Patrick F. Freshman Washington, D. C.
O'Halleron, Donald M. Freshman Worcester, Mass.
O'Hara, Charles J. Senior Worcester, Mass.
O'Heir, Edward R. Junior Lowell, Mass.
O'Keefe, Francis D. Freshman Worcester, Mass.
O'Keefe, Matthew J. Freshman Peabody, Mass.
O'Keefe, Roland A. Freshman Turners Falls, Mass.
O'Leary, Thomas B. Freshman Hartford, Conn.
O'Leary, William J. Senior Worcester, Mass.
O'Malley, George A. Junior Clinton, Mass.
O'Malley, John F. Sophomore Scranton, Pa.
O'Malley, Martin J. Senior Worcester, Mass.
O'Malley, Peter J. Junior Clinton, Mass.
Gerald B. Senior Rumford, Me.


































































































































New York, N. Y.
New York, N. Y.
Lynn, Mass.





































































































































































































































































Glens Falls, N. Y.
Worcester, Mass.














Spillane, Maurice J. Freshman Morris Park, L. I., N. Y.
Smith, Harry J. Senior Blackstone, Mass.
Smith, John It. Freshman Binghamton, N. Y.
Spranz, John F. Sophomore Guttenburg, N. J.
Spranz, William S. Freshman Guttenburg, N. J.
Spinach, Joseph P. Sophomore Framingham, Mass.
Starzyk, William S. Sophomore Chicopee, Mass.
Steele, Francis J. ' Sophomore Webster, Mass.
Stein, Anthony C. Sophomore Elizabeth, N. J.
Stevens, Charles J. Sophomore Newark, N. J.
Stiles, Howard M. Junior Holyoke, Mass. .
St. James, William B. Sophomore Pittsfield, Mass.
Stout, Francis A. Freshman Milton, Mass.
St. Pierre, Roderick G. Sophomore Berlin, N. H.
Sugrue, Albert J. Freshman Waterbury, Conn.
Sugrue, John R. Freshman Waterbury, Conn.
Sullivan, Austin P. Freshman Dorchester, Mass.
Sullivan, Charles E. Junior W. Springfield, Mass.
Sullivan, Charles L. Junior Webster, Mass.
Sullivan, David C. Senior Worcester, Mass.
Sullivan, Edward J., Jr. Junior Norwich, Conn.
Sullivan, Eugene A. Sophomore Worcester, Mass.
Sullivan, Eugene R. Junior Bozrahville, Conn.
Sullivan, Everett J. Sophomore Holyoke, Mass.
Sullivan, Francis A. Junior Rome, N. Y.
Sullivan, Francis J. Sophomore Danvers, Mass.
Sullivan, Francis J. Senior Holyoke, Mass.
Sullivan, James L. Junior Nashua, N. H.
Sullivan, James T. Sophomore Bozrahville, Conn.
Sullivan, John E. Senior Lowell, Mass.
Sullivan, John F. Junior Worcester, Mass.
Sullivan, John F. Freshman Worcester, Mass.
Sullivan, John J., Jr. Senior Worcester, Mass.
Sullivan, John P. Freshman Worcester, Mass.
Sullivan, Joseph J. Freshman Worcester, Mass.
Sullivan, Lawrence M. Freshman Jersey City, N. J.
Sullivan, Michael C. Freshman Worcester, Mass.
Sullivan, Michael H., Jr. Junior Fall River, Mass.
Sullivan, Philip M. Senior Indian Orchard, Mass.
Sullivan, Raymond F. Junior Holyoke, Mass.
Sullivan, Robert T. Sophomore Northampton, Mass.
*Sullivan, Thomas F. Senior Worcester, Mass.
Sullivan, Walter J. Freshman East Pepperell, Mass.
Sweeney, Edmund M. Freshman Waterville, Me.
Sweeney, Thomas J. Freshman Worcester, Mass..



























































































































































































South Amboy, N. J.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
I ,-
